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AMIGA MULTIMEDIA SPECIALISTS

AMIGA HARD DRIVES

i___ j£jJ-2 U/foas
|
850Mb FAST SCSI-2

1.08Gb FAST SCSI-2

1.44Gb FAST SCSI-2

[

2.1Gb FAST SCSI-2

[
4.3Gb FAST SCSI-2

IDS Dsh&i Iw M!)!)Q
428Mb IDE

545Mb IDE

1Gb IDE

1.2Gb IDE

&* DA<j& fat Al'AQ!)
I 40Mb 2.5" IDE

260Mb 2.5° IDE

340Mb 2.5" IDE

524Mb 2.5" IDE

$449

$599
$1099

$1599

$1795

$279

$299

$449

$469

$199

$369

$469

$649

jy.jjJ33- -lii^jjJ-JL/uijJ^ -J-J/ii Diyrn
Syquest 88Mb int. 5.25" $499

* Syquest 1 05Mb int. 3.5" $449
'.] Syquest 270Mb int. 3.5" $649

44Mb Syquest Cartridge $1 29

88Mb Syquest Cartridge $1 09

105Mb Syquest Cartridge $109
I 270Mb Syquest Cartridge $1 29

250Mb Tape Cartridge $59

IOMEGA ZIP DRIVE i__M_

MICRO-VITECMONITOR

A3000 ZIP RAM
We have limited stocks of A3000 Static column Ram - $CHll

ASIM CDFS VERSION 3
The AsimCD File System 3.0 package consists of AsimTunes,

AsimCDFS, CDTV and CD32 emulation modules. It also includes

the FishMarket CD-Rom.

34B24bitlFF

Amiga an

and raw 1

HIGH SPEED MODEMS
Maestro V34 28.8k $499 FAX and DATA modems.

MaeStrO vfast 28.8k$399 Include GPFax Software.

CYRERVISION 64 Pioneering an n«— generation

in graphics performance

1 GOO x 1200 in up to 256 colours

1024 x768 in up to 15 million colours

EPSON STYLUS COLOR

Cybervision 64 Is produced in Germany by the

same company producing the Cyberstorm 68060

accelerator. The Cybervision64 salisfies the most

demanding graphic requirements with a 64 bit wide

graphics controller and fast 32 bit Zorro III

interlace. Welcome to the new generation in

graphics performance. jklftAQ

For the Artist in you

The EPSON Stylus COLOR ink-jet printer

offers 16 million colours and 720 dpi

resolution, plus all theJeatures - speed,

reliability, convenience and economy - that

make the EPSON Stylus the perfect Amiga
printer.

SOFTWARESPECIALS
Brilliance tf2 599

PageSfre«mV3 $399

Pro Draw V3 , $149

l/QTQ&lO(& «*! (|tt||MM>l">»"t Illlttrfl I '

Cine Morph

Wordworth V3.I . S1 19

Disk Expander »...579

Power Copy .... < „ $39

Dataslore ..................——$1 1

9

AMIGA
OS 3.1



New Amigas This Month!

AMIGA 40007 AMIGA 1200
The New Amiga 4000T From

Amiga Technologies is the first

official Amiga Tower system and

ships bundled with loads of great

Software.

Scala MM300
Wordworth 4 SE

Organizer

Turbo Call 3.5

DataStorel.l

Personal Paint 4 SE

Pinball Mania &Wizz

Amiga 4000T - 68040 25Mhz
6Mb 32bit RAM - 1Gb SCSf-ll Hard drive

Amiga 4000T - 68060 SOMhi
6Mb 32bit RAM - 1Gb SCSI-tl Hard drive

.MWICi

%^^
**Vt**wP^

The New Amiga 1200 From Amiga
Technologies is the classic

machine for the price and

performance conscious, bundled

with loads of great Software,

Scala MM300
Wordworth 4 SI

Organizer

Turbo Oik 3.5

DataStore 1.1

Personal Paint 4 SE

Pinball Mania & Wizz

oSf
INNVfV'k-

Amiga 1200- 68020 14Mhz
2Mb Chip RAM - 170Mb Hard drive

Amiga 1 200 - 68030 40Mhz ^ ^ —^
2Mb Chip RAM - 4Mb Fast RAM - 170Mb Hard drlve^*^ afA^F^

$CAIL

SPICIAl - MJJfiJlJJiB 1000 owners, call for special trade-up prices SPECIAL

TTURBO CHARGE YOUR a 1200 CD-ROM DRIVES
0KB Cobra 28
68030 28Mhz - 4Mb 32bit RAM

DKB Cobra 40 $699
68030 40Mhz - 4Mb 32bit RAM

DKB Mongoose 50 $899
68030 50Mhz - 4Mb 32Bit RAM - 68SS2

DKB 1202 $399
4Mb 32Bit RAM

DKB 1202 + FPU $449
4Mb 32BH RAM + 68882 FPU

DKB SCSI add on Jw
SCSI-1 1 acid on for Mongoose or Cobra

J. 'I" -jJiJjJ JiljJJ

'JV.V-*..;

Internal -Quad Spin
*****

Muiti Session - Ho Caddy!

MPEG & CM Compliant

CDU-76Se

*mm External - Quod Spin

Muhi Session - Ho Caddy!

MPEG & CDi Compliant

un
We accept BanhCanl, Visa, MasterCard, OMEX. & flCC Credit

OPEH Mon-Fri 9HM-5PM SAT f0AM-4PM

Internet Ordering - http://wwvu.signta.eom.au

MOBILE: (018)25 7471
FOX: (02, 540 4554

Suite I 7, 20-24 Cibbs Street

MirandaNSWAustralia 2228



PROFESSIONAL

IN 3D GRAPHICS

FOR THE

wT= KightWave ;„_,
For more information call Sigmacom (02) 524" 9846

Version 4.0 Modeling

• Over 1QD mQdBlIng IodIs including

Mb, Lane, Beveljirror, Clone,

Quartlize^ Jitter, Suhdivicle antl man 1

/ more

• Load PoslScpipl™ fonts

• Draw freehand shapes, or trace over images

• Work among ten different layers

• Preview objects as solid or see-through

wireframes

• Boolean tools allow cutting, slicing and

combining oijecls

• Create organic objects Willi spline corves,

spline patching, end Melafcrin

Multiple view options

• Macros allow automate of complex lenctions

• Multiple Uodo and Redo

Version 4.0 Surfacing

• Dozens of surface stlribotes including

Luminusily,G!nssiness,Billusinn
r

Transparency, Reflectivity, Brapiness

• Animate and morph textures

• Multiple surfaces per object

• Apply any n! over a ten textures including

Marble, Wood, Ripples, Fractal patterns and

a variety of image mapping options

Version 4.0 Rendering

• Render 32 bit images ie custom resolutions

• Use realistic camera options such as Focal

length, Depth ot Field and Motion Bier

• Generate true to-life ray traced shadows,

raffectioos, and retraction

• Control light attributes including Light Type,

Colour, Intensity, Fallon, lees Flare, Shadow

options and more

• Create special effects such as animated Fog,

Image Keylog and Particle Blur

• Lightwave supports multiple image formats

Version 4.0 Animation

• Easy to use keyframe-hosed animation system

Use Inverse Kinematics and I

realistic character animation

• Hierarchical motion and Targeting

Displacement Mapping and 3D Mnrphing

• Advanced motion featores such as Spline

Controls, Velocity, Shitting and Scaling

Version 4.0 Plug-In Architecture

• Allows inr additional features soch as

Gravity, Particle Systems, new Sorlaces,

image Processing and much more.

• Compatible with DPS Personal Animation

Recorder and Macro Systems viae molion

digital video cards.

Sptdjkotim street to dw& wirfow w(&* fouscrtpi it a trademark

rfAtfoht SjuBWW; lir. UgbtKm iDisa Irndemid pfNtwTek, Inc.

Amx/i j's a uadeaati rfCwomdast-\m$i. Inc. SGI it n Iradmrk (if

Silt m Gts/Mulm:. &VmM, Sic. IKS.

Powi

.
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Easy Internet
access coming

I Surfing the World Wide Web may

sound like little more than a yet another

passing fad to some. Why is it that we

all of a sudden need all this information?

We seemed to cope without it yesterday.

However, sound reasons to get con-

nected are appearing - reasons that add

up to savings in time and money. Adver-

tising, marketing, communication, shop-

ping, research, software library access,

entertainment - the list goes on.

Us Amiga owners have battled with

software that was not configured for any

particular service provider, which makes

getting on the Internet a cumbersome

experience. Many of our readers made

the leap recently and picked up a copy

of our Internet disks, which were config-

ured to work with Ausnet. They were

better than previous offerings, but still

not perfect.

The good news is that easy to install,

more robust offerings are in the pipeline.

The commercial version 4.1 of the

TCP/IP networking software included

on the aforementioned disks is now

available locally, and updates to the

AMosaic browser are also bringing the

Amiga up to speed with other computer

platforms. A spinoff from these im-

provements is that local area networking

may also move toward TCP/IP - the

standard used by the Internet.

We've already had reports of re-

spectable performance from TCP/IP

based Amiga networks - over 400k per

second and climbing. This is around the

same speed as Quicknet, which has

good hardware but lousy software - it

can't automatically recover from one

machine on the LAN going down.

TCP/IP, on the other hand, has many

utilities available for managing the net-

work. As the Internet becomes a more

serious business tool, running a TCP/IP

network locally will make integrating

your system into the World Wide Web a

simple task. Becoming an information

provider will be easier. Using the Inter-

net will be easier. The other good news

is that network cards to run this software

on are around $150 - a lot cheaper than

Quicknet.

Next month we'll be checking out

TCP/IP software in more detail, howev-

er in this issue Daniel Rutter examines

an interim solution to getting your

Amiga connected to any PCs in the

vicinity so you can easily move files

around between machines without using

the usual sneakemet system. There are

several solutions available to do this. We
use them here at Amiga Review. In the

future we plan a single network to bring

all our office machines together - hut

that's next month.

In other news, the fortunes of a local

Amiga distributor are improving by the

day - see the full story inside. It now

looks like Amigas will be selling in

Australia again within weeks. They're to

be bundled with an excellent range of

software that will make the Amiga 1200

very good value for money once again!

AMIGA Review



Turn your Amiga into a

video editing suite
NO FUSS, INSTANT ACCESS, DIGITAL VIDEO EDITING

Capture VHS or SVHS (Y/C)

video, complete with stereo

sound - then edit, cut, paste and

immediately view or add special

effects, titles and more . . .

VLAB MOTION $2770

TOCCATA $810

. . . works on A2000/3000/4000

(Just add a fast SCSI hard drive)

mThe ultimate

desktop video

solution.39

4.3 GB SCSI
II HD's from $2299

Warp Engines
from $1295
Best prices on 60ns SIMMS

FOR INFORMATION CALL

TV Graphics
(03) 521 2455 TEL
(03) 521 3945 FAX

COMING SOON: DRACO AMIGA COMPATIBLE - '060/RISC

S11 BMMifortSt, Mt L'dwJy, Pa-nh
Ph: (01)) 32S Wu2 Fan: [U^JJ '275

:\QW

NOW IT IS COMING!
AMIGAs - 7200 - 4000
A4000/040/25 Tower 6Mb, 1.2Gb
A4000/060/50 Tower 6Mb, 1.2Gb

MegaMouse......... $29.99

Optical $59.95

Trackball $59.95

External Drive $149.99

High Density $199.99

NEW!! A500/68020 EC Accel Card

A500/512KRAM $45

A600/1MbRAM $95

A1 202/68882/33Mhz/0Mb $219

Cobra/030/28Mhz/0Mb/+clk....$249

Cobra/040/40Mhz/0Mb/+clk $389
Mongoose/03Q/50Mriz/0Mb/+clk$589

Oktagon SCSI/0(to 8Mb) $249

SOWYCO Extand tot~~tt
PANASOMCCD RONUJt
Poy/yr C&fiOWl 2;( -or Ha
CD 32 Titles NEW STOCK!!

Coming In Weekly!!

Squirrell SCSI...

.mm,
$159

DynaLink 2S.8k External $380
Modem 14.4k Externa! $250

5 year warranty

rJsird Drives
250Mb 2,5" IDE .......$249

340Mb 2 5" IDE $349

HARD DRIVES IDE/SCSI CALL
Coming 2.5 " 540/BWllGb

SIMMS 4Mb/32bit $799
Growers Encyclopedia $49. 99

Check stock CD32 ads last issue

(or low prices and additional Hems!

Amiga Tower Case only CALL
plus extra squirrel ????
Quad speed CDROM CALL

Iomega Zip 100 Drive HOT!!
Order NOW!!

Compute Magic P/L
44 Pascoe Vale Road

Moonee Ponds
Victoria 3039

Phone (03) 9326-0133
Fax (03) 9370-8352

AMIGA IS BACK
AND WE ARE CELEBRATING WITH

EXCLUSIVE SUPER ADD ON PACKS
THESE ARE SAMPLES, FULL CONTENTS AND PRICING NOT YET
FINALISED. OTHER PACKS BEING CURRENTLY PUTTOGETHER.
BUT THEY WILL BE EXCLUSIVE, AND CHEAP!!! LIMITED STOCKS
AVAILABLE, E&OE. PACKS AVAILABLE ONLY WITH PURCHASE OF

A1200, SPECIAL A4000 PACKS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
GAMERS PACK

2MB PCMCIA CARD, PLUS ROCTEC EXTERNAL 880K
SLIMLINE FLOPPY DRIVE, UNDER $300.00

HOME VIDEO PACK
2MB PCMCIA CARD, PLUS ROCGEN PLUS
COMPOSITE GENLOCK UNDER $450.00

DIG1TISER PACKS
2MB PCMCIA PLUS VIDI 12 UNDER $350.00

WITH VID1 12 SOUND & VISION UNDER $380.00
WITH VIDI 12RT UNDER S530.00

SCANNING PACK
2MB PCMCIA CARD, PLUS GOLDEN IMAGE

64 G/SCALE HAND SCANNER WITH TOUCHUP 4,

AND OCR JUNIOR SOFTWARE. UNDER $450.00

SPECMLS CAW BE UPGRADED AT TIME OF
PURCHASE TO DKB 1202+ RAM, OR DKB COBRA OR

MONGOOSE, WITH OT WITHOUT FERRET SCSI
BOARD, ALL UPGRADES P.O.A.

WE CARRY A LARGE RANGE OF HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE FOR AMIGA.

NEW OPENING HOURS IN FORCE FROM FIRST
DELIVERY OFAMIGAS, - RING FOR DETAILS



100 MB

Drive
Store 100 MB on a single 3.5" floppy

sized disk. The Zip drive is available in

both an Amiga SCSI version and a PC
parallel version.

• Zip Drive & 2 1 00Mb disks $399-

Units due this month.
Place your order now!

Accelerators &
RAM Expansion
A500/600:
•A500 512k RAM Expansion (with clock) $ 65-

• A600 1 MB RAM Expansion (with clock) $ 149-

A1200:
• GVP A1 230 II/030/50MHZ/4MB 1 left $ 699-

• GVP A1 230 li 40MHz Co-Pro $ 1 39-

• GVP A1230 il 50MHz Co-Pro $ 1 69-

•GVPA1291{SuitA123QII) $129-

A2000:
• GVP 4008 SCSi (up to 8MB RAM) $ 269-

• DKB Wegaehip 2MB Chip Ram Expansion $ 339-

Impact Vision 24 with Splitter 1 only S1 1 95-

A3000:
• 4 MB ZIP RAM Page Mode
• 4 MB ZIP RAM Static Coiumn

$ 320-

S 340-

A4000:
• Z3 Fastlane SCSI II & RAM Expansion /romS 699-

* DKB 4091 SCSI- II Expansion Card S 549-

GVP 4003 SCSI (up to 8MB RAM) $ 269-

« GVP 40MHz '040 4MB 32bit RAM f only S1 499-

Cyberstorm 060 50Mhz $2595-

Amiga 1200
Accelerator
Products

1202. no Co-Pro, OMB $ 149-

1202, 68882 @ 20MHz, OMB $ 185-

1202, 68882 @ 33MHz, OMB $ 229-

Cobra *030MMU 28MHZ $ 275-
- no Co-Pro, OMB
Cobra '030EC 40MHz $ 449-

tio Co-Pro, OMB
Mongoose '030MMU 50MHz $ 649-

50MHz 68882, 0MB
SCSI-1! Option for Cobra & Mongoose $ 189-

RAM options available:

- 4MB 32 bit RAM $ 250-
- 8MB 32 bit RAM $ 475-
- 16MB 32 bit RAM $ 86-9-

PRODUCTIVITYSOFTWARE
Adorage AGA $149,00 Imagemaster R/T 1.0 Special $

Amiback $ 55.00 Impact (Lightwave) $329.00
Amiback 2.0 Plus Tools Bundle $119.00 Info Nexus $ 79.95
Anitn Workshop Sp<c «/$ 39.00 Light Rave 3.1 Clearance
Art Department Pro 2.5 $259.00 Light Wave 3D 4.0 $CALL
ADPro; Epson Scanner Driver $175.00 Magic Lantern O $ 79.95
Bars and Pipes Professional V2.5 $389.00 Map Studio (Vols 1-6 complete) $ 69.95
Brilliance V2 $ 99.00 Maxon Magic $ 69.00

Caiagari 24 Special ! Multilayer for ImageFX VI.

7

$139.00
CrossDOS6.0 $ 69.95 Money Matters V3 $ 75.00

CrossMAC jVe'M' Pri e $139.00 Morphus for Imagine Clearance i

Cygnus Ed Pro V3.5 $109.00 Morph Plus $175.00

Datastore $109.00 Organiser $ 89.00

Deluxe Music V2 $ 99.00 OS 3. 1 Kits Available How /$CALL
Deluxe Paint V $ 95.00 PC-Task 3.1 $119.00

DesignWorks $CALL PageStream 3.0h $399.00

DICE 3.0 $199.00 PeggerV2 JPEG Utility $ 69.95

DirWork2.1 $ 84.95 Pen Pal 1 ,5 $ 95.00

Directory Opus V5 $119.00 Personal Paint 6.3 $ 99.00

!
Disk Expander $ 49.95 Photogenics V1.2 $139.00

Distant Suns V5 $ 94.95 Pixel 3D Pro V2.0 $199.00

S DTUIOQ1.0 $ 94.95 Power Copy V3.03a $ 39.95
' Easy Ledgers 2 $299.00 Quarterback $CALL
: Essence II / Forge $139.00 Quarterback Tools Deluxe $CALL

Final Copy II Release 2 $119.00 SAS C/C++ V6 $299.00 ;

Final Data Release 2 $119.00 SCALA MM40O $399.00 |'

Final Writer Release 4 $169.00 Scenery Animator V4 $ 99.95

GameSmith $189.00 Sparks 2.173 $199.00

Qigamem 3.12 $ 89.95 Studio II (Printer Drivers) $ 99.00

GPFax $ 99.00 Superbase Personal 4 $189.00

Helm 1.66 $149.00 SuperbasePro VI .3 $299.00
HiSoft Basic 2.0 $149.00 SuperJam VI. 1 $159.00

HiSoft DevPac 3 $.139.00 TV Paint Pro 2.0 Speck / $299.00
HiSoft Pascal ' -—

-

'$199.00 Typesmith V2.5 $199.00

Hollywood FX $269.00 Vista Pro 3 $ 99.95

Hollywood FX Lite $ 79.95 Wordworth V3.1 Release 2 $139.00

Humanoid (Lightwave) $259.00 Wordworth Companion (book) $ 49.00 1

Hypercache 2.0

lmageFXV2.1
$ 59.95

$399.00 GURU ROM V6 $135.00 1

This list is not exhaustive. Please phonefor any titles not listed.

MAESTROMODEMS
Maestro external 28.8k Modems
come complete with fax software for

either the Amiga or PC computer.

Start surfing!

•V.FC

•V.34

PC

$379
K479

Amiga

$399
$499

Amiga modems come with GPFax software

SONY Quad-Speed
SCSI CD-ROMS

I

• SONY CDU 76S
-• — Internal 4x spin

TRL
across Australia \

For orders over $100 \

•SONY CDU 76S
(sfcf&

External 4x spin

MVB
jyedfuated to the Aiuisu & its C'ustoiueis! JPity, EM,

>mple Free On-Site Parking

506 - 508

Melway Ret" Page bl

tff



Welcome back

AMIGA
After a long break, and with the

|

help of Amiga Technologies, the

i Amiga computer is now back in

production. MVB Computers

have survived and grown, and

are still giving you the best ser-

vice, the best support and the

most competitive prices. The

Amiga computer will be on sale

any time now, so call us!

The A4000 Tower will

be the top of the range.

high performance

Amiga.

The Amiga 1200 will be

thefirst available Amiga.

The new Amiga

monitor, the M 1438s

Hard Disk

Mechanisms

SCSI U - Quantum Drives
(3 Year Warranty)

• 420Mb Trailblazer $ 329-
14ms 128Kb Cache 4500RPM

• 540Mb Fireball $ 369-
12ms 128Kb Cache 5400RPM

• 850Mb Trailblazer $ 429-
14ms 128Kb Cache 4500RPM

• 1.08Gb Fireball $ 599-
12ms 128Kb Cache 5400RPM

• 2.21Gb Cape) la $1349-
8.5ms 512Kb Cache 5400RPM

IDE 2.5" Seagate (3 Year Warranty)
|

Suits A600/A1200/SX-][

• 260Mb Marathon $ 369-
16ms 120Kb Cache 3980RPM

• 420Mb Marathon $ 479-

16ms 120Kb Cache 4500RPM
1

• 524Mb $ 579-
16ms 120Kb Cache 3980RPM

•810Gb Marathon $SOON
16ms 120Kb Cache 4500RPM

IDE 3.5" Seagate - Suits A4000
(3 Year Warranty)

• 850Mb Decathlon $ 389-

1 1ms 256Kb Cache 5400KHM
1.08Gb $SOON

1 1ms 256Kb Cache 5400RPM

^Cny/I' Only
ST££. ./£

$29.95

^B^e^S^H
+

$5 postage

K^N1Mm
Place your
orders
now!

Aminet 8
Available late October.

AD Pro Epson
Scanner Pack

$175

Cable to suit

ImageFX

$19.95

• Mac/IBM interface

kits also available.

Call for pricing

Epson GT-8500 Scanner 400 DPI Base Res. $ 999-
-Suit Amiga &•*••> A f\

Epson GT-9000 Scanner 600 DPI Base Res. IJ»1 04a-

Amiga
CD-ROMs

« AmiNET 7 $ 29.95

• AmiNET Set 1 $ 69.95

• AmiNET 6 $ 29.95

• Multimedia Toolkit 2 $ 64.95

• Amos PD CD V2 $ 44.95

• Asim CDFS V3 $ 99.00

• LightWave Enhancer $139.00

• UPD Gold (4 disks) $ 64.95

• Almathera 10 on 10 Pack:

10 CDs. including Comms. Internet & Net-

working CD, Photo Library CD, Fonts &
ClipArt CD, CDPD 1 & 2, Team Yankee,

World Vista Atlas, and much more!

Bargain at only $89

Compare our prices!

A500 HD
+ RAM

No HD (up to 8MB RAM) $229-

with 540MB IDE $519-

• with 850MB IDE $«09-

Ram to suit (2MB) $160-
* Requires WB2.0 or greater For HD use.

How to

Order

We Accept

Cash, Cheque, Bankcard, Visa, Master-

card, Money Order or Direct Deposit.

Please call for current freight charges on

I orders under $100.

Suit Amiga

How;
Phone, write, fax or come and see us

in our showroom. Please include

phone number when writing or faxing.

All letters will be answered.

*Please do not send cash through the mail

This Ad was produced e Without Notice



imagine 4.0
out
I Both the Amiga and PC incarnations

of Imagine have now hit version 4.0.

The new version has, predictably,

many new features, and seems

squarely targetted at the Lightwave

market, with a new motion blur fea-

ture and a metaballs editor with spe-

cial effects, for example.

Among the more than 50 new fea-

tures are extended "States" to include

object attributes, improved and ex-

tended DXF loading and saving, FLC
and ANIM global brush and backdrop

support, image and animatic" viewing

from within Imagine, field ren.Lring,

access to object attributes from the

Stage Editor, perspective viewing

from objects and lights to Stage Edi-

tor, "Smart Bones" to speed up sub-

group assignment, support for hi-res,

colour graphics workspace, lots, more

mapping options, colour texture pre-

viewing, and much much more.

The upgrade to Imagine 4.0 costs

5US100. Contact Natdisc on (02) 544

1874. RRP is $789.

AMIGA

New Amiga
bundles

The precise composition of the

Amiga-and-software bundles that

should be on the shelves as you read

this has been announced.

The A 1200 bundle has a 1200 with

(only) 2Mb RAM and a 170Mb drive

(against the 40Mb drive which came

with the old machines). The software

bundle comprises Photogenics 1 .2 SE,

Wordworth 4.0 SE, Personal Paint

6.4 SE, Datas-

tore 1.1, Turbo

Calc 3.5, Digita

Organiser, Scala

MM300 and

two games, Pin-

ball Mania and

Whizz. The re-

tail value of all this software would be

around the SI 000 mark, which makes

the $ 1 200-odd price of the bundle not

bad at all. Mind you, you still need to

get a monitor, and one of the new-

model Microvitecs with inbuilt speak-

ers that are being sold with Amiga

badges on the front will set you back

around $700.

A4000T prices will, predictably,

be rather steeper. There are two vari-

ants of the A4000T, with either a

25MHz 68040 or 50MHz 68060 pro-

cessor, each of which has as standard

a 1 Gb hard drive and 6Mb of RAM -

US Amiga
distribution

Amiga Technologies have signed a

non-exclusive North American

distribution contract with Sevice

Management Group, the company that

used to do Amiga warranty support in

the US. The contract will last unti;l

the end of this year.

Contact SMG on +1 410 992 9975.

again, a bit light-on in the RAM de-

partment. You also only get a double

density floppy drive, since the non-

standard half-speed Chinon drives

were apparently too difficult to get in

time for the machine release.

The software bundle with the

4000s is the same as the 1200 bundle,

but with the addition of a rendering

program - either Lightwave 3.5 or

a similar almost-current version of

Real 3D. This brings the software

bundle value up a bit further - which

is just as well, since Australian prices

for the 040 and

060 A4000Ts

will be around^

the $4700 and

$5700 marks,

respectively,

sans monitor.

For people

other than video freaks, the A4000

prices are much less appetising than

the A 1200 ones. For $6400 (the price

of a 4000T/060 plus monitor) you can

get a decent IBM clone with a-

133MHz Pentium (better than twice as

fast as the 060 for raw number

crunching), 16Mb RAM, 2Gb drive,

OK monitor, quad speed CD-ROM
drive, Windows 95 and a ton of good

bundled software.

Callyour localAmiga dealerfor

more information.

Newcastle
user group

Amiga users in the Newcastle area

can contact the Mutual Amiga

Computer Enthusiasts (MACE) group

on (049) 82 7108. The group is aimed

at helping beginners make better use

of their Amigas and at providing

general mutual assistance in all fields

of Amiga use.
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MAVERICK AMIGA

UNITECH
ELECTRONICS PTY LTD T/as

ACN 003 864 042 Established 1 978 klkm r/> 4
Celebrating 17 years in business! I

/\_j y L L\r/V
The Home of Technology

TNI
AMIGA DEVELOPER Jl
AMIGA REPAIRS v

AMIGA SALES SERVICE & SUPPORT
For Friendly Courteous service Call Vickie or Jfff,

RN TO RULE
© BE BEST"

All Mail' To: P.O. Box 150 Minto, Sydney, N.S.W. 2566 Dedicated 24 hour Fax: 02 603 8685
Trading Hours 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday. Sat Morning 9am to 12noon Mobile 018 466 928

CD32 & Peripherals
I J.32032 Competition Pro Joypad .... $49

J.00032 FMV module (MPEG) . . . .$CALL

J.10032 SX-1 Module (a mustl) $399

J.98032 BOX'ofSerial $1 19

| J.38612 CD32 TOWER-POWER ... $149

CD32 MPEG /CD1 MOVIES
I CD32 MOVIES from $59 upwards

CD32 GAMES
I Heaps in Stcckfrom $39

|
HP 400 Deskjet $399

Printer cables

I C.36525 1.8metres $8
C.02536 5 metres ,$10

C.12536 10 metres $18

C.20536 20metres $33

NEW Amiga Chips Also in stock . . $CALL

H.00003 Kickboard Pius 3 R/Sharer . .$49

H.S000G 1 Meg Exp A6O0 $159

H.00512 1/2 Meg A500 Exp $89

H.12003 UK Speakers 2W $49

H.12240 UK Speakers 30W RMS . . $159

H.00132 CD32 Campatible mouse . . .$39

H, 10880 Xtnl Floppy Drive $165

H.21760 Hi-Density xtnl F/Drive .... $289

H.91760 Hi- Density Intnl F/Drive $279

H.80880 Teac 880K Int. Floppy $1 65

H.3O030 30 W RMS Spkrs $159

H.44425 4 way Data Sw/Box $45

H.66336 Optical Mouse $69

H. 12002 A1200 real time clock S55

H.12024 Virii PR024 24 BIT $495

H.00288 Maestro 28.8 modem $499

C.12000 A2000 K/Bxtn cable $15

WHITE HOT SPECIALS
BRILLIANCE V2 $99

F1NALWRITER4 $169

PAGESTREAM3 $399

EASYLEDGERS2 $299

QUICKNET..A500/400O SCALL

Australian Geographical

Encyclopaedia Atlas.CD $89.95

AMI-NET7.CD $49

HARDWARE MADE BY US
AMIGA A1200 Hard Drive Cables

C.01 200 Dual HD Cable $39

C.01 21 3.5"HD intnl Kit $51

C.01220 3.5"HD extnl Kit $54

C.01 230 2.5" +3.5" HD Kit $59

C.01 240 SX-1 xtn! 3.5" Kit $69

C.01250 SX-1 Intnl 2.5" $31

C.01 260 2.5" 40mm cable $27

C.01 270 3.5"(x 2) xtnl kit $65

C.75555 50F IDC X 7 SCSI con $39

C-04220 40W IDE H/D cable $19

C.03020 reverse 2.5" ki t65

Monitor Cables MADE BY US
C.00929 9M - 9 F Extension $29

C.23984 9F-23F 1084S $29

C.01509 9M-15DF $29

C.8S164 SCART/Stereo $69

C.I 5066 1 5DM - VfcJeo-6 BNC $29

C.92384 9M - 23F 1084S $29

C.02384 23F-RCA only $29

C .62384 6DIN-23F 1084S $29

C.15215 15DM-15DFXTN S35

C 15923 15DM-23F/L0GIC $69

C 15223 15DM-23F $29

C.9DO03 9DMitsubishi-23F Logic $59

Multisync Monitor Adapters

A.0231 5 23FW 1 5 D with LOGIC $40

A.15023 23FtO 15 F No Logic $35

A.02329 23F to 9 F With LOGIC $40

Analog Joystick Adapter

A.001 59, PC to Amiga J/S $29

MONITOR SWITCH BOXES
30 Types of monitor switch box from . .$96

tell us your requirements, we'll do the rest!

$19

1

$19
[

$17l
S39H
S39

Extension cables
C.23223 23M-23F 1.2M $19|

C.25225 25M-25F 1.2M $19

1

C.92525 modem 350mm $18
[

C.25999 SX-1 modem $18|

C.62525 Pan-vet +Disk.3.M $27

1

C.72525 Null modem 2.M $21
j

SCSI-2 cables

C.52520 25MD-50Hi-D $69

C.86186 86SCSI-8SSCSI .$255

C.50050 50MCen-50MCen $49

C.50750 50MHI-D -SOMCen $S9 f
SCSI (Std SCSI-1) cable

C.50925 50MCen-25MD
C.50555 50 F x2« bOMCen
C.55555 50 F IDC X 3

C.50665 50 F IDC X 2 to 50 Cent ....

C.50885 50 F Cent-50 IDC

2Sway, 34way . 40 way IDC
C.12525 25 MD-25MD.fiib. $39

C.40240 40 lDC-40 IDC x2 $22

C.34040 40IDC-40 IDCx3 $29

C.40340 34way IDC x 3 .$20

C.12525 Vidi 12 Extn Cable .$36

A1 200/4000 3.5" IDE hard drives

All SEAGATE DRIVES FOR IDE's

H 3491 S IDE HD.428MB $299

H.36606 IDE HO 540MB $325

H.58506 IDE HD 850MB $399

Quantum 3.5" SCSI hard drives

H.26040 SCSI HD 420MBtrailblazer. $399

H.66806 SCS1 1 ,08GB Fireball $599

H.6B506 SCSI 21 GB Atlas $1810|

1 6 types of Monitor Sw/Box from , . , , $99

Simply tell us your configuration and we
will do the rest... ...not a problem!

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE TO SUIT

A500 up to A2000 requires 1Mb RAM
PRICED FROM $24. A real bargain!

Many titles are arriving weekly

Call to place your name on our mail

& phone info list - don't miss out!

ASK FOR YOUR FREE CATELOGUE
CALL AND WE'LL POST YOU ONE

POSWI2

!

Point of sale software that keeps track of

up to 32,00E)lines of stock- Poswizl was

designed specifically with the amiga

A1200 user in mind, but will run happily

on any old amiga with a hard drive and 2

meg of ram loose your old outdated till and

:

not your mind I (see full review septamber

issue) Poswizt point of sale with stock

control check it out at your local amiga

dealer

GREAT ANNOUNCEMENTS
CONGRATULATION TO THE
SUCCESSFUL NEW AMIGA
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR-
AMI-PACIFIC. WELL DONE GUY'S , WE
LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING
CLOSELY WITH YOU FROM NOW ON
A1 200-/020 2 Meg Ram
+ 170 Meg Hard Drive $1 199

5

A4000T /040 / 6 meg Ram
+ 1 GigHD(+BONUS) S4S99?

A4000T/OSO / 6 meg Ram
+ 1 GigHD (+BONUS) $5699|

All AMIGA'S Sold come withSoftware

bundle coinsisting of the following 9 titles:

Photogenics,Wordworth4SE, Datastore,

Personalpaint6.4,TurboCalc3.5,

DirjitaOrganiser,SCALAMM300 Pinball

Mania, and WhiEz.

A BONUS "Surprise'RENDERING PKG
IS INCLUDE ONLY FOR A4000 tower

CUSTOMERS-What a Deal I

200 watts
of pure grunt!
for A12QO
etc

^fc

Zip Drive $395, 3 Pack 100Mb Disks $1 15
|

DIRECT DEPOSITS: WESTPAC
INGLEBURN BRANCH N.S.W.

BSB 032-372 Account 92-0891

3,1 ROM Kits in stock for A500, A600 HD, A2000, A3000, A4000 AND A1200 $CALL US.
We Are the Australian Distributor for the Competition Pro Joysticks And Competition Pro Joypads.
Chip Level Repairs. All AMIGA REPAIRS ARE DONE ON OUR PREMISES^ NO MIDDLEMAN.

A1200DKB COBRA-MONGOOSE-FERRET-WEASEL-RAM /ACCELERATORS TOO!
RAM DIL Chips & SIMM RAM Modules YES! $CALL US.

Bankcard - Mastercard VISA (Min Purch $40) - Money Orders - C.O.D's (conditions apply).

We Courier Anywhere in the world , FREE MOUSE MAT WITH EVERY PURCHASE OVER $50.

Prices do not include freight or insurance - Prices are correct at the time of going to press.

CALL or Drop By FOR YOUR FREE 18 PAGE CATELOGUE!
UNITECH ELECTRONICS IS A REGISTERED AMIGA DEVELOPER ALSO SERVICING COMMODORE PRODUCTS SINCE 1983

REPAIRS / UPGRADES / MODIFICATIONS / DESIGNS E&OE ue pl/aar-10-95



Another kids show
D. Banks of Marrickville

NSW, David Atkinson of Wau-

chope NSW and Jay Paul in

Queensland all spotted an A2000

sitting next to the presenter of an

ABC educational program (what is

it with Amiga spotters and educa-

tional programs?) called The Acme
School of Stuff. There were a lot

of Amiga-ish graphics in the show,

and some Amiga speech synthesis

too.

SBS and Robocop
Peter Morgan of Wooloowin

Qld spotted an A500 with a Philips

monitor on SBS's English at

Work, and an actual piece of Com-

modore hardware on the Amiga-

graphiced Robocop TV series - a

1984 with blacked-out nameplate

being used by had guys to watch

TV.

2/3 of an A1 000
Michael O'SuUivan of RMC

Duntroon spotted most of an

A 1000 in the film "The Real Mc-

Coy"; there's the system unit, the

monitor and a "brick" style mouse,

but the keyboard being typed on by

Kim Basinger (with typically out-

of-sync audio) is an AT type and

not connected to the computer. Ah
well.

Send your spottings to

Media Watch :A

PO Box 278

Camperdown 2050

or by Fax on:

(02)5651220

and you could win a

FREE subscription!

I Gilles Bourdin, the PR boss of

Amiga Technologies, has been

talkative recently in interviews and

IRC conferences on the current

and future directions of the new

Amiga. Here are some highlights!

The first new A1200 came off

the production line in Bordeaux on

September 11th. About 8000 are

being made a week.

The 68060 model of the

A4000T should be available in

November or December - though

the 060 card to be used still hasn't

been decided.

An improved A1200 with CD-

ROM (probably to be called the

A1300), and maybe with an MPEG
option like the CD32, will be

based on the never-shipped CD
1200 expansion and likely come

with 4Mb of RAM, a more effi-

cient CMOS chipset and an 030

processor. This machine may hit

the streets in early 1996.

On the same subject, the CD32
seems very unlikely to go back in-

to production, though any third

party that wants to license it or the

MPEG board for it seems welcome

to do so. Bourdin said "We want to

do something new next year on the

CD32 base", and in a separate con-

ference in London Petro

Tyschtschenko, Amiga Technolo-

gies' boss, made clear that this

"something different" was going to

be a set-top box for cable TV,

satellite TV, home banking and so

on. Petro pointed out the Amiga

architecture's clear advantages in

this field - a CD32-based set-top

unit wouldn't need lots of RAM or

expensive top-line processors to

work well.

Amiga Technologies' market-

ing for 1995 will be concentrated

on public relations - press confer-

ences, shows and fairs, distributor

support and so on. The first new

Amiga ads will appear in Amiga

magazines (watch this space!), and

then some other PC magazines; a

big European marketing campaign

is planned for next year, when

Amiga Technologies has made

enough money to pay for it.

An easy to use, basic Amiga

Internet package is being planned -

and is sorely needed. Amiga Tech-

nologies want the package to come

on one disk and run on a 1 200 con-

nected to a TV, for super-budget

Net access.

Spare parts for all Amigas right

back to the A1000 (!) will be

available from Amiga Technolo-

gies in Braunschweig - and none

too soon, either, as stocks around

the world dwindle.

At the moment, Amiga Tech-

nologies plan to have Amiga re-

search and development headquar-

tered in Germany. This poses some

problems, because not all of the

US ex-Commodore and other de-

velopers who want to work on new

Amigas also want to move to Ger-

many, but apparendy enough are

willing to for Amiga Technologies

to stick with the plan.

Macrosystem, the makers of

the DRACO pseudo-Amiga clone,

have licensed the Amiga technol-

ogy and can therefore be expected

to make more compatible versions

of their howlingly fast professional

graphics and video machines. At

the moment, the range of software

that can run on the DRACO is lim-

ited - but for the money, it clearly

beats other non-linear video sys-

tems.

Gilles Bourdin can be contact-

ed at Amiga Technologies on +49

6252 709 195, fax +49 6252 709

520, email gbo@amiga-tech.de
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Working
WORK
BENCH

Andrew
Barrett

A new twist on databases

I Amiga owners have been blessed

with some pretty amazing database

programs over the years. Super-

base Professional was always an

impressive offering, however the

lack of online help and no multius-

er capabilities for networking have

meant it never offered a complete

alternative to software on other

computers.

Despite this some have man-

aged to squeeze record locking, a

process vital for multiuser func-

tionality, out of the original Super-

base offering. RMF, the people

who make the QuickNet card, have

told me this is possible and that

they have done it for one large

client in particular.

With record locking, if one user

opens a record, and someone on

another machine tries to access the

same data, they may view but not

alter the data already being edited

by the first user.

Envoy 2.0 supports record

locking. RMF say the the next ver-

sion of their software will also sup-

• •••••••
Top: An organiser that will

dail calls for you

Middle: A relational

database of music that can

enter track lengths using

AREXX.

port it. All we need now is a

database that permits record lock-

ing.

Word is that Superbase will be

with us once again with the Tebirth

of Amiga in Europe - stay tuned

for more info on that one. You can

get the Pro version even now, how-

ever the cheaper and simpler Per-

sonal version is a more difficult

proposition. Let's hope they bring

it back, as Personal was a splendid

program, that with a slight over-

haul could offer the right combina-

tion of ease of use and price many

people want.

In the mean time, a new

database called Twist has surfaced

from HiSoft to compete with the

likes of Datastore. Previews in

overseas magazines have described

a powerful program for the price.

We managed to obtain a demo ver-

sion off the Internet, and found

Twist indeed has plenty of power.

HiSoft have seen fit to include

very little in the way of hard infor-

mation with the demo copy -

which seems a daft decision. There

are three example databases, which

show off some aspects of the pro-

gram.

The most impressive feature

for the price (probably around

$150) is the fact is is a relational

database, along with excellent re-

port and form design ability. Most

cheap database programs are

AMIGA Review 11
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merely flat file - which means you

can have one database or file,

made up of many records, contain-

ing information about one thing.

In a relational database, you

can take the records in one file and

relate them to the records in anoth-

er. For example, you may have a

file of customers, and another file

of transactions. A relational data-

base would make it easy to view a

customer record and then see the

transactions that same customer

made automatically. Another ex-

ample is included on the Twist

demo. You have a database of

bands. You have another database

of songs. A third database contains

CDs. Put them altogether and you

have a reference to music - look up

a CD and you see details of the

songs and artist from the other

databases immediately. Relation-

ships are normally established by

having a field in each database in

common - in this case the CD
name in the CD database and song

database, and then the artist name

in the CD database and the artist

database.

Top: You can view records

as forms - or in a list.

Middle: Forms can include

action buttons and graphics,

By designing a carefully organ-

ised form, all this information can

be presented in a meaningful way.

The neat thing about Twist which

is also demonstrated in the very

example just mentioned is the use

of AREXX scripts to gather data,

or to control things from a form.

Track lengths can -be input into the

CD database at the click of a but-

ton with the help of a CD player

program and AREXX talking to

the database program. A track can

be played from the database by

clicking on the play button, which

in turn talks to the player program

and plays the right track. You have

to have the appropriate CD in the

drive of course.

Hybrid applications such as

this are what the Amiga excels at.

Bringing together many programs

by use of AREXX running in a

true premptive multitasking envi-

ronment can still be done cheaper

on an Amiga than any other per-

sonal computer.

Twist has a smart forms design-

er, and useful functions that can

calculate fields, act as report filters

and search criteria, The pictures

tell the story as well as I can! I

look forward to writing a full re-

view after obtaining some instruc-

tion on the program. For now, it

looks like Twist will be the af-

fordable database of choice very

soon.

Can V wait? Get the demo version

from Amiga Review for $5! Call

1-800 252 879.
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ED Sirius

Genlock
Software controllable

By Peter Blasina

I The ED Sirius Genlock is one of

the most sophisticated to hit the

video market, offering features like

audio mixing and sound process-

ing, video image processing, timed

auto AV fading and keying.

The advanced features of the

Sirius let you process and enhance

both video and audio signals. Per-

haps the most significant aspect of

the ED (Electronic Design) Sirius

Genlock is it seems to be designed

with a "video bias" from the

ground up. It addresses all the

needs of the video maker, rather

than working from the perspective

of being a computer based product

that grudgingly accommodates the

video aspect of the equation, It is

more a serious post production tool

than simply a way of combining

video and computer images.

Ignoring the genlock part of the

Below: Offering the sort of

power you would expect in

dedicated video gear.

Sirius, ED could easily give a few

video accessory manufacturers

some serious lessons on how to

make a really practical video pro-

cessor! This unit provides more

image correction than virtually any

other product in its price category.

In fact, I'd go so far as to recom-

mend the unit for that alone, even

if you didn't have a computer. The

Sirius and the ED Time Base Cor-

rector provide the videomaker with

the kind of post production facility

that only two or three years ago

would have cost in excess of

$25,000.

Patching-ln The Sirius

Genlock
Videomakers will find the Siri-

us operates more like a video mix-

er/enhancer, with the additional

benefit of being able to integrate

computer video. But first a brief

explanation of the genlocking

AMIGA Review 13
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function. A genlock is a gadget

that combines video and computer

images so (hey can be seen simul-

taneously on a TV screen. This

means they can be recorded di-

rectly from the computer to video,

superimposed, keyed or mixed

with live video depending on the

requirements of the production.

To overlay com-

puter graphics, be it

titles, graphic im-

ages or animations,

onto existing video

footage you need to

synchronise the two

video signals.

This is one of

the functions of a

genlock; others in-

clude encoding the

video output of the

computer into com-

posite or Y/C (S-

Video) signals and

adjusting the level

of each video signal,

and the Sirius can

also alter the colour

(RGB elements) and

brightness of the signals so the two

signals match each other. The Siri-

us can also be software controlled -

which also makes it ideal for use in

multimEDa presentations.

Connections and Layout
The rear panel is relatively easy

to follow, providing easy connec-

4ffl%iW%m$

Left: Many of the genlock

functions can be controlled

from a commodity offering

definable hotkey shortcuts.

tions for videomakers to patch

their cables into. There is a single

set of video inputs and outputs -

RCA for composite and four pin

mini-DIN for S-Video. There's al-

so a set of RCA and four pin sock-

ets as outputs. These outputs can

actually double up, because both

the composite and S-Video output

sockets receive signals simultane-

ously; the RCA could be used with

a TV monitor, while the S-Video

dubs to a record VCR.

There are three audio inputs -

two sets of stereo RCAs and a

3.5nun stereo mic socket, feEDng

the three channel audio mixer,

There's one stereo output to go to

the VCR for recording. This means

that it is possible to mix the origi-

nal sound accompanying the video,

add music from a tape player or

CD and add a narration via a mi-

crophone.

Between all the video sockets

are three multipin computer sock-

ets. One 23 pin socket is for con-

nection to a Pegasus encoder board

for use with PCs; the other two are

the serial control port and the 23

pin video port to patch the output

to the Amiga's monitor.

The front panel layout of the

Sirius is not dissimilar to ED's

highly regarded TBC. There are

two sets of T-bar sliders; the main

set is used to control the levels of

the computer and video signals.

They're calibrated from to 100%,

with a central scale showing Sec-

onds. This makes it possible to use

the sliders as a fade control as

well. The fading time can be pre-
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programmed between 0.2 and 20

seconds so that it works automati-

cally when selected, or you can run

it manually by adjusting the slid-

ers.

The left hand side is the Image

Control panel. The LCD screen is

critical here, as it displays the set-

tings for each control. All the

switches on the Sirius use comfort-

able membrane-type buttons which

are easy and direct to use.

There are three general con-

trols, providing Luminance, Con-

trast and Colour (Chroma) adjust-

ment. A broad range of adjustment

is possible using these - colour 0-

150%, contrast 20-130% and lumi-

nance 70-130%. This copes well

with poor video, making it rela-

tively easy to correct errors.

There's also separate red, green

and blue correction, possible

which can be used to accurately

address white balance problems in

the video signal or match computer

output colours. Settings pro-

grammed into the Sirius are held in

a non-volatile memory, so you

don't need to reset them after the

genlock is switched off. You can

also swap all settings between De-

fault and User Defined.

The lower part of the facia

houses 11 adjustments plus the

power switch. Most controls fea-

ture a red LED indicator, and are

grouped by their function for con-

venience.

The first set of buttons are

marked Status Control and allow

selection between RGB or video

display on the Amiga monitor. Lo-

cal or Remote provides selection

Right: Image and sound

processing on-screen.

between software or direct control

of the genlock's functions.

The Keying Control group pro-

vides the ability to toggle between

the different keying methods

available on the Sirius. There are

actually eight different keying op-

tions available.

You've probably seen graphics

on television which appear to be

transparent. This effect can be

achieved in one of two ways. The

first is to only partially fade up the

computer graphic. Fine for some

applications, but you can't have

any area which is at 100% - the

whole image will be at partial

strength. What you really need is

the ability to define transparent ar-

eas. This is the job of the alpha

function. With alpha mode select-

ed, every second possible slider

position when adjusting the RGB
levels for a colour in any paint pro-

gram will trigger alpha mode. In

that setting that colour will be

transparent.

Actually, you get exactly 50%
PC and 50% of the original video.

The result is you can easily have

solid text over a transparent back-

ground.

Alpha mode can also be used to

create anti-aliasing around text - in

fact it's the only way to do it when

the text is being keyed over a

video background through colour

zero.

Professional Chroma

Keying
By using the keying control

you can create professional look-

ing superimpositions, much like

those seen on the TV news. This is

called Chroma Keying, and you do

it by placing the subject in front of

a single colour background, usual-

ly sky blue. It is then possible to
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Left: The well organised

controls are a pleasure to use.

replace or key the background

colour with an image, and it ap-

pears that the subject is standing in

front of the image - the way weath-

er presenters stand in front of a

map of Australia.

The function is labelled Blue-

Box on the Sinus, and it works a

treat. It's quite forgiving, provided

you use a strong but flat light, so

the subject and the background are

evenly and equally lit. The results

are some of the best keyed effects I

have seen. I was able to put my
son into an episode of The Simp-

sons, and be was mightily pleased!

The Fade Control group offers

an assortment of options. You can

automatically or manually fade ei-

ther the video or computer signal,

and the fades are solid, completely

blanking the screen, with no signal

show-through. As mentioned, in

auto mode you can set the fade

timing from 0.2 to 20 seconds.

The audio panel offers incrED-

bly sophisticated control over au-

dio processing and mixing. Treble

and bass levels can be adjusted in-

dependently between +12dB and -

12dB (in 3dB steps) for each chan-

nel, including the microphone. You

can also adjust the overall level of

the output channels, and the micro-

phone gain. You can do simple

linking of audio to corresponding

video, but the Sirius can do bettter

than that.

You can link the audio fade di-
-

rectly to the video/computer fades,

or link the audio channels to the

video and computer channels. You
can also do cross-fades.

The only serious flaw here is

that the Sirius does not offer a

headphone socket so all these com-

plex audio adjustments can be

monitored. They can be heard us-

ing the TV's speakers, but this is

really less than satisfactory. With

this level of audio mixing, head-

phone monitoring should be

mandatory

!

On The Test Bench
The Sirius' output signal is ex-

cellent. A clean 280 lines of hori-

zontal resolution in composite, and

over 400 lines in S-Video. Remem-
ber that this can be deceptive at

times, because while the horizontal

resolution may appear to allow ze-

ro loss, computer images aren't

likely to survive the encoding and

transfer process without noticeable

degradation.

With the capacity to adjust the

main image parameters (contrast,

luminance and colour) plus the

RGB elements, many potential

problems can be sidestepped.

If you want to incorporate com-

puter generated material in your

video productions you will need to

look hard to find a better product

than the Sirius/Pegasus II combi-

nation. It is one of the most practi-

cal and useful products that has

been tested this year. Not only that,

this dynamic duo represents excel-

lent value for money and a level of

sophistication that many video-

makers could only dream of. And
if you having been hanging out to

try Chroma Keying then you will

find this feature a real blast!

The manual needs a bit of pol-

ish - there are some odd transla-

tions from the original German -

but it can generally be easily fol-

lowed. The tutorial at the back of

the manual is invaluable and offers

excellent training in the use of

most of the functions and should

be worked through to grasp the use

of the genlock.

The real advantage of the ED
gear is that it opens up the whole

world of the computer to be incor-

porated effortlessly into the ama-

teur's video production. ED have

made a quantum leap forward, pro-

viding the domestic videomaker

with a whole new set of tools and

skills to use in their productions.

Contact Peripheral World on

(03) 9725 3233 for more info.

RRPis$1749.
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Happy customer
I write to you regarding Amadeus

Computers. In the last 14 days or so, I

have sought their assistance in rectify-

ing the chaos I have imposed upon my
A1200HD system. You see, I have a

series of disabilities from a car acci-

dent in my youth, and one of the more

frequent is my inability to recall, par-

ticularly things of Amiga operational

significance.

As I was saying, over the last 14

days Amadeus Computers have donat-

ed a total of nine solid and quite frus-

trating hours of their time, and have

rectified all of the problems 1 have en-

countered.

This is most definitely customer

service and satisfaction. I think it is

extremely fortunate that this sort of re-

liability still exists in this plebian stew

we so laughingly refer to as a society.

LelandKing, Lalor ParkNSW

Ed: We're quite sure that Mr Le-

land King is no relation to Mr Mark
King, proprietor ofAmadeus Comput-

ers. Well, pretty sure.

Aren't we wonderful

As a recent convert from another

platform who's spent all his life's

treasures on an A4000 I must say that

I'm so glad that the Amiga, and

Amiga Review, seem now to have a

very bright future. Unfortunately, I

was overseas when you had your sur-

vey in May and I missed the

May/June issues. I think your direc-

tion, as a result of the survey, is

probably correct in today's environ-

ment.

But you guys have really sucked

me in with Amiga Review. One of

life's little treats for me is going to the

newsagent and purchasing my copy of

this great mag. The only thing I can

think of that would top my eager ex-

pectation each month would be to re-

ceive a free sub in the mail! If you

won't do this, how about letting me
know if Australian landscape DEMS
are available for Scenery Anim 4 or

VistaPro 3?

Second question. I have Magic-

Workbench 2 and it hasn't run as

smoothly as I would have liked. Since

installation I've had read/write errors

during the start-up sequence. People

in the know have assured me this

should not happen but since removing

the program from the machine every-

thing has returned to normal!

One final plea. Can you PLEASE,
PLEASE, PLEASE do an in-depth ar-

ticle on the IV24, especially on tuning

it in. I know it's a dead card but

Opalvision is not yet a real option and

the IV is about all 1 can afford.

Once again a top magazine and

don't worry, I'll still buy it even if I

can't pluck a freebie out of you.

David Edgar, MuswellbrookNSW

Ed: Thanks for your effusive

praise, David.' Unfortunately, we

don't know if there's any particular

source for Australian landscape Digi-

tal. Elevation Map files - if anyone

does know, drop us a line and we'll

pass on the info.

Your MagicWorkbench problem

sounds as if it's caused by an error on

your hard disk. The error fell on one

of the files MagicWB looks at as the

system starts, so you got read/write

errors during startup. The symptoms

may have gone now that you've dein-

stalled MagicWB, but the problem will

remain. Give the drive a going over

with Quarterback Tools, Amiback.

Tools or DiskSalv 2 and see what you

find.

We're not especially knowl-

edgeable about the TV24, but that

doesn 't preclude our running an arti-

cle on it - if anyone feels like doing a

piece on advanced TV24 twiddling,

give us a call and we'll see!

Fight the power!

I am writing to you to air my opin-

ion on the future of the Amiga and

why it is extremely important to the

future of the computing world. I have

two main reasons for my theory.

Firstly, the demise of the Amiga

would give IBM, Microsoft and Intel

what they want - world domination.

The computing world needs a comput-

er that's a viable alternative to the cur-

rent crop of IBM compatibles. With

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE

Over 10,000 disks to choose from
No Postage Charges

Australia only

(Overseas orders add A$5.00)

DISKS FROM $2.50
All orders shipped within 24 hrs ofreceipt

Send $5.00 for 5 Disk Catalogue

Catalogue updated free with orders

GAMES PACK 1 (WB1 .3 only)
10 disks full of games (over 50)
Plus catalogue disks $30.00

GAMES PACK 2 (WB2.0 only)
10 disks full of games (over 45)

Plus catalogue disks $30.00

C Manual on 12 disks $34.95
Includes six manuals, 40 chapters, 175

fully executable examples complete

with source code, plus other goodies,

17 BIT, AMOS, FISH, AMAZ, AMICUS,
FAUG, NZAUG, TBAG, AM1GOZ,
MUSIC & SOUND, APPLICATIONS,
UTILITIES, ANIMATION, DEMOS,
GRAPHICS, SCOPE PLUS OTHERS
WE ALSO HAVE OUR OWN RANGE

OF OVER 800 DISKS ALL
SELFBOOTING AND READY TO USE.
Deja Vu Licenceware - CLR Licenceware

Amiga Public Domain Centre
PO Box 435, St Agnes SA 5097

Phone (08) 396 2163 Fax (08) 263 1 393
We accept Bankcard, Mastercard and

Visa, money orders and cheques.
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Apple and IBM working together on

the PowerPC, the difference between

the two is slowly disappearing. A
monopoly in a market like this would

oppress innovation and new concepts

and force people to conform.

Secondly, the Amiga provides a

middle ground in price between

games consoles and IBM compatibles.

You can play excellent games on an

Amiga, but also do homework and

many other activities. How many pro-

fessional games programmers started

on an A500? Without the Amiga, such

talent would most probably never

have been discovered.

The abovementioned reasons are,

in my humble opinion, the main rea-

son why the Amiga must survive. The

Amiga certainly has to catch up in

some areas, but there's the basis here

for a good computer. A decent mar-

keting campaign and an enthusiastic,

innovative development team will en-

sure its future viability. I thank you

for your time, and commend you and

the Amiga retailers for sticking with

the Amiga.

Paul MorabitOy

Cabramatta NSW

Ed: While, generally, we agree

with you, there are a few points that

need to be corrected.

IBM and Intel may be heading to-

wards domination of the world market

with the architectures they created,

but that does not mean those actual

corporations are getting all the mon-

ey. IBM, in particular, does not have a

huge share of the PC clone market

and does not collect royalties from

makers of IBM compatible machines.

And while Intel is certainly the biggest

maker of 80x86 processors, AMD and

Cyrix are doing well out of the busi-

ness too with their reverse-engineered

clones. And remember that the actual

PowerPC processors in those IBM-

Apple machines (and, by the way, the

alliance has been fraught with diffi-

culties. ..) are made by Motorola!

More Amiga ideas

As I understand it, there is still no

decision as to which RISC processor

the next generation of Amiga will

utilise. Meanwhile, the advantages of

the Amiga are being eroded or have

been eroded by competing computer

systems.

Most reports I've read suggest it

will take 12 to IS months to complete

the next generation Amiga. In the

meantime, the existing AGA ma-

chines will become increasingly

threatened. I have a number of ideas

to greatly shorten the development

time for the next generation.

Firstly, one of the processors un-

der consideration is the amazing Mo-

torola RISC 602 (as used in PowerPC

machines). This should be the chip of

choice, as Motorola, Apple and IBM
clearly want to encourage its use, and

such powerful allies are just what the

Amiga needs. Who knows - if a 602-

based Amiga gets off the ground, the-

se companies could well include

Amiga compatibility in their ma-

chines, with the right licensing deal!

Secondly, I have heard that a large

group of Amiga devotees around the

world are working on porting the

Amiga's operating system to the 602.

If Escom were to work with these

people, this complex process could be

done in a fraction of the time.

Thirdly, the new and utterly in-

credible 3DO M2 console also uses

the 602 and its amazing chipset was

developed by ex-Amiga developers

under the auspices of a company

which owes its existence to the

Amiga, Electronic Arts. Electronic

Arts are also apparently quite open to

licensing of this technology. Escom

could acquire the rights to use this

new chipset (which apparently has

many Amiga-like characteristics),

modify them somewhat to be compati-

ble with the Amiga's operating system

and incorporate the Amiga's unique

functions into their design.

Not only would there be an advan-

tage in reducing the development time

and costs but the Amiga would be

open to a world of impressive gaming

software from very major developers.

The high-end developers would also

be catered for by the sheer power and

flexibility of such a system. This

move would be to the advantage of

both Amiga and 3DO user bases. Old

Amiga developers may again work on

the Amiga and some very powerful al-

liances would be created in the indus-

try. The possibilities are endless.

If any fellow Amigans like this

idea, I encourage you to bombard

Amiga Technologies with it.

Three final questions. Is it true that

Macrosystems have developed some

libraries fore AmigaDOS for use in

their DRACO compatible which al-

lows a Zorro-based Amiga to he ac-

celerated by a DEC Alpha processor?

I have heard that Macrosystems are al-

lowing it to be utilised by Amiga

Technologies. This would be an excel-

lent interim measure.

Are we going to see the Amiga in

that wonderful minitower case any

time in the future? The Amiga should

be encouraged as a creative user's

computer, and should look the part. I

want one, and two of my PC owning

friends were virtually sold on the case

alone.

Mitch Harwood

Ed: The 602 is an excellent pro-

cessor and would, as you say, be a

good choice - although it seems to us

that the Amiga being able to run Pow-

erPC and PowerMac software is more

of a selling point than other machines

being able to run ours.

Our information may be out of

date, but the Amiga OS Replacement

Team, a voluntary group of people

working towards improving the Amiga

operating system, seems to us to be in

the wrong position to actually achieve

anything, and have, as you note, failed

to get any sort of association happen-

ing with Amiga Technologies, surely
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essential if they're to have any real in-

put. Presumably some of their number

will, if they're any good, end up work-

ing on the project officially.

Using 3DO technology as a new

Amiga base could be an idea, if an

amicable licensing agreement could

be agreed upon and the addition of

the extra componentry (dish con-

troller, keyboard and so on) and con-

struction of a "real computer" OS
aren 't insurmountable problems. 3DO
might, in fact, be more enthusiastic to

cut a deal now that their slow-selling

console's being trumped by cheaper,

more powerful options like the Sony

Playstation.

The Macrosystem DRACO can in-

deed use an Alpha processor for

prodigious performance, but it is not

an Amiga - it does not run Amiga-

DOS, and its Alpha accelerator board

is in no way transferable to a regular

Amiga, which would need to have

AmigaDOS rewritten to use the new
processor.

The funky case presented by Es-

com as the A4000T-of-the-fctture was

just a design exercise, and will never

appear in exactly that form, because

the four-bttrs logo's been scrapped.

The first run ofA4000Ts will look like

the 200 or so Commodore actually

made, and the final cosmetic design is

presently anyone's guess. But if that's

what it's come to - people buying

computers because they're pretty - I

vote we give this game up and take up

turkey farming.

Why no Postscript?

In your article on Turbocalc v2.0

in the July '95 edition of Amiga Re-

view, Owen James raises the point

that the program has no Postscript out-

put. I absolutely agree that this is a

problem, but I feel 1 could be more

specific in stating that ALL programs

that are to supply some sort of printed

output should use outline or Postscript

fonts. For Amiga programs to get

even halfway close to those on the PC
they MUST provide this flexibility

and professionalism. This should be a

service built into the OS that program-

mers can easily tap into (see other

platforms), I'm aware of the bul-

leUibrary that comes with the later

OS releases, but to be honest it's real-

ly way too slow to be of any use. This

is probably another example of Com-
modore (R.I.Pieces) making a mess of

things. At the moment there are a cou-

ple of good word processors for the

Amiga with reasonable outline font

engines, but here's no common for-

mat. I feel this must be addressed in

the OS if the Amiga is going to sur-

vive.

Mathew Wilson, Adelaide SA

The Best Prices for
Amiga Products
Are in Brisbane!!

THE BEST PRICES THE BEST SERVICE
"FOR ALL YOUR AMIGA NEEDS"

SELLOUT -1MB 72 PIN SIMMS $35
28MI1Z 030 ACCEL FOR A1200
WITH 4MB RAM AND 68882 S499
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540MB SEAGATE $275
(CALL FOB LATEST" PKICINC MID BEST DEAL!!
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FINAL DATA $90
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A2620 ACCEL W/2MB $399

A2620 ACCEL W/4MB ....$550

DKB COBRA 28 W/4MB AND 68882 $549

2MB RAM FOR A500 $210

WB 2.04 ROMS $40
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All Hard Drives come with free parnet cable
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SyQuest 270Mb SCSI-II 3,5" removeable $580

SyQuest 270Mb cartridge $110

Bernoulli 230Mb SCSI-II removeable + cartridge $799

SCSI external mini box incl. cable $150

A1200 Pyramids RCA and G20/28MhzTRA Call
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Sony CDU-76s Quad speed SCSI-II CD-ROM drive $389

Maestro V34 28.8k Fax modem* GPFax cable $489

CD32 Paravision SX1 $389

A1200 DKB 1202 $149
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PC-Task questions

I have a standard A1200, and

I've been hearing about a program

that will run the PC program "Win-

dows". The program is called PC-

Task version 3, 1 believe.

What I would like to know is

how much of Windows (version

3,11) PC-Task can run. I need to

be able to use Windows for work

and I don't want to buy a PC.

What other Windows based pro-

grams will PC-Task be able to run,

and to what extent?

Every Amiga retailer I talk to

gives me a different answer about

how this program performs, so I

was hoping you could help me.

Justin Morris

Dr Help: / reviewed PC-Task 3

in the February 1995 Amiga Re-

view; check out that issue for the

full story. Essentially, PC-Task's

designed to run DOS software. It

can emulate an 80286, and can

thus run Windows 3.11 (though

NOT 3.11 for Workgroups, which

only works on 386 and better). On
your machine, it'll even be able to

run Windows in 256 colour mode.

But you won 't like it.

The reason you won 't like it is

that it'll be horrifyingly slow. On
your 14MHz 68020 A1200, it'll

take hours and hours to install the

six floppies (high density - so

you'll need a new floppy drive or

the double density version...), and

it'll run, ooh, maybe 1000 times

slower than a bargain basement

486DX2/66, with a following wind.

No misprint. 1000 times slower.

Using this as a base, ifyou up-

graded to an A4000 with a 50MHz
68060 processor you'd be only

around 16 times slower than the

abovementioned cheap 486. Mind
you, you'd be worse than 100

times slower than the stacked

133MHz Pentium you could get for

the same money.

This is all because PC-Task is

a software emulator. It translates

Intel-processor instructions into

Motorola-processor instructions

on the fly, and it hence can't fly

very fast. I stand by my statement

that it's the most PC you're going

to get for $129, but if you want to

run Windows -forget it.

Mac competitors?

I do a lot of desktop publishing

and image processing on the Mac.

I was wondering if there are pack-

ages on the Amiga to match the

famous Adobe Pagemaker/Illustra-

tor/Photoshop trio. Does Page-

stream 3 match up to the Pagemak-

er/QuarkXPress competition?

Also, now that Pro Draw 3 and

Art Expression are not made any

more, what would be a good

Amiga program to stand against Il-

lustrator? What about Photoshop?

Please help!

Philip Hoosen,

CarlingfordNSW

Dr Help: In the power DTP
department, the Amiga's not very

well served. Art Department Pro-

fessional was a superlative image

processing package a couple of

years ago, and it's stilt OK, but

Photoshop, Picture Publisher and

the like walk all over it. In the

combo paint program/image pro-

cessor market, the genre created

by Photoshop, the Amiga only has

Photogenics and ImageFX, which

are both pretty good. ImageFX
comes close to the power of the PC
and Macintosh biggies.

Pagestream 3 has a feature list

rather longer than your arm and,

point for point, compares very well

with Quark, Pagemaker or indeed

any otherPC DTP package. It 's no

longer a huge heaving mass of

problems like the early "preview"

versions and it's now close to us-

ably fast; at the moment, though,

you still need an 060 Amiga or a

lot of patience to get Pagestream

humming.

Pro Draw and Art Expression

are about as good as Amiga struc-

tured drawing got. There aren't

any newer packages, though this

could change as the Amiga picks

up speed in the marketplace again.

In lieu of actually having these

packages on the Amiga, you can of

course always emulate the Mac.

With Shapeshifter, Emplant or

Amax TV and some mucking about

you can turn any decently powered

Amiga into a Mac and run all the

software, and without any of the

horrible performance hits PC-Task

takes, because the processor type's

the same. You can 't emulate Power

Macs, but nothing's perfect.

Compatible CD-ROMs
I'm a long time reader of

Amiga Review and I'm aware you

also publish PC Review, so I

couldn't think of a better place to

turn for help with this problem.

I now work in an accounting

firm where we use PCs. I'm a

computer consultant, and one of

my jobs is to find external SCSI

quad speed CD-ROM drives. So

far, I've been unable to locate one.

Looking through my Amiga
Review over the last few days I've

seen some SCSI external quad

speeds and I was wondering if

they're PC compatible.

Also, do you have any idea of

how to put these external SCSI

drives onto a Novell thin ethernet

network, running DOS and Win-

dows?

Wayne Milen, MoreeNSW
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Dr Help: There's no mystic

difference between an Amiga and a

PC SCSI device; same drive, same

connection. You just need a SCSI

controller; A3000s and A4000Ts

come with them, but no other

Amiga and no IBM-compatible has

one built in. An Adaptec SCSI card

for a PC 's cheap enough, though.

The only difference between an

internal and an external CD-ROM
drive is the casing. An internal

drive has no case - it connects to

the controller via a ribbon cable

and draws power from the comput-

er's power supply. An external

drive has its own box with a cable

connector on the back (25 pin D
style, or 50 way Centronics, or 50

way Amphenol) which connects to

an internal ribbon cable to the

drive mechanism. It also has its

own small mains power supply - a

few external boxes use a plugpack

type AC adaptor. It's not rocket

science to get a quad speed SCSI

drive and externa! SCSI box sepa-

rately and put 'em together.

There's no trick to putting an

external SCSI device onto a PC
network. If it's accessible to the

PC it's plugged into, it can be

shared like any other drive using,

say, Windows for Workgroups.

SX-1 enquiries

If I purchase an SX-1 unit for

my CD32, will the machine be

equivalent to an A1200 with a CD
drive? Are there compatibility

problems in Amiga CD software?

Is it AGA compatible, and

what Workbench will it run?

Will there be power supply

problems with a floppy and hard

disk drive added?

Richard Beckman,

Burleigh Heads Qld

Dr Help: The SX-1 indeed does

turn a CD32 into a funny looking

but fully functional A1200 plus

CD-ROM, only it still has the

Akiko chip and is hence still per-

fectly compatible with CD32
games (Akiko has to be software

emulated for 1200s running CD32
games). The CD32 comes with

Kickstart 3, and with SX-1 will run

Workbench 3.1 perfectly.

Your power supply ought to

hold up, as long as you don't run

an old, big, power-hog hard drive.

The little 2.5 inch drives that fit in-

side the SX-1 won 't be a problem.

Drive problems
I have an Amiga 500 with an

A501 RAM expansion, external

drive and Kickstart 1.3.

For about the last 18 months,

whenever I loaded a program or

game the AmigaDOS screen would

appear with a system message say-

ing that the disk had a read/write

error. I'd click Cancel, the DOS
screen would disappear and the

program would load. This message

wold show up now and then, but

lately it has become moTe frequent.

Now when 1 try to load any

program or game, the drive oper-

ates for 30 seconds then stops, and

the insert-disk screen appears

again, until I reboot or take the

disk out and replace it in the drive.

No matter what I do, the Amiga
does the same thing Could you

please help me, as there is no

Amiga sales or servicing business

in my area,

Justin- Cleary, Mackay Qld

Dr Help: The problem's al-

most definitely in the drive, and

it's happening either because the

drive is worn out (bad) or just very

dirty (not so bad). Let's assume

it's just dirty, for the time being.

For basic drive head cleaning

you can use a long cotton swab

and some solvent - carbon tetra-

chloride or meths both work But

this drive's probably clogged up,

so you '11 have to look inside it. The

usual don't-blame-me disclaimers

apply in case you kill your Amiga

.

Using a 2mm Allen key, undo

the hex screws that hold the case

together. You won't need to

remove the RF shield over the bulk

of the computer, just the drive lid.

If you're lucky it'll clip off; if

you're not you'll need a weeny

Philips screwdriver.

With the lid off, you'll probably

see a large happy family of dust

bunnies. Get 'em out. Don 't use a

vacuum cleaner, as they're prone

to static buildup (for the same rea-

son, don't shuffle your rubber-

soled shoes on your nylon carpet

as you work), but tweezers, cotton

swabs, fingers and blowing are all

OK. Electronic cleaning spray

(anything as long as it's not 1,1,1

trichloroethane, which eats plas-

tic) can help in tight corners, but

don 't drown the drive in it.

Clean the heads gently with the

abovementioned swab and solvent,

let them dry, then turn the machine

on with the lid off, stick in a disk

and see if the stepper motor that

moves the heads has too much
crud on its fluted shaft. You can

plug your monitor in with the lid

off too ifyou like.

v // cleaning doesn't help, your

drive's died of old age. As you can

see, though, it has just two cables

and one or two mounting screws,

so swapping it yourself for one

bought mail order is easy enough.

AMIGA SPECIALISTS
NEW& USED HARD WARE & SOETWARE

BOUGHT, SOLD& TRADED
m OVER 401) TITI.ES IN STOCK!

REPAIRS A. UPGRADES
BOOKS, ACCESSORIES, PERIPHERALS
HUGE PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY
OVER 10.000 DISKS AVAILABLE

AmtiaT, I7BU, fish, TBAG, LSD, Assassins
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CD-ROM &CD32 TITLES

AMITAR HOME COMPUTER SUPPLIES
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Twin

Connect to aPC
By Daniel Rutter

) Here's the puzzle. You have a

PC. You have an Amiga. They are

both in the same room. You have a

load of files on one of them that

you'd like to put on the other.

What do you do?

There are a number of Bad So-

lutions to this problem. They all

involve floppy disks. If the files

you have to move readily fit on a

floppy, it's not particularly annoy-

ing to move them that way. But if

they don't, you need a cable link.

The expensive way to connect

the two machines is with network

cards and cable and a TCP link.

This will work, and work quite

fast, and give proper networking so

each machine can see the other

machine's drives as if they were its

own. But it's also hundreds of dol-

lars. So forget that.

If, on the other hand, you've

got a simple null modem cable

(want to know how to make one?

Read on!) and a spare serial port

on each machine, there's a much
cheaper solution.

Sure, you can run a terminal

program on each machine and up-

load from one and download to the

other, but that's not the best way to

do it. The best way is to use a

freely distributable program called

Twin Express.

Twin Express is not a new pro-

gram, or especially well designed,

but it does the job. You can use it

between two Amigas, two PCs or

an Amiga and a PC, and it's semi-

integrated with the operating sys-

tem at each end.

What's semi-integrated mean?

Well, when working from Twin

Express running on AmigaDOS or

MS-DOS (you move the MS-DOS
executable over on a floppy), Twin

runs its own little command-line

mini-DOS, with basic file manage-

ment commands and on-line help.

On the Amiga it's in a window like

any other shell, on the PC it's ei-

ther running straight from DOS or

as a DOS session from Windows
or OS/2 or whatever. Twin works

from Windows 95, but paralyses

the PC during transfers, and for

some reason on my machine it on-

ly detects the serial port the second

time you run it in each session.

Now, as far as the Twin Ex-

press window/session is con-

cerned, all of the devices on the re-

mote machine can be accessed by

simply putting a tilde (~) in front

of their name, and using a simple

Amiga-ish directory syntax. So,

from the Amiga, ~c:pics refers to

the pics directory on the C; drive

of the PC, and from the PC -libs:

refers to the Amiga LIBS: assign,

wherever it may be.

The rest of the PC and the rest

of the Amiga know nothing of this

arrangement - you can't load a text

file straight into your Amiga word

processor from ~c: - but the sys-

tem's much more elegant than us-

ing linked terminal programs.

About all you have to set up

when using Twin Express is the

port speed, from 9600 Bps to

115200 if there's an IBM involved

in the transfer or up to 290000 if

you're connecting two Amigas -

with enough grunt to actually drive

the serial port that hard. There's no
fiddling with data bits, stop bits

and parity (not much of a problem

these days, but there nonetheless),

no handshaking to worry about, no

typing "hello" and peering at the

other screen. It either works or it

doesn't, and if it's getting errors it

reports them, so you know if your

cable's dodgy or one machine's

trying to transfer too fast.

Twin Express supports COM
ports 1 to 4 on the IBM side,

via simple command line parame-

ters on startup, but you can only

use the standard serial.device on

the Amiga side - no cheating

with baudbandit.device or other

stripped-down versions with lower

overhead. This is another strike

against getting the really fast serial

rates working.
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Speed
The trouble with cheap net-

working solutions is they're never

fast, and Twin Express is no excep-

tion. Running at 115,200 Bps on a

plain three wire null modem cable

it manages about 9.6 kilobytes per

second - far, far from the 400K/s of

a half-decent network but good

compared to the endless tick, tick,

tick of an Amiga writing to a PC
disk, followed by the far faster but

still tedious reading process at the

other end.

If a bit under lOK/s isn't good

enough for you, though, simply

use a seven wire null modem ca-

ble, which you can buy, make or

improvise from a standard serial

cable and a null modem adapter.

Now you can use the Express

mode, in which more wires are

used for data transfer than the de-

signers intended and the speed

doubles. 19K/s or so isn't far short

of floppy drive speed, and when

you consider that you can easily

specify a range of files with wild-

cards and then leave them to be

pumped over in your absence (or

while you do something else on the

Amiga), Twin Express starts look-

ing like a pretty good solution.

If you're running two speedy

Amigas at 290000 Bps in Express

mode, you'll be able to move near-

ly 50K/s, but realistically, serial

transfers this fast aren't going to

happen if you don't have a pro-

foundly fast Amiga or, more likely,

a third party serial board.

Extra bits

Directory Opus 5.20 will have

support for Twin Express built in,

via ARexx scripts, so shellopho-

bics won't have to do any of that

frightening typing and can click

their way through the transfers.

You can already get scripts to

make Opus work with Twin -

they're called TwinOpus, they're

freely distributable, and they come

with a handler to make the basic

mouse file manipulation options

work properly, so you don't have

to click a button to enter a directo-

ry. The setup's not rocket science -

you put the scripts in rexx:dopus

and set up some buttons according

to the instructions, install the patch

in the startup-sequence, establish

the connection and then run Opus.

You need to set up a button for ev-

ery remote device you want to ac-

cess, and it's none too swift, but it

works.

Getting it

Twin Express is Shareware,

selling for $30 Canadian for a two

machine license. You can pick up

the unregistered version from a va-

riety of places, including us (1800

252 879, ring now!). Is it an indus-

trial strength, warp speed, impress-

your-friends package that'll make

you view computing in a whole

new light? No. Is it useful? Cer-

tainly.

How to make a
null modem cable

By Daniel Rutter

I OK, you've got your copy of

Twin Express (or your two inele-

gant and clunky terminal pro-

grams, or your linkable game) and

now you need a null modem cable.

You can go out and buy one, and

get a professionally made but more

expensive cable that might not be

as long as you need, or you can

make your own. Or can you?

What you need, if you want to

take on the task, are two 25 pin D
connectors, available from any

electronics store. The serial port on

the Amiga 1000 is female, and

needs a male connector (a female

port has little holes, a male port

has little pins); all other Amigas

have male serial ports, which take

female connectors. Most IBMs
have female serial ports, which

may be 25 pin or 9 pin; for com-

patibility, get a 25 to 9 adaptor as

well, and maybe a couple of male-

to-male 25 pin gender changers to

assure compatibility with every-

thing. You can build all of these

too if you like, but storebought

ones are more elegant.

For Amiga-Amiga connections

(since there aren't a lot of 1000s

still around), buy two female con-

nectors for about $2 each at a place

like Jaycar Electronics. You will

also need two back shells - the

plastic bit that goes around the

connector. These cost from $2 to

$3.50 each depending on the qual-

ity.

Next on the shopping list is

some cable. Depending on the ver-

sion of the cable you decide to

build, you'll need either three or

seven strands, which means buying

six or nine core shielded computer

cable ($1.50 or $1.90/m). You can

make the cable quite long before

attenuation and noise become a
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problem - three metres will work
consistently and give you plenty of

flexibility in placing your ma-

chines.

You'll also need a fine tipped

soldering iron (1mm or less), since

the solder sockets on the backs of

the connectors are quite small. Not

to mention, predictably, some sol-

der. If the idea of soldering scares

you, now is a good time to turn to

the games section.

Here's the easiest way to solder

into the weeny wire-holes on the

back of a D connector. Pre-tin the

wire - twist it and appiy a SMALL
amount of solder to coat it. Now
heat the little socket, melt a

SMALL amount of solder into it,

and carefully insert the tinned

wire-end into the molten solder.

It's a little unconventional, but it

avoids blobs and bridges. Still, a

solder sucker or some desoldering

braid might be helpful.

Types of cable

There are three basic null mo-

dem cable designs. Their wiring

diagrams are shown in the accom-

panying illustration. Note that the

two wire colours in the picture are

just to show separate wires, so you

don't connect the wrong things.

The simplest is the three wire

design. This connects the two

ground pins (pin 7) together, and

connects Transmit Data (TX) on

each connector to Receive Data

(RX) on the other. This type of ca-

ble is easy to wire:

2-

3-

7-

->3

->2

->7

The only problem is that if one

of the machines wants a DTR
(Data Terminal Ready) or DSR
(Data Set Ready) signal, it'll

freeze, because the relevant pins

aren't connected. You'll run into

similar problems if one machine

wants Request To Send (RTS) or

Clear To Send (CTS) signals. This

makes necessary the full seven

wire design, wired as follows:

2 ->3

3 _>2

4 >5

5 >4

6 >20

7- >7

20-— >6

This should keep just about any

system happy - but there's an aw-

ful lot of soldering involved. So

you might like to use the "cheat-

ing" version, which doesn't actual-

ly connect any more lines between

the machines than the simple three

wire, but makes it look to each ma-

chine as if there's always another

machine on the line - even if it's

unconnected. There's no good rea-

son for the DTR/DSR/RTS/CTS
stuff anyway in most null modem
applications. The cheat cable is

wired thusly:

2 >3

3 >2

4--\ /—-4

5--/ V—

5

7-— >7

6—-\ /—

6

8—| \;--8

20—/ \—20

Note that pins four and five

are connected together ON THE
SAME PLUG, as are six, eight and

20. You can connect four and five

with a small piece of wire or a blob

of solder; the set of three is a little

harder. Connect about 20mm of

wire to each one, twist the free

ends together and solder them, in-

sulating this joint as well to avoid

unfortunate shorts. I've been using

one of these cables for a while now
- it works fine.
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Windows 95
versus Workbench

By Daniel Rutter and Andrew Farrell

I It's inescapable. Everywhere you

look, there's a Start button or a lit-

tle note asking you where you

want to go today. Whether you like

it or not, it's plain that when Bill

Gases says jump the computing

world collectively put dents in the

ceiling, and Windows 95 is rocket-

ing its way towards being the most

popular operating system ever.

Gone are the days when Win-

dows was laughable - back in the

pre-Windows 3 era. The days when
the near-magical feat of making a

windowing interface sit on top of

the ancient MS-DOS operating

system resulted in miserable per-

formance and lousy usability. Win-

dows 95 is smooth, friendly and

supremely well promoted.

So the question has to be asked.

All these years we Amiga users

have been patiently explaining to

PC users excited over the latest

technical advance on their platform

that yes, it's a wonderful feature,

yes, we're very happy for them,

and by the way. we had it in 1 986-

or-so. But now that PC operating

systems are getting so very, very

powerful, is it just starting to wan-

der into the outermost bounds of

plausibility that the Amiga might,

maybe, to put it bluntly, be getting

sand kicked in its face, so to say?

Well, we at Amiga Review, as

you probably know, also publish

PC Review magazine. This means

that we use Amigas and PCs ail

day, every day, and are in an un-

usually good position to compare

them. So let's.

Ground rules

This is an operating system

comparison, not an application

software comparison. Everyone

knows PCs have a lot of good soft-

ware and a huge teetering moun-

tain of, um, other software. We al-

so know that the Big Name PC ap-

plications and games, generally

speaking, beat their Amiga oppo-

nents on feature lists alone - not

that feature lists are a definite indi-

cator of how much you'll actually

get done!

There are exceptions, and no-

body's saying that many people ac-

tually USE all of Microsoft Word's

n-billion options, but on a check-

box comparison Amiga productiv-

ity apps, in general, go down in

flames.

The Amiga's still got it all over

PCs when it comes to affordable

video work, budget animation and

smooth presentation multimedia.

The new A1200-and-software bun-

dles are great value for home com-

puting on the cheap.

But we're not talking about

software. We're talking about

operating systems; specifically,

how well designed they are and

how nice they make the computer

to use. This is the so called Big

Selling Point of Windows 95; it

professes to do everything easily

and have all you need built in al-

ready. How close to the truth is this

and where does it leave the

Amiga?

Both AmigaDOS and Windows
95 have problems, and not small

ones. Let's air the dirty linen first.

AmigaDOS is getting on a bit

since the last update. The more-

than-a-year hiatus in Commodore
development means that even the

newest and spiffiest version of

AmigaDOS, 3.1, has the same ma-

jor shortcomings as 2.x.

Memory Management
AmigaDOS has no virtual

memory as standard - so you can't

use hard disk space to emulate ex-

tra RAM for memory-intensive

operations. On the other hand,

AmigaDOS doesn't need virtual

memory just to mn a few basic ap-

plications, Windows absolutely re-

lies on it as a matter of course, un-

less you've got 32Mb or more

RAM. You can do Amiga virtual

memory yourself if you've got a

Memory Management Unit
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(MMU, present in full 030 and bet-

ter processors) and the commercial

package GigaMem, or a couple of

freely distributable alternatives.

But Windows 95 comes with

an intelligent, self-adjusting, main-

tenance-free virtual memory sys-

tem, which works on every PC
from 386 up. You'll need it, and all

the RAM you can get.

AmigaDOS doesn't have

memory protection. This means

there's no way to completely iso-

late different programs from each

other and prevent one rampaging

task scribbling all over everyone

else's memory - other programs

and the OS itself - and bringing the

entire computer down in a scream-

ing heap. Memory protection is a

priority for future versions of the

OS, but it ain't here yet. Amiga-

DOS is quite good at intercepting

programs that have lost the plot,

but every Amiga owner is familiar

with the flashing red software fail-

ure box and the total system col-

lapse it indicates.

Windows 95, on the other

hand, is very seldom completely

turned into a potato by errant tasks,

and can usually kill a crashing pro-

gram and carry on without a hic-

cup. Even if you strike a program

that paralyses the system, hitting

control-alt-delete brings up a little

Close Program window (much

more civilised than the Windows

3.x blue text screen) that will

probably show you what's misbe-

having and let you nuke it. You can

do memory protection on Amigas,

using Enforcer, but this is Serious

Programmer Stuff, and very, very

far from an integrated, invisible

part of the OS.

Drive Compression
AmigaDOS has no disk com-

pression as standard. We don't use

disk compression on our Win 95

machines, because it makes the

computer slower and can cause

nightmares if you need to recover

data, but Win 95 's DriveSpace is

as well thought out as anyone's,

even though you need to buy the

Microsoft PLUS! add-on for S69

to get the best version.

Compressing and decompress-

ing drives is easy, and your aver-

age PC user isn't going to turn his

nose up at double the disk space.

Again, you can do this on an

Amiga if you like, but the various

PD and shareware programs that

do it have the same problems as

the IBM alternatives, aren't neces-

sarily very reliable, and aren't any-

thing like as friendly.

The flip side of this feature is

that PCs chew up way more disk

space per application than an aver-

age Amiga. Windows 95 needs

around 50Mb for a full install, and

office suites can eat up 60Mb or

more. The Amiga is exceptionally

thrifty by comparison. Simpler,

trimmer applications, with less

power, but more elegance - and

much less size.

Networking

AmigaDOS networking can befe

a pain. You can do it with Envoy,

the networking system developed

by Commodore and now handled

by Intangible Assets Manufactur-

ing, and get proper handling of re-

booting machines and reasonable

speed.

Or you can use Quieknet, as we

are at the moment, and spend a sig-

nificant portion of your day being

alerted to the fact that someone

else has rebooted and running

kludgey scripts to dismount and re-

mount their drives. AmiTCP4.1,

the commercial version, is a solid

alternative.

However, regardless of which

network you choose on the Amiga,

some applications quite simply

shouldn't be considered - like mul-

ti-user databases.

Although Envoy supports

record locking, which is what you

need to stop multiple database

users trampling each other, no

Amiga database supports it - so

that's where it stops unless you

want to write your own system

from the ground up.

Windows 95, like Windows

3,1, has easy to use networking

built in; all you need are a few $70

network cards and you're away.

Getting the network up and run-
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ning is a snap, and remote access

to the network resources by mo-

dem is also a breeze (once you add

the PLUS! pack).

Hardware
The biggest problem with Win-

dows 95 is that it's still running on

an IBM compatible PC.

The basic structure of the PC
architecture was laid down with

the original XTs in the very early

80s; the number of all-important

IRQ addresses and DMA channels

doubled when the 80286 machines

came out in the slightly less early

80s, but that's where the basic sys-

tem that even today's hot-rod Pen-

tiums are built on stopped develop-

ing.

The old 8 bit ISA expansion

bus, inferior to Amiga Zorro I, was

replaced by the now-standard 16

bit ISA and more recently by

VESA local bus and the newer

PCI. But most expansions need an

IRQ or at least an I/O address, and

sorting them all out on a stacked

machine is annoying, especially

since all expansions don't support

all addresses.

Amiga hardware, generally

speaking, doesn't need any of this

nonsense; plug it in and the com-

puter knows it's there. You might

need to run a driver or handler or

whatever to deal with your new
toy, but it'll just be simple software

setup.

To be fair, though, Amiga hard-

ware has its share of incompatibili-

ties. The smaller Amiga market,

especially for esoteric high-end

gear, means exhaustive testing of

new products with other products

isn't done and there's no big pre-

mium in developing hardware that

behaves itself properly. But, gener-

ally speaking, with ordinary gear,

you plug it in and it works.

Windows 95 does what it can

with the cobwebbed hardware ar-

chitecture it perches on. It can fre-

quendy pick the presence of new

hardware on an ordinary PC and,

on machines with some leeway,

Windows 95 will help you set your

system up correctly with very littie

pain. The expanded, hairy chested

Windows 95 Control Panel con-

tains among very many other

things a list of all the IRQs, I/Os

and DMA addresses in use. If

you're out of IRQs, though, you're

out of IRQs. Tough!

One of the Big Selling Features

for Windows 95 is Plug and Play,

which aims to supplant the current

system, Plug and Pray. The idea is

that you just plug a thing in and it

works, just like Macs and Amigas.

Wow. Radical concept. Welcome

to the 80s, guys.

What Microsoft and most ev-

eryone else selling Windows 95

are less enthusiastic to tell the wor-

ld is that Plug and Play only works

if the computer you're using and

the thing you're plugging in are

both Plug and Play compatible,

and few expansions and only the

latest PCs are as yet. You can up-

grade your computer to true Plug

and Play, by replacing the whole

motherboard. Yippee.

Without proper Plug and Play,

there's only so much you can do in

software; no^software can magical-

ly eliminate hardware limitations,

it can only try to work around

them as elegantly as possible. 95 is

better at doing this than any previ-

ous incarnation of Windows, but it

is still a far cry from the simplicity

of the Amiga.

Compatability

A significant problem at the

moment, which will change as

more and more people join the

lemming-like rush to Windows 95,

is that quite a few current applica-

tions don't work properly, or at all,

on the new system. *

When we recently checked out

four big-name remote access pro-

grams, which let you control a

computer from elsewhere over a

modem, one worked properly on

Windows 95. Two worked fine af-

ter we got the proper patch files.

One didn't work at all.

AmigaDOS has its own incom-

patibility problems, primarily with

new software not working on old

ECS WBl.x machines but also with

old software not handling the new
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hardware. Generally, though, the

standardised Amiga hardware and

OS make Amiga programs a doddle

to get running on any machine.

Resource Use
Windows 95 is a huge resource

hog. It's not as porcine as Win-

dows NT (32Mb RAM mini-

mum...), but the flat minimum re-

alistic spec for a Windows 95 in-

stallation is 8Mb of RAM, a

goodly slab of free hard disk space

and the fastest processor you can

afford - a 4S6DX/33 if you must,

but a Pentium by preference.

In comparison, AmigaDOS is

happy on a 4Mb machine with a

100Mb drive (yes, I know it can

run from floppy in a couple of

megs, but nobody enjoys doing

that). Windows 95 programs (I

know we're not talking about soft-

ware, but this is relevant) are also

far, far bigger than Amiga applica-

tions - this is mainly of course be-

cause they've got a billion knobs

on and are written by committees

whose priorities are features, func-

tionality and getting the thing out

on time, not compactness.

Another reason, though, is that

Windows 95 is a 32 bit operating

system - data is processed 32 bits

at a time. AmigaDOS and Win-

dows 3.x are both 16 bit OSes. 32

bit helps speed, but it also means

that the smallest size anything can

be is 32 bits, the size of a byte, and

so executables blow out signifi-

cantly in size. It's not nearly as bad

as monster UNIX variants where a

"hello world" program compiles to

1Mb of executable, but when a

simple little notetaking utility

proudly claims it's only 350k in

size, and the fully optioned Ex-

change mail system has to hook in-

to better than 9Mb of assorted li-

braries just to sit and wait for

something to hap-

pen, you can't help

but wonder how far

away this is.

Mind you, a ti-

tanic, space-sucking

i
OS is not the prob-

lem it used to be.

With the relative

ubiquity of disk compression soft-

ware, inefficient and highly aerated

code shrinks by a greater amount

than more tightly written software,

and fast PCs with big hard drives

and lots ofRAM are not, by histor-

ical standards, very expensive at

all - certainly not compared with

the retail prices of new high-end

Amigas. This is no good if you

don't happen to HAVE the three

grand an 8Mb Pentium costs, but it

can't be denied that you get a lot of

processing grunt and storage space

for your money.

WYSIWYG file management
With Windows 95, mainstream

PC users finally get an operating

system where an icon really repre-

sents a file. OS/2 has done this for

ages, as has AmigaDOS, but Win-

dows hasn't. A chronic problem

with the old Program Manager, the

default Windows interface, was

that the icons you saw there didn't

necessarily have anything to do

with what was actually on the disk.

Icons in Program Manager are

made automatically by installers or

other programs, or less often by

manually creating new Program

Groups and Program Items, and all

they are is pointers to the actual

files, You can delete the groups

and items without hurting the files,

and if you delete the files then the

icons have the rug pulled from un-

der them and don't do anything but

complain when clicked. Program

Manager under 3.1 also doesn't

support nested directories; you

can't put a Program Group inside

another one.

Windows 95's drive views,

however, are like steroid-enhanced

Amiga windows, with more choice

of possible display options. What
you see really is what you get.

People nostalgic for the old dis-

connected shortcuts, though, will

like the much-vaunted Start Menu,

the quick-access menu system that

holds shortcuts to all of your pro-

grams, by default. Like Program

Manager, the Start Menu does not

notice if you rename, move or re-

move the files themselves. It goes

one better, though; if you try to run

something that isn't there, Win-

dows looks for the file elsewhere

on the disk, eventually offering

you a different named file with the

same size if it can find it!

Everything the Amiga lacks in

file management at the operating

system level is quickly made up

for by programs like Directory Op-

us - for which there is no equiva-

lent on the PC, though Jon Potter

says he's thinking about writing

one. Yes, we've checked out the

Norton offerings and many others.

DirOpus is more configurable,

more powerful, easier to use, less

resource hungry, and easier to cus-

tomise.

Help!

Online help is a major feature

of Windows 95, which makes it far

more usable than old-style paper-

manualled OSes. Hit Fl, no matter

where you are, and you'll be look-

ing either at a help file for the par-

ticular application or feature

you're using or a table of contents

of all the help available. You can

do index and keyword searches,

and some applications support fair-

ly stupid plain-English searching

as well.

There's nothing very spectacu-

lar about Windows Help files;

AmigaGuide can do just about all
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of this hypertext, program-linked

stuff. But AmigaDOS doesn't have

its own online help, and not many

AmigaDOS programs do either.

You certainly can't fit features like

this on a floppy-based OS.

Multitasking

Windows 95 does preemptive

multitasking, like an Amiga, as op-

posed to the cooperative multitask-

ing previous versions attempted.

To understand the difference, think

of the programs as being like a

queue of people waiting to talk to

the processor. In cooperative mul-

titasking, the operating system

trusts the programs to cooperate,

and relinquish control of the com-

puter when their immediate pur-

poses have been served by moving

to the back of the queue.

The problem with this system

is that lots and lots of programs,

because of bad programming,

crashes or strange interactions with

other hardware or software, don't

step aside from the head of the

queue, and bring the computer to a

shuddering halt as they cheerfully

spout gibberish at the uncompre-

hending CPU. And the lumpen de-

sign of earlier Windows versions

meant that even simple operations,

like formatting a disk, caused a big

system slowdown, effectively

making even speedy Windows PCs

unusable for true multitasking.

In reality, the old Windows

multitasking was really a glorified

task switching system - use one

program for a while, then use an-

other, with all the other programs

loaded slowed right down. This is

quite adequate for some purposes;

the only real multitasking many
Windows users do is to run a back-

ground print handler, fax program

or whatever.

In preemptive multitasking, the

operating system doesn't let one

task hog the processor. Applica-

tions running are allocated a set

share of CPU power - and no extra

pulling or tugging should change

that arrangement.

Amiga owners are familiar

with this; the priority-based pre-

emptive system the Amiga uses

means that even with very heavy

multitasking loads which cause in-

dividual programs to slow down

noticeably, the system itself is still

snappy and there's no delay in ba-

sic operations like mouse move-

ment and screen switching.

Both Amiga and Windows 95

multitasking have shortcomings.

Windows 95 slows down when

you're multitasking, even doing

simple things like using a CD play-

er program with a time display, but

generally speaking the system's

very well thought out, and locks

you out far less often than you'd

think.

The old Windows had two ba-

sic cursors - the pointer and the

hourglass, which is equivalent to

the AmigaDOS wait cursor that

stops you clicking on anything.

Win 95 has three cursors - regular

and hourglass as before, and also a

combo pointer-and-hourglass, that

indicates some background task in

process, but doesn't stop you

working.

Now, in AmigaDOS a wait cur-

sor just encourages you to flick to

another screen and get on with

something else, but in Windows it

means nothing's going to happen

until the task is finished. And

you'll see wait cur-

sors quite often if

you use old Win-

dows 3.x software

that doesn't know
it's on a smarter OS
and insists on bring-

ing everything else

to a halt while it

thinks. DOS pro-

grams that do low-level stuff, like

for example the MS-DOS side of

the Twin Express file transfer sys-

tem, can also freeze the rest of the

machine. But some other software,

which previously only crazy peo-

ple thought of running from Win-

dows, works and works well. Like

quite a few DOS games, for in-

stance.

If one should happen to be

playing a DOOM-type game, for

example, in a full screen DOS ses-

sion from Windows 95, one can

switch practically instantly be-

tween it and an innocuous looking

Windows desktop, should one's

business superior happen to pass.

On a fast PC, with a fast video

card, you still can't switch as fast

as an Amiga flicking screens, but

it's acceptably close. We ran

DOOM on Win 95, purely in the

interests of research, and found

that while it loads rather slower

than if you shut down Windows

and run "pure" DOS, it runs just as

fast - except for occasional pauses

in groups of four, the cause of

which we have yet to discover.

The shortcomings of Amiga

multitasking become apparent

when you play just about any de-

cent game. Goodbye AmigaDOS -

the software developers don't want

you to play games there. Microsoft

want Windows 95 to become the

standard PC games underlay,

which seems to us not a bad idea,

since it sidesteps all of the system-

hashing agony that typically goes

with running PC entertainment

software. For more examples of

Amiga multitasking not coming up

to scratch, how about those funky

standard windows, like the Work-

bench Information one, that don't

let you click on anything else

while they're open? Well, Win-

dows 95 has a few of those too -
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and switching between windows is

not nearly as fluid.

Generally, though, Amiga mul-

titasking is wonderfully smooth

and intuitive, and it certainly

makes a mockery of Bill Gates' ill-

considered statement that you can't

do multitasking in less than 4Mb.

Long file names
Windows 95, at long last, can

handle long filenames, against the

old eight character, dot, three char-

acter (8.3) limit of MS-DOS.
Amiga filenames can be up to 30

characters and take basically any

alphanumeric form you like; we've

had that feature since '85. Win-

dows 95, on the other hand, can do

filenames up to 255 characters.

This sounds really cool, until you
run a DOS or old Windows pro-

gram and discover that as far as it's

concerned TextFileWifhAReally-

LongName is called something

like TEXTFM.TXT. All file-

names over the good old 8.3 limit

are thus truncated, and everything

ends up with a unique name - it

just doesn't make a lot of sense un-

less you're using a Windows 95

program that understands long

names. The full name is stored in

the file comment.

Now, if Microsoft had managed
to set this up any other way and

maintain compatability with old

applications they'd deserve a No-
bel prize, but this does not change

the fact that Windows 95 does not

REALLY do long file names, and

if a Win 95 user gives you a load

of long-named files and a script to

use with your Mac or Amiga or

UNIX version of NiftyRenderer

and the script refers to the long

names - you get to rename them all

by hand.

But if Windows 95 users ex-

change files, and nothing clobbers

the comments on the way (like a

ZModem transfer, for example...),

the long names will be intact.

Furthermore, Windows 95 files

still have to have suffixes. The old

DOS-Windows combo had a fasci-

nation with the three character suf-

fix system to identify files (.txt is

text, .doc is a MS Word document,

.avi is an AVI movie file, .wav is a

WAVE format sound and so on),

and it's carried over into 95. Now,
in 95 you can choose not to see the

suffixes at all - the only sign is the

default icon Windows gives the

file - but they're still there, and if

you give a file the wrong suffix

some dumb programs may be com-
pletely unable to deal with it. Most
programs can load misnamed files,

but they don't like it; the concept

of actually looking at files to see

what they are doesn't seem to be

very popular with Microsoft.

These file naming shenanigans

are prime symptoms of the fact

that MS-DOS is far from dead and

buried. Just because Windows 95

doesn't have a separate DOS direc-

tory doesn't mean the old, crusty

CP/M-derived operating system

hasn't left its stamp on the shiny

new 32 bit OS. DOS has been

swallowed up by Windows, instead

of ticking along doing al! the

gruntwork with Windows just the

window dressing on top. It's all ba-

sically one lump now, but there are

still AUTOEXEC.BAT and CON-
FIG.SYS files to contend with for

backwards compatibility.

The important difference is that

now the average user doesn't have

to worry about DOS bashing to do

any normal task - except, maybe,

getting non-Win 95 aware games
to run. In that case, the task's not

going to be any harder than mak-

ing them work on the old DOS,
and will certainly be more pleasing

to the eye, as Windows 95 lets you

launch DOS applications with

whatever configuration tweaks you

like from an icon on the desktop.

While we're on the file system,

Windows still has a mania for files

to be used by one application at a

time. If you're editing a document-

in an Amiga word processor, for

example, you can flick to your di-

rectory utility and rename the file,

or even delete it. Not so with Win-
dows, in which many applications

maintain a death grip on whatever

files they presently have open until

you close that project.

Miscellaneous

There are too many minor fea-

tures of Windows 95 to mention

here, but I'll touch on a few.

Cosmetically, Windows 95 is a

winner. AmigaDOS with Magic-

Workbench or Newlcons with a

funky backdrop and a few other

PD enhancements looks quite nice.

But this level of customisation is a

hobby, not a ten minute operation,

and to match the high colour dis-

plays of a decent PC (not useful

for basic OS stuff, but invaluable

for image creation and processing

software) you need an $800 or

more graphics board that you can't

use with an A 1200. Amiga AGA is

a joke for everything but games,

compared with a fast PC video

card.

In contrast, Windows looks OK
to start with and can be made very

snazzy indeed by installing the Mi-

crosoft PLUS! package, which in-

cludes among more useful things a

collection of "Desktop Themes",

which allow you to easily alter

your icons, backdrop, screen saver

and system sounds to one of sever-

al styles. This, of course, slows

down the system and uses up

RAM, but that never stops the

Amiga customisers.

The PLUS! pack also gives you

dynamic window scaling, in which

window contents rearrange to fit

new boundaries as you move the

corner around. This is genuinely

useful, and also looks cool.

On the minus side, Windows
still has to restart itself to change

colour depth and sometimes reso-

lution. How quaint.

Windows 95 has an automatic
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undelete function, which works

much the same way as the Macin-

tosh Trashcan and a bit tike the

freely distributable, and rather el-

derly, Kan system on the Amiga;

deleted files get moved to a direc-

tory, and you can empty that direc-

tory manually when you're good

and ready. The files remember

where they came from, which is

enormously helpful for odd-named

data files.

The standard Windows 95 Re-

cycle Bin, as it's called, only

"catches" files deleted by hand, as

it were; if a file's deleted by a Win-

dows or DOS application or over-

written by another, you can't get it

back from the Bin. If you install

Norton Utilities for Windows 95,

you can use a Bin that covers all of

these eventualities and then some.

Despite all their technical so-

phistication, Windows programs

still don't have very good in-

stallers, The installer for Windows

95 itself is marvel, considering the

job it has to do, but other software

typically comes with very dim in-

stallation utilities indeed.

The Amiga has Installer, which

everyone sane programmer uses.

Write a script, with version check-

ing and as much control as you

like, and there it is. All of the Win-

dows installers, though, are roll-

your-own jobs, which seldom

check to see if there's a newer ver-

sion of DUMBPROG.DLL on the

system but just trample it with the

old one, and can do marvellous

things like not understanding

drives with more than a gigabyte

of free space and assuming there

must be none.

Knobs on
Windows 95 comes with a pile

of built-in stuff. If you get it along

with the PLUS! add-on, you get a

personal information manager and

day planner, perfectly adequate for

most people (which can send data

to those near-magical Timex data-

bank watches), comprehensive

bundled email features that give

you faxes, local and Internet email

in one place, a decent Web brows-

er, a fun pinball game and a

DOOM-engine non-violent race

game, a Make Your Life Better By

Setting Goals thingy, a program

scheduler that automatically runs

things at given times, after a given

period of inactivity and so on, a

defragmented a drive compressor,

disk repair software, a little paint

program, a little word processor, a

little database, a sound recorder, a

CD player and a calculator.

AmigaDOS comes with... a cal-

culator. One point for Windows,

methinks.

True, the new Amiga bundles

have good real applications with

them, but not many of those will

have been sold by the time you

read this, AmigaDOS could do

with a few more useful utilities as

standard.

AmigaDOS is a great little

operating system. But there are ad-

vantages and disadvantages to be-

ing little.

Little OSes don't need huge

computers. But little OSes also

can't contain features that MUST
take up lost of space, like monster

on-line help facilities.

Windows 95 is a valiant attem-

pt to impose cleverness upon a

dumb system. If you are stuck with

a wood-fired automobile, you do

what you can. And what Microsoft

have achieved, overall, is very im-

pressive. There is no way art oper-

ating system this complex could be

produced in an economical time

without using committee coding

and living with inefficient results.

And the winner is...

So, which operating system

wins? Well, if you're looking for a

home computer you can walk

away with for well under $2000

with useful applications and a sim-

ple, friendly interface, the Amiga

is it. If you've got twice as much
to spend, though, a worked multi-

media PC could look very attrac-

tive. (When pricing a PC, don't

forget to include the cost of the

more expensive software.)

Standing well back, we can

now make a few statements about

the home computer scene in gener-

al, taking into account software,

hardware and operating system.

If you want to do budget video

titling or drop 2D or 3D animation

to video, the Amiga is still the only

way to go - you can do it with PCs,

but only with an expensive en-

coder card. PC titling software is

not as cheap, or as good. Likewise,

Scala on the Amiga is still faster,

smoother and easier than most PC
equivalents.

Deluxe Paint on the Amiga re-

mains the best 2D animation pro-

gram. There is no PC equivalent to

Hyperbook or something as cheap

and easy as CanDo. There are no

Blitz basics on the PC, although

Klik and Play offers some compar-

ison with AMOS.
Only the Amiga offers multiple

screens and windows - Windows
on the PC is entirely window

based. Workbench has a stronger

multitasking feel, and with the

right add ons can match Windows
for functionality - although not al-

ways to every degree. The next

version of Workbench may well

match Windows better in the bells

and whistles department too - like

better printer driver control, net-

working and file management tools

like easy linking.

On the whole, Amiga still has a

lot going for it - and that's despite

the lack of recent developments.

It's that fact that holds out great

promise for future Amiga operat-

ing systems, and is still a great at-

traction today.
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Optimising Printing in

Wordworth
Wordworth comes with a print

manager with its own set of printer

drivers, which throw data at your

printer in different ways to speed

up and enhance printing. If you've

got Wordworth and haven't in-

stalled the print manager software

yet, do it now (see Fig 1). You'll

enjoy improved print speed on

slow machines , and lots more con-

trol over your printouts.

Print Manager allows you to

change all of the colours that

Wordworth tells the printer to print

{provided it's a colour printer, ob-

viously). This is good, because it

means you can fine-tune the print

settings to compensate for the in-

accuracies of your printer. You can

also change the way data is sent to

the printer by changing the way
Print Manager compresses it. You
can have quick graphics printing,

quick text printing, a combination

of the text and graphics modes,

and normal uncompressed data.

You can also do colour separa-

tions, which allows you to print

colour documents with a mono
printer capable of accepting differ-

ent coloured ribbons or print car-

tridges. You have to swap car-

tridges and refeed the paper for

each colour, which is tedious and

can be inaccurate but is better than

nothing. If you wanted to print a

heap of brochures out, you could

just print a colour and then reload

the paper into the sheet feeder;

printing many sheets also gives the

ink more time to dry.

The Wordworth Print Manager

also has a mirror option, which is

useful for printing to a wax trans-

fer printer using an iron-on car-

tridge, so your text will be the right

way round when you put it on a T-

shirt! Another thing I particularly

like about Wordworth's printing is

the - 100% completion bars for

total pages and current page. These

not only look very professional,

but are quite useful when you're

printing a lot of pages and want to

ForprqftssioMdand home nsmi

14 disks ofclip art

^"W that will load into

Wordworth - $39.95
Disk 1 Animals
Disk 2 Ad, Birds, Buildings

Disk 3 Business, Dinosaurs,

Entertainment, Etchings

Disk 4 Computer, Dogs, Fire, Games
Disk 5 Fish, Food, Hands, Households, Toys
Disk 6 Garden, Insects, Maps
Disk 7 Graphics

Disk 8 Graphics, Japanese characters

Disk 9 Miscellaneous, Music, Nautical,

Space, Travel

Disk 10 People, Scientific/Medical

Disk 11 Outdoor, Signs, 'Toons

Disk 12 More 'Toons

Disk 13 Sport, Type
Disk 14 Transport, War

To order, see advertisement on pages 54-55
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know if you've got enough

time to do something else. On a

machine like my 4Mb A120O
(4Mb is the least RAM I'd recom-

mend you use, for error free print-

ing; Wordworth has a habit of

changing all of your large text to a

3 point font when it doesn't have

all the RAM it wants), this "some-

thing else" is NOT going to be

multitasking, as when printing a

document with pictures at high res-

olution the CPU is flat out pushing

data to the printer, and anything

else is going to be very slow and

frustrating.

If you've got an A4000 with a

Cyberstorm accelerator and a three

figure RAM count, feel free to

print your grocery list (no doubt

produced with the aid of tables and

templates from my previous tutori-

als) to your Postscript printer while

rendering a picture of the grocery

store in Lightwave. If you can af-

ford the power, use it damn you -

but those of us with slower CPUs
and less memory can't perform

such a task quite as gracefully.

I hope that in the next release

of Wordworth Digita will have

fixed the printing bugs. My per-

sonal favourite hate would have to

be when it prints the first page and

then gives you a bonus sheet of

blank paper for no reason. No
amount of adjusting print borders

will fix it, believe me; I've spent

many an hour trying to fix it but it

appears to be embedded in the pro-

gram - as is the problem with pic-

tures just not printing at all. Both

online help and technical support

say it's not enough RAM, but it's

another bug that needs to be fixed.

Speeding up printing

To start with, simply using the

Print Manager provided with

Wordworth will give you faster

printing. Also, if you look at your

Print Setup menu, you'll find a

density slider which allows you to

adjust the density at which your

printer puts dots on the page (see

Fig 2). For best results with nice

curves, use 7. 1 gives an unattrac-

tive jaggy look, but it prints a lot

faster than 7, so it's good for quick

proof copies. Experiment to find

out which setting gives the best

print time to look ratio.

a DeskPrefV 1.17 ©1992,93 Wolf Faust
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New on the Net
Local content improving

By Daniel Rutter

I Articles on the Internet are full of

doclgy numbers. It's notoriously

difficult to get a handle on how big

the Net is and how many people

use it; the Internet's genesis as an

nukeproof, decentralised, self-

regulating info-web means there's

no central authority you can go to

to find out what the big picture is.

It's not like CompuServe, run from

one location with subsidiaries to

handle local operations. Com-
puServe know, every minute, how
many subscribers they have, how
many of them are connected at any

moment and what they're doing.

But monitoring the Internet is a lot

more like monitoring the whole re-

al world; unless you've got spies

everywhere, you can only see an

unrepresentatively small sample of

the big picture.

The best method that exists to

get a reasonable approximation of

Net use is the so-called ping test,

which is roughly analogous to the

TV ratings system and, like the rat-

ings system, gives you a propor-

tional sample which you have to

multiply out to get the real number

of people out there.

The degree of multiplication

typically varies depending on

what's in it for the multiplier.

Since big numbers usually make

for a spectacular story for the

viewers (or the shareholders),

that's what you tend to get. Some
more realistic estimates recently

came along in a Hambros Equities

report into NetComm Ltd.

Now, while the report carried

the usual we-might-accidentally-
make-some-money-out-of-this dis-

claimers, and while it was highly

complimentary about the future

profitability of NetComm (they

made a small loss over the last fi-

nancial year, thanks to restructur-

ing) and the buoyancy of the com-

puter communications market in

general, it nonetheless had a much
more realistic view of the actual

popularity of the Internet in this

country and others.

Forget the other countries for

the time being. Let's just worry

about Australia. How many Aus-

tralians are actually on the Inter-

net?

If you read and believe the

Sydney Morning Herald computer

section, you'd swear it was a mil-

lion, That's what they reckon. But

according to Hambros, who used

research from Montgomery and

Associates, there will be in the

1995/96 financial year about

23,500 small business Internet cus-

tomers, about 90,400 home cus-

tomers and 42,000 big business

customers. They were using a

much smaller estimate of the num-

ber of users per business in the big

husiness market, so as to show

what a good investment NetComm
is even with a conservative esti-

mate of the number of users, so

let's go for a non-conservative es-

timate and say there'll be 100.000

of 'em. You're still talking maybe

220,000 users, with a following

wind, which is a long way short of

a million, or the more commonly

bandied about 600,000.

Yes, the Internet is popular.

Yes, its popularity is growing

rapidly. Yes, every man and his

dog is jumping on the bandwagon;

Windows 95. which will for an ab-

solute certainly become the wor-

ld's most popular personal com-

puter operating system, has Inter-

net connectivity built in, which

brings it right into the mainstream

from the OS/2 hippie fringe. But a

million Australians are not using it,

and will not be using it for a year

or so yet.
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Faster, Fifi, faster...

Joining the multitudinous lures

to get those few billion non-Netted

people around the world with the

program are new, highly funky

modem designs. If the new alliance

between ADC Telecommunica-

tions, a big-time US comms mob
and, wait for it, NetComm, has its

way, we'll all be using that info-

highway fibre-optic cable-TV ul-

trafast stuff that Telstra promises

in its ads.

If all goes according to plan, by

mid- 1996 you'll be able to buy a

box that gives from 64 to 512 kilo-

bits (8 to 64 kilobytes) per second

transfers - the thick end of 20

times faster than today's V.34

models. The new modems won't

plug into the phone line, they'll

hook up to the hybrid cable TV
plus everything else line that's due

to be run past better than a million

Australian homes by then; but

from your point of view, it'll be

much like using an auto-everything

Internet package today, only no-

tably faster.

Now, this 64k per second is not

light speed - it's a shade faster than

a decent floppy drive. Integrated

Services Digital Network (univer-

sally, and mercifully, abbreviated

to ISDN) can offer much faster

connections, but nobody's plan-

ning to piggyback it onto the fibre

links. So these new turbo-modems

might well be it, and might evolve

into systems fast enough for proper

video transfer and all that cool

stuff. Not yet, though.

Immedia linked

Immedia (they want to be

Top to bottom: 1) Thousands
of movies at your fingertips. 2)

Education on the net! 3) Sure
beats sticking it on the fridge!

called IMMEDIA!, but capitals in

the middles of words are quite bad

enough) is a "diversified entertain-

ment company", possibly better

described as a collection of PR
people, which now has a site.

Musos may know them for

their Australian Music Industry Di-

rectory, which according to the

Web page has been "published ev-

ery July since 1998", but which I

psychically suspect to be seven

years old.

They're now also doing an

Australasian version, and a Sports

Industry Directory. They also sell a

^EI^^^^BBSBS3B&

tM HBtttA kHj Term ff^rr-BS £T*.?i j'we rttu** vw uti= unhurt

Welcome to theWWW interface to the Internet Movie
Database

So wHat's Leic ?

Well if it's fficvtf rfciattd. rt nyg*:T b? qurckerto ask. 'Wht&s not here ?. Thtre art;

* tote ef DiQTie dKads. tens o: tiicvLLsaads <?Froaviej are eavcrci.firAm the. caries: of sdeitfs cwviftS to 51ms wiuch are still in

.-xJM. k ism
wr 1H

Ljumm
I'sMwSK^^t

FwB "mi

¥

^SM Sja&srinmm
« ?

This fcage has been accessed

"

?" bine s since 6 Syptem^er ]995
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w
Top to bottom: Weather
satellite images - a link from

the CSU page

load of music industry books by

mail order, and run a dedicated

music industry employment ser-

vice, and do conferences and semi-

nars, and generally rake in the

dough.

Why am I giving these already

quite successful people a free

plug? Because their site should be

on the hotlist of any Net-connected

commercially inclined musicians

out there.

From it you can easily access

the Australian and Australasian

Music Industry Directories (and

the Australian Sports Industry Di-

rectory), with every musical con-

tact you could wish, view plenty of

info on the Music Staff Personnel

Agency, and of course see plenty

of propaganda about Immedia's

clients and functions.

Location; http;//wwwimmedia.

com.au/

Online movies
It struck me the other day that I

haven't actually mentioned in the-

se pages the online version of the

Internet Movie Database (IMDB),

one of the gems of the Web and

accessible from many places. It's

had a flurry of attention in the me-

dia so I shan't harp on about it,

but, in essence, it lets you look up

a whole load of information on

movies {and some TV shows),

searching in various categories.

There are a lot of commercial

movie reviews, but IMDB has

been assembled by unpaid movie-

freaks and as such is a bit ragged

in places - but the cofrtinuing criti-

cal attention of many thousands of

other unpaid movie-freaks keeps it

remarkably accurate.

When I checked, the database

had some 55237 titles in the

database, and a total of 96059 ac-

tors, 53058 actresses, 11988 direc-

tors, 17108 writers, 5430 com-

posers, 4672 cinematographers,

2456 costume designers, 2467 pro-

duction designers, 4375 editors

and 9890 biographical records. Get

the idea?

Location: http://www.ms state.

edu/Movies/welcome.html

Kids online

The Oz Kidz Intemaut Cyber

Centre intends to provide a Net-

linked publishing site for the cre-

ative outpourings of primary and

secondary school students, with

feedback from all over the planet.

Planned are collaborative projects

for students in local, national and

international schools, links to edu-

cational resources for students and

teachers and general Internet edu-

cation for all.

Unlike many recently started

sites with grandiose plans, this one

actually has quite a lot of content

right now. Info on books for kids

and young adults, their writings

and a few art works, various infor-

mation on Australia, career infor-

mation, and tots of links to

schools on the net. Many of these

only have email addresses, but

some of them, like my old school

James Ruse (on http://www2.

hawkesbury .uws.edu.au/JiRAHS/)

have proper Web pages with a fair

few items of interest and links to

other sites, on top of the usual te-

dious newsletter stuff. The Ruse

site's pretty sterile - it's obvious

that the students don't have much
opportunity to add their own stamp

to it - but the mere existence of

such sites bodes well for the fu-

ture.

Still on things educational,

Charles Sturt University has a page

at http://www.csu.edu.au/ that's

worth a look, with various infor-

mation on that and other unis and

colleges. There's also a link to the

WWW Virtual Library, a service

which could become pretty cool if

it had about 20 times as many
books but is far from useless right

now, a hookup to the high-

powered Harvest Internet searcher

and more.

Location : http : //gil.ipswichc ity

.

qld.gov ,au/ozkidz

Big Net show
Sydney's Darling Harbour Ex-

hibition Centre will house the first

Information Superhighway Access

Exhibition from the 16th to the

18th of November. Aiming to pro-

vide for everyone from big busi-

nesses who want to know about

commercial opportunities on the

net and secure funds transfer to or-
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dinary people who want to know
how to get onto the net, the exhibi-

tion will cover multimedia, Inter-

net, tele and videoconferencing,

data communications, Pay TV, in-

teractive TV and electronic mes-

saging. As well as various ex-

hibitors, there will be 30 comput-

ers set up for free Net-browsing

(once you've paid the $10 admis-

sion fee). For more information

call Professional Marketing Ser-

vices on (02) 368 1100, or check

out their site.

Location: http://www.next.com

.au/pms/

DIY Internet

Net novices in Melbourne can

now view a free demo showing

them how to get connected (with a

PC) on any weekday from 2 to

3PM.

This altruistic service is being

provided at the Rod Irving Elec-

tronics (RIE) store at 48 A 'Beckett

St, Melbourne City, and you can

also access the Internet using their

system for $5 a half hour. Contact

RIE on (03) 9663 6151 for more

information.

You've read the newspaper pieces

about how the Internet is going to

turn us all into mad longhaired

bombtossing anarchists - well, the

place to go if you want to find

some corroborating evidence is ht-

tp://anarchy-online.com/, wherein,

after the usual don't blow yourself

up disclaimer (oh yes - don't blow

yourself up. Nearly forgot that),

you'll find links to umpteen fasci-

nating places, purely for entertain-

ment purposes of course.

Personally, I avoid anything

whose instructions contain the

phrase "now pour in the gunpow-

der and hammer the end shut", but

if being called Stumpy seems a

good idea to you, you're sure to

find some material to your tastes.

It's by no. means all bombs and

governmental overthrow. While

you'll find quite a lot of people

pointed to from here who have

rather distinctive views on how the

world is ordered (though they're

not necessarily serious), there's

plenty of info on avante-garde art,

music, Hip Things To Do and so

on.

And if you're talking off-the-

wall peculiar stuff, the king of the

genre is Justin Hall. His Links

from the Underground are guaran-

teed to impress your friends and

horrify your maiden aunt. The usu-

al disclaimers apply here, too;

poke about and like as not you'll

find some people talking about il-

legal substances or showing pic-

tures of their naked girlfriends. But

everything, as always, is pretty ob-

viously labelled. You won't be of-

fended without trying to be.

Location: http://www.ltnks.net/

White and Yellow pages

on internet

Telstra have launched electron-

ic version of the white and yellow

pages on the World Wide Web.

The national listings covering 55

directories include residential,

business and government numbers.

You can search with as little as a

surname, or include initial, street

and suburb. Results are reasonably

quick, and during busy periods can

be more convenient than waiting

for the dial up voice equivalent.

For now it's free, but it sounds like

they'll be charging down the track.

Find it at Www.whitepages.

com.au

"elstra WhitePages'

NEW SOUTH"
WAUS

BITS! YOURSEMKK BEIHI15

Family Name^Gusiness Name or

Government Department

Initial (Optional)

Sti-eet Name (Optional)

Suburb 1 iiralitl'Town

Kaboom!
A bit of fun to finish with.
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The X Factor
in MIDI sequencing

By Phil Rigger

I A long time ago in the land of

vapourware, Amiga music-heads

had little to cheer about. So much
was promised. The breakthrough

had come - here we had a machine

that could do many things and do

them all at the same time, so plain-

ly music sequencing was going to

have a new home. Well, they say

reality bites and the music faithful

were bitten hard, because they

waited in vain. The first couple of

offerings were messy, toy-like

packages that failed to realise the

potential of the Amiga. After a

couple of years, MusicX made its

entrance, preceding Bars and Pipes

by at least a year, and leaps and

bounds ahead of anything then

available.

MusicX had many great fea-

tures. It was a complete se-

quencer/librarian/editor with an el-

egant front end. It felt solid and
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was reliable with little guru inter-

vention, and best of ah gave the

impression that professionalism

had at last arrived on the Amiga
doorstep.

Well, the good news is that

MusicX was all of these things,

and still is. It never really disap-

peared. It has found a new home
with software publishing group

The Software Business Limited,

based in London, and has been up-

graded with several new features

including a notation system called,

not surprisingly, NotatorX.

NotatorX is not a module that

runs inside MusicX, but a separate

program that can be run alone or

simultaneously. You can load in

MusicX files or load Midil MIDI

• •••••••
Left: Sequencer page
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Top: Filter page
Middle: Sound editor

librarian

Bottom: Internal samples

page
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files from other sources. While

running both programs you can

import MusicX files directly

across, without saving first.

MusicX is still essentially the

same program it was when first

released - a testimony to some

good product design - but there

have been improvements made and

modules added to the event edit

page.

The original MusicX had only

Quantize, Scale Velocity and Scale

Aftertouch. The new module list

now includes Quantizerll, ARexx
Edit, Velocity Flattener, Scatter,

Swing, Deflam and Print Events,

which will print out your event list.

Quantizerll is an improvement

over the original, with additional

control over quantization duration

and offset, for moving events for-

ward or backward in time. This is

particularly useful with synth

sounds that have a slow attack;

with this function you can pull the-

se parts back into line.

Velocity Flattener pretty much
speaks for itself, but is a useful ad-

dition. It probably should have

been there as an original feature.

ARexx Edit provides compatibil-

ity, but instead of being just an in-

terface it provides a number of re-

ally useful macros, suffixed with

.mxe.

Eartrainer.mx.e is a macro that

fills a sequence with random

melodies designed to let you prac-

tice ear training without a human
partner. It puts up a requester with

continued on page 50...
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Suite 1,534 Old Northern Rd, Round Corner NSW 2158

New Amigas Available mid October
Complete with over $800 worth ofsoftware!

Amiga 1200 $1,199
1 70Mb Hard Drive, Workbench 3.

1

Amiga 4000 Tower $4,699
lGig SCSI Hard Drive, Workbench 3.1, 6Mb RAM

Both with the Amiga Magic Software Bundle: Wordworth 4.0 SE,

Organiser, Datastore, TurboCak 3.5, Photogenics Lite, ScataMM300,
Personal Paint 6.4 and two games.

Hard Drive Specials
Amiga 600/1200 HD Special - 200MB 2.5 inch Seagate Drive $279
Only whilst stocks last! With DualHD cable $299
Attention GVP SCSI controller owners! Guru ROM $135
Get more valuefrom your controller and hard drive. It really works.

Oktagon 2008 or "GVP" 4008 $269
Quantum SCSI 2 540Mb .... $349 Quantum SCSI 2 1.08Gb $549
Seagate IDE 3.5 in 850Mb . . .$399 Seagate IDE 2.5 in 540Mb $599

Productivity Software
Power Copy Pro 3.03A (pictured opposite) $39
Personal Suite CD ROM - Unbelievable value! $99
Includes Personal Paint 6.4, Personal Write, Personal Fontmaker, Super
Base Personal 4, Fonts, Animations, Clipart and more . . .

MusicX v2 , . , $199 Photogenics 1.2 . . . $139 Easy Ledgers . . . $299
Dir Opus 5.11 . $129 Many more titles available, call forprices!

New Epson & HP Inkjets
Epson Stylus Colour II $799 Epson Stylus Colour IIS $699
New models, smaller size with improvedprinting. Realistic colour printing
at a budgetprice. Add $99 for Studio Printer II software

Hewlett Packard 600 Black . . $599 Colour Option $99

%'SQ
H

Digita Products New Showroom?
Come and see us and the newAmigas at

our new Triple the Size Showroom. Same
location but at street level now. Hands on

demos of the Internet, newAmigas,
productivity software and more!

Dealer enquiries welcome for Pyramid, Microvitec, Digita, Rombo and Cloanto

Organiser $99 Datastore $119
Money Matters $79 Turbo Calc 3.5 $149
Wordworth 3.1 Rel. 2 $149
WW 3.1 Companion $49
Wordworth 4SE is a cut down version ofWW3.1.
An update to 3.1 is scheduledfor early in the new year.



Free Call: 1-800 808 503 • Sydney (02) 651 1711 • Fax: (02) 651 1710

!

t
*

i
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CD ROM Drives & Software
Zappo CD ROM SELL OUT! (as traded) $299

3 Month Warranty While stocks last. Perfect forAl200 owners.

Quad Speed CD ROM Drives Internal $399 External $549

Squirrel SCSI Interface for the A600/1200 $159

CD Write $99

Aminet 7 $35

Amos Vol 2 $69

Hottest 5 $49

Light Wave 3D Enhancer $139

ASIM CDFS V3 $99

CD Boot $69

Aminet 8 Due mid October . . $35

Fred Fish Vol 10 $49

Multimedia Tool Kit v2 $69
3D Arena $69

Aminet set 1-4 $69

Zip Drives In Stock mid October!
Strong reliable and cheap transportable drives.

Perfect for back tips and moving large filesfrom one computer to another.

Zip Drive for Amiga with one 100Mb Disk $399

1 x 100Mb Disk $35 3 x 100Mb Disks $99

Maestro Modems Internet Access
28800 V.Fast Fax/Data Ext $399

28800 V.34 Fax/Data Ext $499

Two year warranty, Australian made, tower case. All cables included.

AmiTCP Pro 4.2 - Full version ofpopular Internet access software . .$179

LIGHTWAVE 3D v4.0
$Callfor availability and pricing.

Now Shipping

Video Software & Hardware
YC Genlock - add titles and special effects $699
Neptun Genlock - affordable semipro unit $1,199

Sirius Genlock - Full professional unit $1,799

TBC - Time Base Corrector - standalone unit (pictured) $1,799

Helm - Video presentation software ... .$150 Scala MM 400 $399

Vidi Amiga 12 - Low cost digitiser $169

Vidi 24RT - Real timeframe digitiser $349
Vidi 24RT Pro - High resolution digitiser $499

A1200 Accelerators
Cobra 030 28Mhz with 4Mb RAM . . . $519 Mongoose 030 50Mhz with 4Mb RAM
Ferret SCSI II option . . . $179 add an extra $250 for 8Mb RAM.

. $899

30 [

AME
Day Money Back Guarantee. We accept Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard and

MEX. Cheque, Money Order, Direct deposit or COD. Lay-By also available.



8n1 .device ***

I mentioned this one just last

month, so I'll be brief - it's had a

little bugfix, to stop programs that

repeatedly abort I/O operations

making the device trash RAM. It's

still tiny, so it's on the companion

disks.

Oddly, this new version,

v37.13, has a lower version num-

ber than the one I last mentioned,

v37.9. The date in the version

string is later, though, so either the

author screwed up the version

number (not likely) or the previous

version had been hacked by some

loser to make it look like a hOt

NeW uPlOaD, D0O0DZ. It didn't

do anything bad, though (beyond

that memory-trashing bug), so I

wouldn't worry if you're using it.

Ultimatum *

Anyone out there played Cy-

hersled in the arcades? Twin joy-

stick two player tank game, guns

and missiles, vector graphic? I did,

and I liked it, and Ultimatum

looked like the same idea for the

Amiga, so I checked it out.

Ultimatum uses joystick (bad)

or mouse (good) control, and

there's no two player mode, just

computer opponents. The arena's

not very complex and there's only

one design, and the AMOS 3D
graphics are blocky and basic.

There's no sideways strafing

movement and you can't reverse,

but there's a gun, guided missiles,

turbo and various other specials, so

it's far from a dead loss.

You don't actually need an

AGA machine to run Ultimatum,

but you do need 2Mb of chip RAM
- so most ECS machines are out of

the picture. A fast processor helps,

too; at maximum speed, the game
wasn't silky smooth on a 40MHz
68040.

Program complexity

& Rachel

-&-& Maddy
^nS-iJr Vanessa

-&t^*& Cathy

Ultimatum is elephantine, so

I've put it on a disk of its own. Ask

for Ultimatum as well when you

order your Hot PD companion disk

set, as of course you are just about

to do.

FlashFind **

One utility I use frequently is

Scan. It's a program that searches

a mound of text files for a string,

basically; there are a million and

one options, but most of the time 1

just use it to find a word or words

in my 200Mb of assorted text. It

can search the whole lot for a ten

character string in about six min-

utes on my 40MHz 030 machine,

which is pretty darn impressive.

FlashFind 's a simpler program,

still operated from the shell but

with fewer knobs on and a claim to

be faster than anything else. So I

gave it a go.

Fiashfind was indeed faster on

a small directory (by a few per-

cent...), but on the full 200Mb it

piked out after producing about 8k

of output. This made it MUCH
faster than Scan, of course, but

since it didn't actually finish 1

don't think that counts. It wasn't a

stack problem (I cranked the stack

to a megabyte to see), and

FlashFind thought there was an un-

Left: Bounce, the platform

game for people with rubber

balls
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Top: The Cybersled-i$h

rotation show off bit at the

beginning of Ultimatum...

Below: ...pretty basic

graphics, though.

openable file in there - but there

wasn't It's on the companion

disks, anyway; check it out on

your machine.

Bounce *

Platform game. Written in

AMOS. You're a little round

bouncy thing. You bounce lower

when you pull the stick down,

higher when you push it up. Gems.

Baddies. Springboards. Various

levels. Not bad at all. On compan-

ion disks.

ParachuteJoust *

This game's so militantly

stupid the world has to know about

it. Two nutters jump out of a plane

far, far above the ground. They

each, reasonably enough, would

prefer to end their lives peacefully

in bed quite a while from now, and

not as a red puddle at the bottom

of a man-shaped hole in a field

somewhere. This would be quite

easy for them if they each had a

parachute.

Unfortunately, they have one

between them.

As the feet tick away, you and

a computer opponent or you and a

friend pummel the snot out of each

other and the parachute changes

hands, typically, several times.

Whoever's holding it when the

magic opening altitude passes

wins. Whoever isn't, doesn't. It's

not a particularly well-made game
(it crashed on AGA, by the way...),

but the concept's amusing.

China Challenge 3 *

China Challenge is a simple

Shanghai clone - a pile of Mah-

jong tiles, from which you match

pairs to make them vanish. Unlike

the latest Shanghai version on

IBM compatibles (a multimedia

extravaganza for Windows 95),

this game is pretty much devoid of

frills, and none the worse for it. If

you want a Shanghai game, this

one's fine.

Oddly, though, this version

comes with three incarnations,

compiled in Assembler, C and

C++ and all including source.

They're precisely the same from a

player's point of view, so on the
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Left: China Challenge 3; a

perfectly good Shanghai
clone

companion disks I've archived the

two C versions; if you're an inter-

ested coder, you can extract them

yourself.

ABackup **

It took ages for this update to

come along, but it looks to be

worth it. ABackup is a full-

featured shareware (SUS20) Work-
bench 2 and higher hard disk back-

up program, which supports just

about everything,

ABai'kup has all the features

you expect. Full and selective

backup and restores, with file se-

lection individually or by name,

date or protection bits. You can

backup to floppies, if you really

want to, but you can also backup to

tape, files or whole partitions, like

removable drive cartridges - but

whatever you're backing up had

better be smaller than the cartridge,

because ABackup doesn't seem to

support changing carts.

There's data compression using

the XPK compression libraries {au-

tomatically not trying to compress

files that have already been com-
pressed), data encryption for the

paranoids, and you can set the

archive bit for everything you

backup for easy incremental back-

ups.

You can restore to anywhere,

with or without the original, and

you can overwrite or skip existing

files. You can backup non-

AmigaDOS partitions, and ABack-

up can generate report files for all

operations.

You can use high density flop-

pies along with doubles - so if. like

many people, you've got a double

density internal and a high density

external drive, you can use 'cm

both in one alternating backup -

just keep the blanks in the right

piles. You can also use DiskSpare-

Device for extra floppy capacity,

and ABackup understands Mul-

tiUserFileSystem as well, so peo-

ple running multi-user Amigas will

find their access rights and owner
information accurately restored.

You can run ABackup in the

standard Intuition interface mode,

or set it up for automatic operation

from project icons replete with

tooltypes that tell the program

what to do and where. You can al-

so nin the program from the Shell,

either interactively like a humble

archiver or automatically for easy

scheduled backups,

One annoying thing about

ABackup is that with the standard

interface, it uses a great big win-

dow while it's backing up.

scrolling a big list of files copied.

This is fine if you've got a 24 bit

graphics card using a Workbench

emulation, but if you're running a

humble ECS or even AGA ma-

chine, the notoriously slow Amiga
text scrolling will greatly slow the

backup down. This is a shame, be-

cause ABackup uses asynchronous

writing and hence has the ability to

be very fast. Mind you, if you've

got a 68000 drive machine and

you're doing a compressed back-

up, text scrolling will be the least

of your problems.

You can get around the

scrolling slowdown by running

ABAckup form the Shell, but this

kills much of the program's ele-

gance. Oh well.

The acid test of a backup pro-

gram, of course, is whether it's got

any personality traits that'll cause

it to throw your data away under

any circumstances whatever.

Write-Only Memory backup pro-

grams have caused much hair-

tearing in the computer commu-
nity.

I haven't tested ABackup
enough to unconditionally guaran-

tee it, but it seems pretty bullet-

proof. It's certainly not a 1.0 ver-

DailyBackup 2.1 **

Still in the backup genre, Dai-

lyBAckup is a much simpler pro-

gram. Its purpose in life is to scan

given directories (or single files in

them) to see what's new, and auto-

matically back them up in one of

several ways - you can do full

backups too, if you like.

DailyBackup can be run form
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e& ServicesompuXarts
sp&msi mni£ Moats msf mmitm

FUJITSU 330MB SCSI II HARD DISK $179.00 NEC MULTISYNC II USED
40/60/80MB 2.5" HARD DISK IDE USED $60/100/130 NEC MULTISYNC USED
ALPHA POWER IDE CONTROLLER

28 SALISBURY RD
HORNSBY2077
TEL: 02 482 2582
FAX: 02 482 3948

$249,00

$199.00

FOR A500 WITH 540MB HD
IOMEGA 100MB ZIP DRIVE

$490.00

CALL

rW{DDji)V£5
SEAGATE 450MB 2.5" HARD DISK IDE

QUANTUM 'LIGHTNING' 540MB SCSI II

QUANTUM 'LIGHTNING' 730MB SCSI II

QUANTUM 'TRAILBRAZER' 8SOMB SCSI II

QUANTUM 'FIREBALL' 1.08GB SCSI II

QUANTUM CAPELLA' 2.1GB SCSI II

QUANTUM 'GRAND PRIX' 4.3GB SCSI II

SEAGATE 540MB IDE

SEAGATE 850MB IDE

SEAGATE 1.056B IDE

SYQUEST 3.5" 270MB SCSI OR IDE

SYQUEST 270MB CARTRIDGE
ALL NEW WITH 1 TO 5 YEARS WARRANTY
NOTE: HARD DRIVE PRICES CHANGE REGULARLY.

PLEASE RING TO FIND THE LATEST LOW LOW PRICE!

WE ALSO STOCKA WIDE

VARIETY OF SECOND HAND
HARD DRIVES, MONITORS AND
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES AT

LOWLOW PRICES!

$469.00

$329.00

$379.00

$419.00

$609,00

$1250.00

$1 799.00

$269.00

$439 00 2MB CH1PPEX RAM KIT COMPLETE FOR ASO0O0O0 $229.00

$579.00

$610,00 EXTERNAL SCSI BOX

$1 15X50 OCTAGON 2008 SCSI II CONTROLLER
INT HIGH DENSITY FLOPPY FOR A4000

SQUIHREL A12GQ SCSI INTERFACE

SONY QUAD SPEED CD-ROM DRIVE

PANASONIC QUAD SPEED CD-ROM DRIVE

A500 BARE MOTHERBOARD FROM

SCSI MIN1-TOWER-2D0W PS WITH CABLES S1 1 0.OO

$135.00

$289.00

5199.00

$159.00

$380.00

$340.00

$30.00

WE WILL REPAIR ANY A500 FOR A FLAT RATE OF 550.00!

A500 REV 8 MBOAHD WITH AGNUS CHIP$75.00

C64 CIA 6525 CHIP $10.00

C64 POWER SUPPLY $30.00

CDTV POWER SUPPLY $30.00

A1 200 KEYBOARD NEW $50.00

SUPER DENISE 8373 $25.00

AGNUS 1 MB 8372A $40.00

AGNUS 2MB 8375B $50.00

CIA 8520 $20.00

WB 1 .3 ROM $20.00

WB 2.04 ROM $50.00

SUPER BUSTER REV 7 $5.00

OTHER AMIGA CHIPS FROM $5.00

4MB 72PIN 32 BIT SIMM $220.00

1MB 44256/41 000 DIP RAM $50.00

1MB SIMM 8 BIT 30 PIN $50.00

1 MBX4 ZIP/70NS PER 1MB $30.00

256KX4ZIP/70NSPER1MB $45.00

A500 51 2K RAM CARD WITH CLOCK $60.00

A600 1 MB RAM WITH CLOCK $1 2S.00

1 084 SCART (OH other) MONITOR CABLE $20.00

23/15 PIN MULTISYNC ADAPTOR $20.00

MAESTRO V.34 28.8K EXTERNAL MODEM $489.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY TO ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA. FREIGHT COSTS: 0-500gms $5.00. 500gms-3kgs $10.00

PAYMENT: CHEQUE, C.O.D., DIRECT DEPOSIT. WESTPAC ACC NO. 101345 BRANCH NO. 032 189

SUBSCRIBE
and SAVE $22.40!

PLUS get 50% offyour nextHOTPD disk order!

• Guaranteed never to miss an issue.

• Just $49 for 12 issues.

* Pay be credit card, cheque or money order OR we can bill you.

• POSTAGE is FREE.
• SUBSCRIBERS can call for advice any time!

• Switch to any of our other publication at any time.

• NO RISK - If you're NOT completely happy,

we'll cheerfully give you a refund of the balance due.

FREE CALL 1800 252 879 or (02) 557 4266
or fax your order to (02) 565 1220
Use your credit card over the phone or we can bill you.



the Shell too, so you can schedule

backups easily enough. It's not

fancy, but it works - you can pick

any device for the destination, and

use any shell compressor to

squeeze the data by telling Daily-

Backup the command line. You
need MagicUserlnterface (MUI),

and hence of course Workbench 2

or better, to use DailyBackup.

DailyBackup is Freeware, and

on the companion disks.

EasyPatch ***

Another MUI program, Easy-

Patch is one of those dubious utili-

ties whose purpose is to nuke re-

member-to-register requesters in

shareware programs - but it's got

other uses.

Essentially, this is a commodity

that can be told to kill all re-

questers with given text in the ti-

tles or gadgets. So aside from pre-

venting you from being annoyed

by requesters from the authors of

shareware programs, EasyPatch

can zap any other sort of requester

as well. If something keeps pop-

ping up nonsense error boxes that

you have to be there to click away,

you can selectively target those re-

questers. Useful.

Icon Deluxe *•*

Well, whaddaya know. An icon

editor. And not a bad one, either.

All the basic drawing tools (shapes

with and without fill, text, cut and

paste, zoom, colour swapping,

keyboard shortcuts), various colour

depths, and icon loading from

menu, extended selection, com-

mand line or by dragging them into

the window. You can make icons

bigger than Commodore's already

somewhat elephantine maximum
size recommendation of 80x40

pixels (though a requester asks you

if you really want to), and you can

modify icon type and tooltypes as

well. Unusually, Icon Deluxe

doesn't work under OS3 and

higher, only 2.x. It's shareware.

1800 252 879

to order your

HotPD 28!

Losers of the Month
Computers, as a wise man once

said, allow you to make mistakes

thousands of times faster than you

could unaided. And if you happen

to be a bit of a turkey, as it were,

computers allow you to let the

world know about your advanced

state of watlytude in a mater of

hours. Isn't technology wonderful.

There's plenty of daft goings

on amongst the chaps who inhabit

dA ScEnE, DOOOdZ, and thanks to

their general youth and egotism

most of it gets pretty silly pretty

quickly. These guys, generally, are

good at making games and demos

and, often, cracking commercial

software, not social interaction.

But every now and then someone

distinguishes themselves with an

act sufficiently boneheaded that I

feel it's worth a wider audience.

The latest in the long line of

people who'd be better off with a

nice little abacus were a group (ap-

parently comprising approximately

one person...) who called them-

selves Nocturnal Knowledge (they

may think they're still in existence,

but I think the past tense is per-

fectly appropriate). While many
people have produced thoroughly

dud public domain products, those

crazy kids at NK produce very

very bad things, make them share-

ware, and then defend them to the

hilt when others point out that they

are, in fact, very very bad things.

Example? Glad you asked.

How about four disks of pictures,

each containing 30-odd coloured

boxes. The coloured boxes (4096

in total, the full ECS colour palet-

te) are meant to make it easier for

you to pick colours for your paint

program, or some such madness;

the fact that paint programs in fact

come with palette requesters has

apparently escaped the creator of

the pack. And this is the registered

version, which costs $15 (and con-

tains DiskMaster, which the cre-

ator does not have a license to in-

clude); the unregistered one's a

one disk sampler. Uh huh. Oh, did

I mention that the disk contains an

archive in an archive in an

archive? The creator was under the

impression that this makes

archives even smaller.

NK have done another disk,

again containing Russian doll

archives that eventually extract in-

to instrument samples, more of

which you can get by registering

for $10 a disk (or only $40 for 5!).

Or even more of which you can get

by calling a bulletin board, for

free. And there's a disk with poor

MED modules and worse pictures,

as well. I could go on - there's a

highly abusive Amigaguide file

doing the rounds that does, and

gives name and address details -

but I think this poor loser's had

enough. Gee, a spotty schoolboy

can get taught the hard way out

there on the bulletin boards.

Consume!
The first 1000 people to order

Hotpd28 a and b, the two disk set

that accompanies this article and

contains everything mentioned in it

except Ultimatum and the crud

from Nocturnal Knowledge, will

receive it for the knockdown price

of $9.50 including postage. Every

subsequent batch of 1000 callers

on 1800 252 897 will - and here's

the really good part - get THE
SAME GREAT DEAL! Hey now,

it doesn't get better than that! Ring

now!
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A few tips about scanning

ft Getting images into your Amiga
is no trick in itself. However, get-

ting them in at the right resolution

and number of colour can seem

like guess work. How much detail

do you need for a picture to turn

out the way you want? How many
colours are required? How do the

dots per inch settings on your scan-

ning software relate to the density

on say Professional Page?

To make things simple, there is

a single formula which we follow

to ensure things turn out right

without creating a monster sized

image for printing, or worse still

colour separation. This formula

can be worked different ways.

When scanning the calculation is:-

1.2 x screen ruling x fin-

ished/original

The screen ruling depends on

how your final output will be print-

ed. In this magazine, colour pages

are printed at 133 lines per inch, or

around 120 lines per inch in the

monochrome sections. These lines

actually contain dots of varying

colours and sizes - this pattern is

called a half tone. The dots per in-

ch resolution of the printer which

creates these patterns is extremely

high - around 2400 dpi. But that is

not the resolution we need to scan

at.

Following the above formula, a

typical colour photograph being re-

produced 1:1 would be scanned at

1.2 x 133 x 1/1 dpi - which is

roughly 150 dpi. Erring slightly

over this is a good idea. Let's say

200dpi. That's all you need. How-
ever, if the scan is of a piece of

software, the final picture of which

is 1/4 the size of the original, the

formula would be:-

Ux 133x1/4

Following our strategy of al-

lowing a bit extra, that would give

us around 50 dpi. So you see, you

don't need super high resolution to

get good results.Colour correction

and the right output settings on

your software are just as important,

but following this formula is es-

sential if you want to avoid the

common mistake we see of images

many megabytes in size being used

for tiny pictures. They take longer

to print, longer to colour separate,

longer to load, take up more disk

space and take longer to scan. A
few minutes spent working out the

correct resolution will save a lot of

time later on.

Where you do need a high res-

olution scanner is for working with

slides or transparencies. Because

these are almost always enlarge-

ments, you'll need 600dpi or sev-

eral times more. The slide formula

normally looks like this:-

1.2x133x4/1 or

1.2x133x8/1

Top: Dotted line indicates

level of brightness for each

colour level.

Middle: Simply increasing

brightness destroys detail in

very dark and very light

areas.

Bottom: Gamma correction

boosts mid-range without

losing detail.
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24-bit 8-bit 4-bit

Left: RGB scan at 344 x 429

in 16.7 million colours (or

256 shades of red, green

and blue).

Middle: Same scan • but

only 256 colours

Right: 16 colours with

dithering - if you're pushed
for memory!

In this case, a 1200 or 2400 dpi

resolution is not a waste of detail.

Be careful though, some scanners

do not have a true optical resolu-

tion high enough to cope with the-

se sizes. In fact they simply inter-

polate between the result of the

true resolution and what you're af-

ter. On certain images, the results

are acceptable, however they're

not up to scratch for images con-

taining large areas of similar tones.

If you're really pushed for

space, it's amazing how the dither-

ing effects available in programs

like Art Department can make up

for lack of resolution or lack of

colour.

How much colour?

The human eye finds 256 lev-

els of colour is enough to make the

individual steps from one tone to

the next imperceptible. So, for

colour print work you need eight

levels of cyan, magenta, yellow

and black (CYMK).

Unfortunately there is no pro-

gram on the Amiga to do this, so

we work with eight levels of red,

green and blue - and then pro-

grams like Professional Page con-

vert these images to the colours

used in publishing-

For black and white pho-

tographs you need 256 shades of

grey - which can be held in an 8-

bit image. The trouble is, Profes-

sional Page 4.1 doesn't like work-

ing with 8-bit IFF images, howev-

er it's happy with a GIF format

file.

So, if you need black and white

photos, be sure to reduce them to

8-bit and save as GIF for profes-

sional results. Most images will al-

so need to be gamma correct and

brightened to compensate for Pro-

fessional Page's separation algo-

rithm deficiencies.

As a rule, all 24-bit images

must be gamma corrected in Art

Department at least 10%, with

some increase in the brightness

setting also desirable. Gamma cor-

rection is the preferred process be-

cause rather than increasing all the

colour levels, effectively wiping

out detail in the darkest and light-

est parts of the images, gamma
correction only punches up the

mid-range of colour intensities.

Working backwards
What if you already have an

image and you need to know how
big you can make it before it will

have a pixelised look? Simple, we
know that a 1:1 reproduction re-

quires a scan that is 200 dpi. So,

for each 200 dots of horizontal res-

olution, you can safely cover one

inch. An image that's 600 x 480

could be three inches wide without

looking pixelised (the effect you

get when the individual dots start

to create a pattern that is dis-

cernible apart from the image it-

self).
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Writable CDs

$100!

By Daniel Rutter

CD-ROM stands for Compact

Disc Read Only Memory, and as

the name suggests, you can't write

to a CD-ROM. If you buy a

writable CD drive - a Compact

Disc Write Once Read Many or

CD-WORM drive, you can write

to special CDs and end up with

perfectly normal, though greenish,

CD-ROMs that can be read by any

CD drive. But to do this you need

to spend thousands of dollars on

the drive and $30 or more per disc.

But this doesn't mean you can't

make it look as though you're writ-

ing to a CD.

CD-Write is a package from

those ingenious and prolific chaps

at Schatztruhe in Germany, and it

uses a simple concept to allow

"virtual" CD writing.

Any "changes" you make to a

CD-ROM via CD-Write are actual-

ly made via patch files on your

hard disk, whose size varies de-

pending on what you do. If you

just shuffle files about, the patch

files will be very small. If you

copy a load of stuff to the disk, the

patch files will be big. Delete the

patch files for a given disc and all

of your "changes" will be undone.

Installation

Installing CD-Write is very

simple. It uses the standard Com-
modore installer, of course, and

you'd have to try pretty hard to get

it wrong. You can call the writable

CD device whatever you like, and

put the patch files wherever you

want, but that's about the limit of

CD-Write's configurability.

CD-Write sets itself up on top

of your regular CD filesystem, and

what you see on Workbench is the

original CD-ROM icon, and anoth-

er one with CDW- in front of the

name which is the "writable" ver-

sion. The original version stays un-

changed at all times, the writable

one changes as you modify it.

What's the use?
There are plenty of applications

for CD-Write. If you're running a

BBS, you can easily "delete" files

you don't want to be accessible

from your online CDs, or update

the ones that're there. You can

shuffle poorly organised discs

about. You can patch programs on

a CD - for example, you could use

the mighty Internet Movie

Database that lives on Meeting

Pearls II, with a load of the weekly

updates, without installing the

whole 28Mb thing.

By the way, CD-Write comes

with a set of patches for Meeting

Pearls II; it's just tweaks, but it

shows that you can easily give

your patches to someone else with

the same CD.

Problems
When I installed CD-Write,

though, I struck a snag. The instal-

lation, even at Expert level, was a

doddle, and there's not much to it -

a filesystem, a DOSDriver or

Mountiist entry, a couple of little

utilities. But when I mounted the

new writable CD, what 1 got was a

clone of my boot drive, which had

been twiddled by the filesystem in

the same way - I could change it

without the changes affecting the

genuine article.

But this was not what I wanted.

I wanted to patch the CD-ROM.
After a bit of mucking about

and an entirely successful install

on another machine, I determined

the bug in CD-Write. It doesn't

like numeric device names.

My partitions, Bernoulli and

CD-ROM are named 1: through 6:.

If I renamed my CD to something

conventional like CDO and updat-

ed the DOSDriver accordingly,

CD-Write worked. But if I called it

6, 7, 66 or anything else purely nu-

meric, CD-Write did its thing with

the boot drive. C'est la vie.

Hmm!
Perhaps there could be some

application for this effect - using

CD-Write to mirror a volume that's

already writable. I'm not sure what

use it'd be, but it'd let two or more

people, on a network for example,

have their own views of one gen-

uine device, which each could

modify without stomping the other

user's stuff. Danged if I know why,

but I'm sure some deviant'll find a

use tor it.

Overall

For $99, this is a winner. Gen-

uinely useful, easy to use, no real

bugs. You'll know if you need it.

Contact Amadeus on (02) 651

1711 for more information.
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.continued from page 39

Top: New modules added to

edit page

Middle: Quantizer II module

Bottom: Scatter module

various generation parameters you

can tweak. Very interesting, though

not something you're likely to use

constantly.

CopyTranspose,mxe allows

you to copy notes to a different

channel or the same channel. You

can transpose the notes as they are

copied. The manual mentions that

it could be handy for building a

horn section out of a melody. Tri-

mende.mxe deletes any events past

the end line in Event Edit. Handy

for cleaning up tracks if you've

been using this area as a scratch-

pad. Interpolateslope.mxe gener-

ates Control Change, Pitch Bend or

Aftertouch events. This proved to

be great in doing things like

smoothing out "lumpy" pitch

bends or uneven aftertouch perfor-

mances.

Timestreteher.mxe is a little

beauty. You can apply it to a se-

quence to expand or compress

without changing the tempo, by

moving the start times of all select-

ed events in a marked section pro-

portionately. An interesting use for

this is the reintroduction of a the-

me later in your piece of music,

but played at half or double the

original speed, without, as men-

tioned before, having to change the

song's tempo. I tried this a number

of different ways and came up with

some very interesting, sometimes

quirky results.

The Scatter module randomly

offsets both the start and stop times

of events, moving them slightly.
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This can be used to soften up a

groove and make something origi-

nally quantized less rigid and me-

chanical in feel. You can make fine

adjustments, as small as one clock

pulse. Swing provides a similar

type of de-quantize facility, al-

though Swing allows you to make

adjustments to specific notes

across 16 beats, whereas Scatter is

set up to look at all events in that

area. You can use both for a multi-

tude of combinations.

Deflam not only allows you to

delete note doubles (perhaps due to

merging tracks), but can also anal-

yse whether these notes are dou-

bles or grace notes. You have con-

trol over the way you filter out un-

intentional double notes, using the

gap between two notes to decide

whether you delete them. Again,

some interesting uses here. Hey,

lots of programs have doubling

delete functions, but MusicX gives

you a lot of flexibility.

Each of the modules mentioned

has sliders for sensitivity or clock

pulse size, which makes fine ad-

justment possible across the board.

Experimentation and the combin-

ing of different modules can yield

interesting results. The implemen-

tation here is simple yet effective.

MusicX also allows you to use

internal Amiga sounds, with the

ability to hold up to 64 in memory.

Some people will find this appeal-

ing, as it's a standard facility that

could be quite useful, not to men-

tion fun. Of course if you're

strapped for cash and can't afford a

pro quality sampler, you can use a

cheap 8 bit unit on the Amiga and

still have a powerful aid to compo-

sition.

NotatorX

MusicX's bundled notation

package allows you to view your

compositions as music notation,

instead of alphanumeric or block

style displays. You can print out

your scores on any compatible

printer, and I might say the quality

isn't bad at all. Of course, there are

a number of notation systems

available today that provide top

quality editing and printing, but al-

most without exception they are

expensive and often frustratingly

complex.

NotatorX is extremely good

value, with a reasonably intuitive

interface. You can change both the

screen resolution and the viewing

size, and you need an Amiga sys-

tem that can display flicker-free

high res video to view a whole

page at once.

NotatorX 's controls are many

and varied. Inputting notes and

changing length is achieved with a

quite simple combination of mouse

ciicks and pull down menus, but

notation packages still that require

a bit of study and even more pa-

tience,

I was surprised at how long

NotatorX took to transcribe a song

bounced to it via the hotlink from

MusicX. Sure, there's a bit of num-

ber crunching involved, but I'm

sure this could be accelerated.

Overall, though, I found NotatorX

well designed and reasonably intu-

itive. This is a much needed addi-

tion to MusicX, and helps to com-

plete a very solid package.

Cheap!
One of the most pleasing as-

pects of the new MusicX/NotatorX

package is its price - $199. This is

very reasonable for a sequencer of

this quality. If my memory serves

me correctly, it retailed for either

$299 or $399 four or five years

ago. To keep it at this price level

with the new inclusions is great.

Sequencer style and design is a

subjective topic, but Mu-
sicX/NotatorX holds up very well

as a professional feeling se-

quencer/notation package, and gets

the big thumbs up from me. I hope

the publisher actively looks at up-

dates along the way, as this is a

system that has a lot to offer.

Availablefrom Amadeus. Call

(02) 651 1711 for more info.

• •••••••
Below: NotatorX allows

direct transfer of files to and
from MusicX
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Getting the corkscrew out

of the bottle

Archives are files within files; a

collection of files stuck together

and compressed, with information

on how to turn them back into the

originals. Archives are good be-

cause they take up less space, can

be transmitted down modem links

faster than the originals and put

several related files in one place,

and they are bad because an

archive you don't have an unar-

chiver for is useless to you.

The classic archiver nightmare,

which I like to call the corkscrew

in the bottle problem, is when
you've got every archiver under

the sun but every one of them's

been compressed with one of the

other ones. Lha.zip, zip.arj,

arj.zoo, zoo.arc, arc.pak, pak.lha.

It actually shouldn't ever hap-

pen, because archivers are classi-

cally presented in self-extracting

format; they've been archived, and

then a special header's been put on

the archive which makes it a bit

bigger but also allows it to run as a

program and uncompress itself.

Now that's all very well, but it

doesn't help you if you can't actu-

ally find a version of Archiver X
that runs on your beloved Amiga.

Fortunately, you probably can -

you just need to know where to

look.

If you download an Amiga file

from an Amiga bulletin board, nine

and three quarter times out of ten

you'll find yourself staring at a file

that ends in ,lha. This indicates that

it uses lh5 compression, and it was

almost certainly made by the

eponymous LhA, far and away the

Amiga's most popular archiver.

LhA can extract it again, too; the

command line to use is "lha x

<archive>", to extract all of the

files with their original directory

structure, or "lha e <archive>" to

puke them all into the current di-

rectory. There are a ton of other

LhA options, which you can view

page by page if you just run the

program with no other parameters.

LhA's been around for ages, as

has the most recent freely dis-

tributable version, 1.38. The regis-

tered version is now rather faster

and more efficient than this older

incarnation, but 1.38 is fully com-

patible. We've been promised a

new and super-improved version

of LhA for rather a while now by

the author, Stefan Boberg, but v2

still hasn't arrived. And, as far as

I'm concerned, just because Stefan

had to do his compulsory military

service is no excuse to slacken off.

No stamina, today's programmers.

Before the invention of lh5

compression there was lhl, a slow-

er, less efficient system whose files

are denoted with the ,lzh suffix.

LhA can make and extract lhl files

as well, but by default it's lh5. You

don't have to change anything in

your command line to extract lhl

files.

LhA is, for Amigas, a pretty

good choice of archiver. It gets de-

cent compression, it extracts very

fast, and it compresses quite quick-

ly as well - this matters, because

many Amigas aren't running very

fast processors, by modern stan-

dards.

In the PC world, though, no

such restrictions apply. An unpre-

posessing $2000 chain-store multi-

media PC these days comes with

an 80486DX2/66 processor, which

is better than five times as fast (de-

pending on moon phase and flux

residual) at raw processing tasks,'

like archiving, as a stock 25MHz
68030 A3000.

With this kind of grunt at ev-

eryone's disposal, it's hardly sur-

prising that the most popular IBM
archiver, ZIP, does slightly more

efficient and much more math-

intensive compression than LhA.

ARJ is an older PC archiver, also

still popular and also not very fast,

in absolute terms. LZH archives

pop up occasionally in the PC wor-

ld too, but they're not much more

common than the antediluvian

ARC and ZOO formats - which

you'll probably never have to deal

with.

Fortunately, both ZIP and ARJ
formats are comprehensible to

Amiga users. In the olden days we
had to sheepishly ask IBMers to

convert the files to LZH so us poor

forelock-tugging Amiga users

could extract them, but for quite

some time now there's been Amiga

versions of the popular PC pro-

grams; along with CrossDOS, you

need no help from the IBM owners

except, probably, putting files on

720k disks if, like most Amiga
owners, you don't have a high den-

sity floppy drive.

There is no ARJ for Amiga, but

you can get an UNARJ. There are

a few versions out there, but the

best I've found overall is an Amiga
port of UNARJ 2.41. It's written in

C and hence not very fast at the

best of times (compared with the

"real" ARJ, all of whose important

routines are written in assembler),

but it'll do. The command line is

simple - "unarj <option>

<archive>". <Option> is either e, 1,

l or x, for extract, list, test or ex-

tract with directory structure.

The Amiga is blessed with both

ZIP and UNZU. ZIP has the usual

forest of possible options, but you

can also just say "zip <archive>

<flle pattern>" and it'll make an

archive with no fuss. "Unzip

<archive>" is all you need to type

to extract a zip file; UNZIP's got
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rather more options than it proba-

bly needs, but -1 and -t, to list and

test archives, are all you're likely

to need. Include them between Un-

zip and the archive name.

Other archivers

LZX is a newer archiver, which

generally does a little better than

LhA in archive size (for some rea-

son archiver designers get really

excited over a 1% efficiency gain),

unless there are lots of similar files

in the archive, whereupon it does

them all together and makes a

MUCH smaller archive. All you, J.

Random User, really have to know
about LZX is that it's becoming

more popular, and has a basic com-

mand set the same as LhA,

The politely named Stufflt,

which makes .SIT files, was the

compressor that Macintosh people

used before they learned about real

archivers. There's no Stufflt for the

Amiga, but there's a .SIT extractor,

in case you should ever need it,

and it uses the same command line

as UnARJ except its commands
are 1 to list, v to view and x to ex-

tract-

Where do I get all these weird

and wonderful archivers, 1 hear

you cry. Then again, 1 also work
rather long hours and spend thou-

sands of dollars on radio controlled

cars, so I wouldn't put too much
stock in anything heard by yours

truly.

If, however, you really do want

to get these archivers, you'll be

pleased to learn that I've updated

the Compressors and Archivers

disk with the latest and shiniest

versions of everything. All the

software, one lousy floppy, $5 in-

cluding postage. You can't go

wrong. Pick up some Hot PD com-
panion disks while you're at it.

And the entire Fish library. Go on.

You know it makes sense.

Archiver Table
w*|*h ff fiBItttEBgj

Fife Amiga Amiga

suffix Archiver? Extractor? Speed Efficiency

ARC Yes Yes Low Low H
ZIP Yes Yes Low High

ZOO Yes Yes Low Medium

SIT No Yes Medium Medium

LHA Y8S Yes High High

LZH Yes Yes Medium High .

LZX Yes Yes High High/very high

ARJ No Yes Low High
; .

. .

ri
:

•
.

Call Amiga
Review NOW!

FREE CALL
1-800 252 879

to order your very own

Amiga Review Compressors

and Archivers disk!

Use your credit card over the phone or we can bill

you. Go on. Call now! See page 54-55 for more

great PD and Shareware disks.
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Pwprojessivnal mid hum? men Software

IFF ClipArt
14 disk set!

• Entire collection - $39.95
• Individual disks - $5.00

Disk 1.Animals
Disk 2. Art, Birds, Buildings

Disk 3. Business, Dinosaurs,

Entertainment, Etchings

Disk 4. Computer, Dogs, Fire, Games
Disk 5. Fish, Food, Hands, Household,

Toys

Disk 6. Garden, Insects, Maps
Disk 7. Graphiccs

Disk 8. More graphics, Japanese

characters

Disk 9. Miscellaneous, Music, Nautical,

Space, Travel

Disk 10. People, Scientific/Medical

Disk 11. Outdoors, Signs, 'Toons

Disk 12. More 'Toons

Disk 13. Sport, Type

Disk 14. Transport, War

Final Writer
addons

ExtraAREXX scripts

and macrosfor
GPFax/text effects and

more . .

.

$5 - 1 disk

Education #7
Fractions and

shapes
Idealforprimary school -

covers all aspects ofbask
fractions, with drills and basic

terminology explanation.

Shapes - identify complex
shapes -for 4-7yr olds.

$5 - 1 disk

Archivers
Compressors
Compactors

All the latest

(see SheUShocked in

this issue)

$5-ldisk

Human Body
Clip-Art

(Musculo Skeletal Clips

ALL in ProfessionalDraw
formatfor use in Professional

Page, Pagestream or

ProfessionalDraw ONLY.
(These disks in addition to original disk

advertisedpreviously .)

Six new disks

Entire set only - $22

Defender
Just like the

original!

1Mb Required,

2jc& 3jc compatible,

AGA compatible.

$5 - 1 disk

Trailblazer

lor 2 player
classic.

1Mb Required,

$5-1 disk

Moon Buggy
Just like the

original!

1Mb Required,

2.x & 3.x compatible,

ECS mode
$5 - 1 disk



Direct 1-800 252 879
FREE CALL
FAX (02) 565 1220

Amiga 1200 Make It

Work
Having trouble getting
programs to run on your new
A1200? This disk gives you a
number of options to

dramatically improve
compatability. Simply run it first

before trying the program in

question.

MqgkWB - Ideal for
A1200
Revamp your Workbench - new
icons and backdrops - slick,

clean look - needs 8 colour,

hires-laced display Ideal for

A1200 or A4000 owners with
1940 or better monitor.
WB2.x or better required.

HOT GAMES DISKS
- #1 - AirAce, Missile Command
(Atari style), Care Race, Downhill

Racer {Skiing}

#2 * Blackjack, Metro {Trains).

China Challenge, Klondike £21)

#3 - Hare (3D Perspective shoot
'em up), Megaball break-cui style

game)
H - Galaxlan, Pacman, Space

Invaders and Asteroid V ::! -a- I

•-:-

"the classics"

* #5 - Imperliim. Mech Fight,

SCorn-r.t

#6 - Chute! , Defender,

Pharoah's Curse, SkyFcghi,

SpaceWar
* #7 - Amiga Tan*, Cave Runner,
X-Fire, Batly III, JJamatron,

Obess>0-Malic
#8 Asteroids, Bug Blaster,

Microbe, Poing, Revenge of the

Mutant Camels. Ring War, True
- #9 - Pacman (brilliant copy of

the original), OmagaRace,
Columns, Nebula and POD.
#10 - Donkey Kong, Galaga (the

bestl), Artiterus, Flench
* #11 - Scorched Tanks -the
latest super version, 2*4

players.

' Adventure 1 - Island of

Nephclon, Rescue 6 J _r :ii : 2ut

Alws! and Treasure Island. Some
text based-
' Star Trek - The Game, with

scund-FX, animation, point and
click interface, various missions.

1Mb
* Balance of Power Strategy

game for one or two players.

Control the world powers to avoid

nuclear war.

(JChess - Chess same - Weeds
4Mb and accelerator - Ideal for

A120Q or 4000. AGA Support.

Database and Finance
Our popular Database and
Finance disks have been
updated with new versions of

software and new programs
including Ffexer and EasyCalc,
Now they're both easier to use
and more powerful.

Update NOW

JC-Graph
Create impressive 3D graphs-
save as IFF or object files for

Imagine and other animation
programs. Load/save and edit

data. Works with most
wordprocessors and DTP.

Home Office

CAD - Five Frograms: Speaker and
Circuit Design, Landscape &
Architectual

* Database - Hyperbase, HyperDlaler,

Data-Easy, Home Manager, bBasel!

* Forms Designer - Text based forms

edhor.

» Genealogy 1 - A-Gene and Family

History

- Genealogy 2 - ArJay - Up to tOQO
people, WR2.x/lMb required,
- Home Budget - Assorted home
finance programs.

IIijMIh Tyois - icuChTyping. simple

database, Furniture Helper, Resume
Maker, VCR Database, Diet Aid and
LP Database.
• Spreecteheeis - Easy to use SCalc,

SPREAD and EasyCalc
Finance - BankN, Your Money,

Budget and CheckBook
'Text Editors.- Az, UEdll, QED. DME
+ Text Editors Guide
Wordproce&sing Text Plus,

AmigaFOX, Liner, SuperFtetLab

,

GWPRint & Print Studio
• Pretext 4.3 - Includes spell

checker, word count, footnotes,

anagrams - hundreds more
features. Text only - no graphics,
Bowling - Keep track of bowling

scores. 1Mb required.

Communications
• NCOMM 3.0 - Shareware AREXX,
SCRIFTing, ample BBS mode.
Term 3.4 - Freeware, scripting,

powerful, 3 disks, hard drive req,

WB2.x required.

Fonts
* CG*Fon! Pat* 1 - Suitable for

Workbench, 2.x and abowe, Final

Copy, Professional Fags, Fagestream
and PagaSetter III. 60 different

Compugrapfclc fonts. $ disk set.

Bil-Mapped Font Pack 1 Suitable

for Worbench 1.3, Over 40 different

fonts, ready to use dFrec% from floppy

ideal for Deluxe Paint and most paint

programs, S Disk Set.

CIEp Art
* Clip Art Pack 1 - A selection of black

and white, bitmapped clips, suitable

lor wordproce&sing and desktop

publishing. Three disk set - $13.50
* Structured CHo 1 - Assorted
Pro Draw format clip -art.

Desktop Publishing
•Pagestream Enhancer - requires

Pagestream 2,x or better. New
drivers, Postscript utilities and more.
Professional Page Enhancer -

requires PPage 3.x or better. Lots of

greal genies for smart borders,

copying pages, group, special effects.

* PageSetter t Z - Entry level desktop

publishing program.

Cartoons (Require 1Mb FREE)
* Cartoon 1: Batman, Shuttlecock,

Steatthy

* Cartoon 2- Amy Ve Walker
- Cartoon 3: Jugette, Jugette 2,

Juggler 2

Cartoon 4; Fl6 Combat, Stealthy

Uanyerll
* Cartoon 5: Bigs Bunny
Big Cartoons (Require 3Mb}
Big Cartoon 1; Anti-Lemmings
Big Cartoon 2: Coyote
Big Cartoon 3; Pogo

- Big Cartoon 4' The Dating Game (2

disks}

6lg Cartoon 5: Unsporting
* Big Cartoon 6: Enterprise Docking
* Big Cartoon 7: Bait-Masking

Education
* Education 1 - Elements, Draw Map,
Hubik, Space Log, Gears

Minimorph
Create your own
animation of

morphing just like

programs costing
SIOO's, We'll even
scan in your photos
for you and prepare
thern ready for

processing, ($5 per
photo)
Works in grey-scale
only. 1Mb RAM
required. Powerful
reasonably easy to

learn interlace. Ideal

for A1 200.

Education 7. - Gravity Well. Planets.

Life Cycles, rjrpit, Enigmas, ZPIot
* Bducation 3 Word Puzzle,

Crossword, Word Game, A-Solve.

POWER LOGO!
* Education 4 - PlotMap - Two disk set

- creates maps ol world, save in IFF

format.

* Hypertext - Create text tiles with

links to animation, graphics,, sounds.

songs anything [via AREXX). 1Mb &
WB2.x required.

Slockmarket Simulation Buy and
sell shares, take out a bank overdraft,

and eventually qualify to |olng the

insiders dub. Local program to

simulate local conditions,

* Chemistry - Create 3D modets of

different molecules

Emulation
* Atari Emulator - German Only
- MS-DOS Emulator - PC-TASK
(shareware-no write to disk) 5
Transformer. Run most MS-DOS
business SOftwa •-.

* CS4 Emulator - Run 064 Program H

Interface C$4 Peripherals (opt.

interface available from U,S.A_ Only}

Graphics and Animation
- Graphics 1 - S1M Store; For
sequencing stills for u-deo production

Graphics 2 Mostra, ImageLab,
TitieGen, sMode, ABrldga,

SceneQenDemo, SlideMasler

Graphics 3 Icon-Editor, Turbo Title,

Cyro-Anlmation Utile

* Graphics 4 - FreePelnt, Graffiti,

PED, PicBase IFF Oatabase
- MandleBrot Tools Six Disks. Create
amazing shapes and patterns!

MlniMOrph - Create your own 16
grey-scale morphs, 1Mb
* aqa Demos 1 - HQIS-AGA and
AGA' Amiga Being.

Mobilel - By Spacebars - 3D

DISK PRICES
All our disks are covered by one
pricing schedule. All prices includes

postage, packing and support.

Disks Price

Cost/Disk

$ 5.00

$ 9.50

$1350
$1700
$20.50
$24,00

(for orders of6 or more disks, each

additional disk is $3.75) We use quality

Mcmorcx Brand! diskettes.

$5.00
$4.75
$4,50
$4,25
$ 4.10

$4.00

Price includes postage*
C.O.D extra $4.75

Animation, A12C0 and 3000
compatible,

AGA images - Six disks of hot AGA
piocies deluding 3D rendered in

Aladdin, and photos.
- Imagine Objects 1 - Enterprise,

Chess Pieces, Amiga 3000.

Music and Sound
• Med 3_i The best Amiga low-te«l

sequencer some MIDI support
* Sound Tools Play. edit, arrarvge,

dlslon and create IFF sound sample?
' Sound FX 1 - FfJfed with short, sweet
sound samples - Bells, Horns, Dogs..
' ReniiK 1 - Two "erriKcd rrusic

samples - Madonna and Black Box
Tracks! -1733, Agression, Angles,

Arkenoid, Atmospheric, AxelF,

Azeirev

Tracks 2 - Beat, Benny, SigchaM

,

BiQchal^ Blue Days, Blue Moon,
Boss. Call Me, TrC.S.
* Tracks 3 - Cloud Song, Creation 2,

Crockets, Ear, Electric Dreams, Last

Mlnja It, Megaforte, Metal Synth

Tracks 4 - Oxygene. Piano-Phnk,

PopCorn, RSI-Hard, Skylight, Smofce,

SupeBASIC, Tocafta

Tracks 5 BatDanca, Bond, Fresh

House, Lambada, Pawn>< WasteLand
Movie Samples - 9 Disks of IFF

"Make My Day" style samples
(Tracks 6-23 also available now,)

Improve Your Workbench
• AGA Utilities 1 - AGA Anim players,

picture showers, AGA disable, GIF
shower and more.

* WB1.3 Superdisk Bootable,

ready-to-run, PeadAWrile MS-DOS
disks, DIRWORK file manager,
AuloCLl WB Enhancer, includos

Documentation on disk,

' WB2.x Enhancer fcons. Presets,

14AG program far appointments,

Fractal Screen Blanker, KCorriTrodity;

Play Deluxe
Galaga

* A brilliant remake of

the arcade classic - lots

of levels, truck loads of

variation, buy more
powerful weapons, earn

extra ships and find the

ten game secrets.

ALiLt> wiidow aetivaVu.-i.

Clock/Memory usage, Keystroke.

Audible Ctick, Gactgelless window
closing. Hotkey, Mouse
acce crt[o r and much no:o.
• Antivirus Latest protection

using BOOTX, Tutorial on Vims
Protection and more
* Hacker - Rip music from games,
create custom boot blocks, look

tor secret messages on disks

-. DOS Utilities m - A.i Mir latest PD
|

Utilities to organise your disks

MS-DOS Utilities - READWRITE
and FORMAT 720K MS-DOS
Disks!

Hard Disk Utilities 1 - HD
Backup, Alock security, Undelete',

Disk editor, mark, out bad blocks,

alter your boot logo, find

misplaced files and HDMern.
Parbench - Network two Amlgas

via a special Parallel cable. Ideal

for CDTV owners to use as a

CD-ROM dri^e.

P log ramming
'ACE AmigaBASJC Compiler 1.1 -

Speed up your basic programs
Into fast executable binary.

Includes linker and assembler.
* Pascal - Two EfiSkS, PASCAL
includes PCQ compiler, A69K.
Blink, Debugger, Mon, examples
and PCQ source.

Printer Drivers
4 General - A selection of over 1 00
drivers covering almost every

known printer, includes special

drivers for 24pini dot matrix

printers and postscrfpt,

Canon Drivers - Covers Canon
BJ 10,1 30,300

HP Drivers - Covers HP500, 550,

S00C, oSOC end LaserJet l,H.III.

ORDER FORM- Storm Front Studios, RO. Box 278, Camperdown 2050

October v5 AGAR

Name
Address

Post Code
Day Phone

Card No. DDEE "TOE
Valid To \ Visa ~ B/C D M/C Z COD Cheque

~

Signature
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MovieShop 2.6
Update

Digital Video Editing

By Andrew Farrell

I We checked out the VLab Mo-
tion, Toccata and MovieShop soft-

ware when it first appeared last

year. Since then, MacroSystems

have been very busy tweaking the

software and adding features. For

the last six months we've had a

MovieShop system up and running

here at Amiga Review's offices -

and enjoyed seeing the software

move from version 2.0 to version

2.6. Along the way many of our

original gripes were solved and

some groovy new features added.

The word is that a major upgrade

is still in the works, due to arrive

some time after the Draco turns up.

The latest version adds sound

editing capabilities similar to what

you can already do with video

clips. You can now record and edit

sound independently, using a sepa-

rate control window with tradition-

al jog controls.

The best new feature is disk

reorg, which removes redundant

MovieShop 2.6 * 'unnawd' tiP=U<deo: / RP=Rudip:
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video and sound from the hard

drive. You see, MovieShop uses a

special disk format of its own.

Originally, all video and sound

recorded consumed disk space

even if it was deleted. So when us-

ing a drive that could hold 30 min-

utes of MJPEG video, you couldn't

just record 30 minutes, edit it

down to 10 minutes, and then

record another 20. Instead, you had

to be careful to only capture the

video you wanted.

Now you can simply capture

great slabs of footage, edit out the

bits you don't want using the

mark-block and cut buttons, and

then do a disk reorg. Now you're

ready to capture more video.

Another nifty add on is the

window menu. Arrangements of

windows can be saved, whereas

before you had to use multiple set-

tings for the entire system. This

was a real pain if you changed a

major system variable like a buffer

slider in one setting, but forgot to

change it in another. The window
settings are now listed in a window

of their own. To change, you just

double click and a new configura-

tion immediately appears.

Behind the scenes, some an-

noying bugs have disappeared and

a few extra settings are now visible
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- but the only information on these

additions appears in the German
help file. Let's hope an English

version turns up soon!

Compressed stereo audio now
works - early versions were miss-

ing a channel. The audio compres-

sion is suitable for video contain-

ing spoken voice, but it tends to

break up if you feed music con-

taming a lot of highs.

There are a few new AREXX
scripts that record bits of video and

compile them into effects. Once
again, the interfaces are written in

German - so we'll have to wait for

English versions to know for sure

what they're capable of. A com-
plete collection of AREXX add-

ons for MovieShop will be out

soon - check with Sigmacom for

details.

On the whole, MovieShop is

shaping up as a solid program that

is only limited by the hardware

constraints of current Amiga archi-

tectures. The new Draco version

will solve some of the bandwidth

problems currently pestering some
users - as will the new next version

of the MJPEG chips. We'll keep

you posted!

What is MovieShop?
Editing video using the

Amiga is old news. However,
editing video ON the Amiga is

now where it's at! Using video

and sound capture cards (VLab
Motion and Toccata), original

video can be stored onto hard

disk. From there you can cut,

paste, edit and add special effec-

ts, as well as montaging many
layers of footage onto each other.

The final composition is played

directly from hard disk as a fin-

ished, edited production, which

is recorded to a master tape

ready for use.

MovieShop is the software

that makes all this possible. Win-
dows containing control and
editing tools can be arranged on

screen into whatever configura-

tion you want for the type of

editing you plan to do. Video
segments are trimmed down to

create clips. These are dragged

onto a time line, along with mu-
sic and effects, and portions are

rendered to create the final

video. The Interface is a breeze

to use, and on a fast Amiga ef-

fects render in minutes.

For corporate videos, wed-
dings, music video clips or ani-

mation, MovieShop is an excel-

lent solution. However, you'll

need to make sure you have the

right hardware and be prepared

to tweak the software settings for

perfect results.

For more information, talk to

your local Amiga dealer or call

TV Graphics on (03) 9521 2455,
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FREE Reader Classifieds
A1200, 1084S monitor, GVP

'030 accelerator, 1Mb chip

plus 10Mb fast RAM, 105Mb
Quantum HD, switchable 1,3

+ 2.0 ROM, Opalvision main-

board V2.0 ROM plus soft-

ware (compatible with all

genlocks), original software:

Imagine 3, Montage 24, Im-

age FX, Vistapro 3, Clarissa,

DPiV, all boxes and manuals.

Must sell, all offers over

$2000 considered. Phone

(06) 241 3579.

A2000/52Mb HD, 1Mb Chip,

2Mb Fast, A2320 F/fixer,

WB 2.04, K/board, mouse
and relevant disks and

manuals. Best offer over

$600. (03) 943 61572 or

ronu@guru.apana.org.au

A2091 hard disk controller

2Mb with 100Mb HD $420

ono. 8Mb memory board

with 2Mb $320 ono. Phone

Leon Jarvis on (066) 449 648

A400G7040, 14Mb RAM,
120Mb IDE HD, 240Mb SCSI

HD with IVS Grandslam con-

troller (over 1 Mb/sec trans-

fers), external FDD, Piccolo

2Mb 24 bit card (EGS). Ep-

son LX400 dot matrix printer,

pico printer, TV Paint Jnr,

ProPage 3, Lightwave V3.5,

Imagine V2 and 2,9, Vistapro,

Ishar 2 AGA and more. The

lot for $3,400 ono. Call Nik

on (02) 805 0932 or 0419

223 145.

A500, 1Mb chip, 1084S moni-

tor, Audio Engineer Stereo

Sampler, $100s worth of

original software, mags,

manuals, all cords and power

supply. Colour printer,

mouse, pad, joystick and

games, superb condition

phone (08) 332 4340 $550.

A50D, TV modulator, 14 mags,

35 cover disks, DOpus 4.11,

ImageFX, Imagine 2, AMOS,
compiler, Blitz 2, DPaint III,

600 samples and 20 mods,

external floppy drive, all

books and manuals $350 or

straight swap for CD32 plus

Communicator. Phone Adam
on (06) 254 7989

Amiga 1200 system for sale.

A1200, DKB Mongoose ac-

celerator 030/50 8882/50,

4Mb Fast RAM, Ferret SCSI II

controller, near new Quan-

tum 850Mb fast SCSI II hard

drive (3.5 Mb/sec), C= 1960

multisync monitor, SCSI

minitower case, all cables

and latest PD etc., neg.

$2000, $1,500 w/o hard

drive. Will separate. All offers

welcome. Contact Andrew on

BH (03) 9887 2161 AH (03)

9873 1970 or E-mail

"andycanetspace.net.au"

Amiga 5QQ games wanted:

Formula One Grand Prix,

Alien Breed, Speedball 2,

Shadow of the Beast. Phone

(077) 79 5758 after 5PM
Wednesday, Friday or week-

end.

Amiga Public Domain disks

from as low as $2.50 each.

Over 7000 disks including

the "Star Trek Theme Pack"

12 disks $31. "Batman The-

me Pack" 6 disks $1 6 . Com-

ing soon "X-Files Theme
Pack". For info on this and

catalogue disk please call

(067) 851 458.

Amiga Video Dig itiser for sale:

VIDI Amiga 12 RT for sale.

Brand new in box never been

used with all the cables and

software needed. Brand new

price sells for $289 (best

price) going for $199. Ring

(09) 444 9549 ask for Mike.

Aiso wanted Emplant and 24

bit display card - reasonable

prices only.

C64 hardware /software /mag-
azines wanted; especially

1581 disk drive, CMD 3.5 in-

ch high density drive or

RAMIink drive, C128 RAM
expansion, Action Replay, Ex-

pert, or Final Cartridges,

and ZZap 64 magazines.

Amiga A64 emulator plus

1541 disk drive interlace

wanted. Amiga VIDI 12

colour digitiser plus Megamix

Master Sound Digitiser built-

in for sale $160. Printers (2)

Star 9 pin colour dot matrix

$155 ono; also Commodore
MPS 1200 mono dot matrix

$90 ono. Amiga 500/1200

contacts wanted to swap PD
and demos. Phone Carlo

(09) 335 5531 or mail to 4

McCleery Street, Beacons-

field Wa 6162 or E-mail Pir-

ri@SOCS.Murdoch. edu.au

CD32 games - Super Stardust

$40, Litil Divil $40, Trivial

Pursuit $35, Trolls $15,

Liberation $15, Zool $15,

Pinball Fantasies $15, All

Dogs Go to Heaven $15, 6

assorted cover disks and

magazines, $35 the lot. Ail

games as new in boxes.

Phone Daniel (042) 85 3320

after 6PM.

CD32 Joypad Controller, Dig-

gers/Oscar games disks,

SX/1 2Mb fast RAM, 40Mb
hard drive, tower power sup-

ply $650 ono. Communica-
tor* Lite all disks and manu-

als $150. Phone Barry 02

6671114.

For sale or swap: A20DD HD
9Mb RAM 120Mb SCSI hard

drive 1084S monitor, WB2,
A2630 flicker fixer. Including

Broadcast Titter and AmigaV-

ision. This computer is in

new condition as it was

hardly used. Price $1,150, or

swap for A1200 with cash

adjustment either way. Con-

tact Frank on 018 29 2559 or

02 622 8159.

For sale: 1 x 44Mb internal

SCSI SyQuest drive + 5

44Mb disks $510, 1 x 44Mb
SCSI Syquest drive + 4 44Mb
disks $550, 1 Primera Dye

Sub Printer includes dye sub

etc, as new, $1,500, 1 Neriki

dual YC genlock, as new,

$750, 1 OpalVision card

$200. Software and manuals

all from professional DTP

setup $550 the lot. ADPro

latest version full manuals,

PageStream latest version,

ProPage full manuals, Plus

accounting software,

AmiBack + Tools, full Deluxe

suite, Video, Print, Paint,

AmigaVision, Hypertext plus

games, plus heaps more. Call

02 879 4474 all hours.

For sale: 1084S monitor, dou-

ble 3.5 drive, brand new
mouse, joystick. Original

software includes Pen Pal,

Vista, Workbench, Fonts, Ex-

tras etc (v3,1). Heaps of

other software including

Megadisc 1-42. Phone (02)

569 2910 Don Phillips 4/23

Croydon Street, Petersham

2049.

For sale: 44Mb SyQuest re-

movable hard drive - inter-

nal with 2 cartridges $290.

Seagate ST3144A 120Mb IDE

drive $90, Excellence V2.0

genuine with manual $50.

Phone Steve on (042) 971

682.

For Sale: A4000/040, 18Mb
RAM, 130 & 730 Hd, HD
Floppy, Sony CD-ROM, GVP
4000 SCSI, 1960 monitor,

GVP IV24, DSS+8, Roctec

mouse, MD100 MPEG card,

Fujitsu colour printer. Soft-

ware includes Scala 400 In-

cluding Echo and libraries, fi-

nal Writer, ADPro 2.5, Morph

Plus, VistaPro, Scenery An-

im, Opus, Distant Suns, Ami-

back, Brilliance. All current

programs. Total cost over

.

$13,000 Sell $8,500 ono.

True multimedia platform in

as new condition. Phone

Dave on (065) 411 722.

For sale: A500 accelerator,

Mic robotics VXL-30 inc 25

MHz '030 CPU, 68881 maths

coprocessor $240, ROM
switcher, choose W8 1.3 or

2.1 by warm boot from key-

board $55. Phone 019 629

265.

For sale: A500.WB 1.3, 512K
chip/51 2K fast RAM, 2 joy-

sticks, 2 mice, TV modulator,

disk holder, loads of good

quality software and games,

like new. $300. Star MX-1 000

colour dot matrix printer with

500 sheets of paper and ink

cartridge, $200. if interested

ring Ross on (077) 834 660

between 4PM and 6PM

For Sale: Amiga 1081 monitor

as new $150, Japanese stan-

dalone genlock as new $150.

Phone Michael (066) 761

695.

For sale: Amiga 4000/CD32.

Amiga 4000 with 0.28 dot

pitch muitiscan monitor, 6Mb
RAM, 124Mb HD and 9 pin

Star colour printer with three

colour ribbons and 1 black

ribbon. Software including

Monkey Island 2, Indiana

Jones and the Fate of At-
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FREE Reader Classifieds
lantas Adventure, Zool AGA,

Dark Seed, and many many
more, all with original boxes

and manuals. Plus CD32 with

network cable and network

CD, so you can use it as a CD
ROM drive. Many CD32
games - Microcosm, Ultimate

Body Blows, Liberation, Zool

and many more, all original.

Also an assortment of CD32
magazines and cover CD's.

As well a a brand new com-
puter desk and computer

chair. All worth well over

$6,500, asking $4,200 ono.

Phone (071) 23 3833 Daniel

Gassman.

For Sale: Amiga 500, 1Mb
RAM, modulator, extra drive,

mouse, pads, joystick, plenty

of games $330. Plus C128 -

$150 Call Jason on (047) 826

289

For Sale: Amstrad laptop 640k

RAM, manuals, LCD screen

$150. Phone Jay (076) 252
175.

For Sale: CD32 top condition

with Alien Breed I I/Tower As-

sault, Roadkill, seven maga-

zine cover CDs and two con-

trol pads. Only $320. Phone

(062) 824 934 and ask for

Dave.

For sale: Commodore 64

Games - Elite C64 cassette

$10, Bards Tale C64 disk

$10, Adventure Construction

Set C64 disk - $5. Amiga
Games - AD&D gold Adven-

ture Pack (5 games) $20,

Eye of the Beholder 1 $30,

Eye of the Beholder 2 $30,

EOB1 and 2 Hint Books $10
each, Jaguar XJ220 $20,

Rugby World Cup $20,

Champions Pack (3 sports

games) $15, Over 300
adventure game solutions

and maps compiled by my-
self onto 3 amiga disks $20
per set. Action Replay MKIH
for Amiga 500 $50. PC Pro-

ductivity - Crossword Creator

for PC Computers 3.5 inch

floppies (latest version and

unopened) $80. All items are

originals and are in their orig-

inal boxes. Phone Graeme on

(043)511746.

For sale: for the C64 games
CD and interface, program-

mers reference guide, ad-

vanced 6502 programming,

advanced BASIC and ma-
chine code, graphics and

sound, the new hackers

handbook, CF and 2 app

mags, approx 30 disks of

games, offers phone Paul

(065)513 551.

For Sale: GVP frtJ Extender

high speed serial and parallel

expansion for A2000 and

A3000 $150. Netcomm MIIF

Smart modem, new condi-

tion. Phone (02) 580 2746.

For sale: GVP Impact Series II

hard disk drive, Suitable for

A500, includes 50Mb HD and

4Mb memory. Price $250

ono. Ring Phil on 631 9843.

For Sale: Imagine 3 with man-
ual, $190. Personal Paint Ver

2.1 - $30. Deluxe Paint IV

AGA - $20. Two AGA games
Oscar and Diggers together -

$20. Flight Simulators F117A

and Tornado, $25 each or

both for $40. All originals.

Can mail to you COD if nec-

essary. Phone Jason on (03)

870 2213 or else (03) 663

3086 for more details.

For sale: The Deluxe Paint IV

Video Guide Vol 1 $40, Ad-

vanced Techniques with

Deluxe Paint IV Video Guide

Vol 2 $40. The video guides

take you on a guided tour

through DPaint, a variety of

quick tips. Phone (07) 3209
9730

For sale: Video equipment.

Nertki Imagemaster Genlock,

DigiView 111 and DigiView

Gold, RGB Video Colour split-

ter, Video Titling software.

$900 neg. will separate.

Phone (06) 258 8787.

For sale: XT bridgeboard with

5.25 inch floppy drive, hard

drive with Amiga and IBM
partitions, hard drive con-

troller, MS-DOS, GW-BASIC
and parallel/serial card. All

this for $150. Games for sale

- BMX Simulator, Thunder

Strike, International 3D
Tennis, Continental Circus,

F/A 18 Inerceptor, Hellfire At-

tack $15 each. Epic and

Instant Music for $20. For

Sale - brand new modem,
only 1 month old, 2400 Bps

for use with bridge board or

IBM $99 ono. For Sate: GVP
SCSI controller, only 2

months old - $150. Phone
076 252 175 after 4PM and

ask for Jay.

Games for sale: Zak McKrack-

en (A500) - $15, Psycho

Killer (CDTV / CD32 / IBM) -

$15. North Polar Expedition

(CDTV / CD32) - $30, Lost

Treasures of Infocom (A500)
- $35, Power Games (CD32)
- $25, Pandora's CD (CDTV /

CD32) - $10, Psygnosis

Demo (CDTV/CD32) - $10.

Phone (049) 992 437 or write

to 14 Sonoma Road, Budge-

woi NSW 2262.

Vidi-amiga 12 AGA digitiser,

hardware, software and man-
ual $100. Adorage AGA digi-

tal video effects all software

and manual, as new in box

$80. Roctec genlock $100.

Three way data transfer

switch, plug in your printer

and digittsers and switch

from one to the other $50.

Phone Nick Dn 01 5 896 732

Wanted - Hard drive to suite

Amiga 500. Not too

big/expensive. Must be in

good condition. Phone/fax

Jay on (064) 938 432 ah.

Wanted C64 with disk drive. I

can't afford to buy a comput-
er, but if you have an un-

wanted C64 with disk drive,

please don't throw it away, I'll

use it. My address is PO Box
E84, Queen Victoria Terrace

ACT 2600.

Wanted LPD Writer ph (06)

296 2585 3PM - 8PM

Wanted manual (or photo-

copy) for Star NP-1Q dot ma-
trix printer. Also source of re-

placement of Workbench
1.3.2 (rev 34.28) and Kind-

words (original disks un-

readable) - exchange Ozisoft

TV Sports, Basketball 1 & 2,

Football 1 & 2, The Cycles,

Jack Nicklaus Golf H2. Tele-

phone 003 27 3042

Wanted Modem 14k to 28.8k

under $200, also A2630 card

for A2000 or combo board.

Phone David 098 412 429

Wanted to buy CD ROMS to

suit A570 drive, users manu-
als for A570 drive and GVP
hard drive -original or photo-

copy. For sale Commodore
64C, 1541 II drive plus moni-

tor. All in excellent condition

$350. Call Tony (063) 61

9067

Wanted to buy second hand 1)

Lightwave 3D version 3.5 or

(slightly) older. Transferable

registration preferred. 2) 24

bit graphics accelerator card

(not OpalVision). Make a

price and we'll negotiate. Call

Nick (02) 399 8879.

Wanted: 030 accelerator for

A500 internal or external.

Have Canon BJ 200 ex still

under warranty for exchange

if interested. Phone Cliff

Hackman{049)46 9611.

Wanted: A500 with power sup-

ply and modulator, must be

working, will pay to $130 de-

pending on condition. AIsd

wanted A1200 and power

supply (working) will pay to

$350 or can negotiate (I will

cover postage). Wanted:

Cheap games for A500 (not

PD or shareware) - Universe,

Benefactor, Lemmings etc.

Send information to Cameron
PO Box 1269, Carnarvon WA
6701.

Wanted: Blitz Basic 2 and any

additional Blitz examples or

guides. Barry, pb (044) 217

247.

Wanted: Book on AREXX,
"Mastering AREXX" or simi-

lar. Needed urgently. Ring

Nick (063) 32 5515.

Wanted: game for A500 -

Flight of the Intruder, Formu-

la One Grand Prix, Eye of the

Beholder II with mahual,

Thunderhawk, World Cup
Rugby, Lords of the Rising

Sun, M1 Tank Platoon, Team
Yankee, Heroquest Phone

(066) 847 202 after 6PM ask

for Graham.

Send your FREE classifieds to

PO Box 278 Camperdown,
2050 NSW, or by fax on:

(02) 565 1220
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Reader Services - Back Issues
June 1993 Vol 10 No 6
- 3D Animation with Aladdin - Easy for

beginners - The Animation Workshop -

How to beat those disk swapping blues -

Deluxe Paint Tutorial - Animating in (ap-

parent) 3D.
- Amos column - Andy's Attic - Explor-

ing WB2 - CanDo - Your own directory

utility Part 2 - Education Column - World
construction set - Down the Opal mine -

Using the Afpha Channel - C64 Column -

Hot PD - Games - KGB, Fate - Gates of

Dawn, Darkseed. Civilisation, King's

Quest Full Solution Part 1

.

July 1993 Vol 10 No 7

- Real 3D 2.0 - Accelerators - Golden
Gate - Microdeal Clarity - Home Ac-
counts 2 - DPaint - Animation in 3D.
-& Education - Back to Basics - Amos -

CanDo - C64. Andy's Attic - Hot PD -

Games - Chaos Engine, Beavers, Sleep-

walker - Vikings, Solution to SuperFrog
Part 1, Kings Quest 2.

August 1993 Vol 10 No 8
- Show Report - Vidi Amiga 1.2 - Final

Copy II - Sound Digitising - Intro to

Desktop Video - Hypercache Professional

- Education - Aust Graphics Atlas - Can-
Do - DPaint Tutorial - C64 Column -

Amos Column - Opal Paint's Zap func-

tion

A Hot PD - Games - Hired Guns, Trolls,

Graham Gooch World Class Cricket- So-

lution to SuperFrog Part 2.

September 1993 Vol 10 No 9
- Art Expression - Paint Program -

68060: the Next Generation - Power
Copy Professional - Quarterback Tools

Deluxe - CanDo 2.5 Upgrade - DPaint
Tutorial - Hot PD.

& C64 Column - Amos Column - CanDo
- Education - Back to Basics Fractions -

Andy's Attic - How to create a RAD
drive - Games - Creatures, Flashback, Su-

per Frog, Body Blows, Dark Seed - Solu-

tion.

October 1993 Vol 10 No 9
- DPaint AGA - PC Task MSDOS emula-
tion - AmiBaek Tools vs Quarterback

Tools Deluxe - Personal Paint - Hot PD -

Blitz - Andy's Attic - Workbench Tools -

DPaint Tutorial.

if Education - Leam to play the Piano -

CanDo - Make your own Calendar - C64
- Graphics Software - Games - Campo's
Int Rugby - Reach for the Skies - Project

X Revised Edition. Syndicate, Street

Fighter II, Dune II.

November 1993 Vol 10 No 11
- Brilliance - Hoopy Paint - Amiga on the

Cheap - A 1200 Video Tutorial - CED 3.5

- Frame Machine
& Education - Personal Tutor - Blitz -

DPaint - HofPD - Latest Fish Disks -

CanDo - Amos - C64 - Games - Pinball

Fantasies, Desert Strike. Indiana Jones

and the Fate of Atlantis, KGB
Part 1.

Solution

December 1993 Vol 10 No 12
- Amiga CD32 - an in depth look - Af-

fordable Tape Backup - SCRAM plus

Tamberg - Bernoulli Muhi Drive vs

SyQuest 105

& EGS Spectrum - Education - HotPD -

Blitz - more clever functions - C64 - Can-
Do - Foreign Language file converter

& Games - Air Warrior, Two Player

Games. 101 PD Games. KGB - Solution

Part 2, CD32 Games Pinball Fantasies,

Oscar, Diggers.

January 1994 Vol 11 No 1

- Palmtop Computing - low price alterna-

tives to Amiga portable - Final Writer -

What the manual doesn't tell you -

Deluxe Music 2 - Quicknet - peer to peer

network - Understanding Libraries - Can-

Do - Getting key input - Hot PD - Amos -

New extensions for Amos Pro - Blitz -

Zones of control - Andy's Attic - C64
Bumper Tips - Games - ACAR PD
Games 2, Mean Arenas. Yo Joe!, CD32
Quickshots (D-Generalion, Whale's Voy-

age, Overkill)

February 1994 Vol 11 No 2
- Understanding Genlocks - Final Writer
- CoolCat - clipart and animations - Ad-
vanced Amiga Analyzer - Upgrading
from a 68000 to an A 1200 - Dpaint Tuto-

rial - Education - Mathmaster II - HotPD
- CanDo - Electronic Log Book
iz Amos - Hacking AMOS Graphic
Modes - Blitz - Main loop for a GUI util-

ity - C64 - Art Gallery - Games - Ishar 2 -

Messengers of Doom. Frontier - Elite II,

Donk, Soccer Kid, Bob's Bad Day, Flash-

back - Solution Part I.

March 1994 Vol 11 No 3
- Image processing with Image F/X -

A 1230 Turbo Plus board - VIDI Amiga
12/24 - Capturing high quality images -

GVP's new time base corrector board -

Scala MM 300 Synchronous Multimedia
- Education - Search for Sanchez - Help
Line

ft DTP Column - Postscript - Hot PD -

Fish on ROM - CanDo - Make your own
Typing Tutor - Blitz Basic - Data Secu-

rity - C64 - Online Amiga - Games -

Body Blows, Galactic, Zool 2, Alien 3,

Lotus Trilogy, FlashBack solution part 2,

Deep Force. The Patrician.

April 1994 Vol 11 No 4
- Montage 24 - 24 bit video titling - War-
ranties and your rights - Where do you
stand - How to get Broadcast - Sell your

Amiga graphics - Introduction to Internet

- World's largest network.

iz Scenery Animator 4 - Virtual virtual

reality - Upgrading Fat Agnus - Educa-
tion - Fun at Sideshow Alley - Blitz Basic

Strings - CanDo - Working with Amiga
DOS - DPaint Tutorial.

k Hot PD - New Fish, plus Mand2000 -

Helpline - Amos - Interfaces without

banks - Online - Games you can play on
your local BBS - C64 - Useful pokes -

Games - Assasin (Amiga Games Pack),

Cannon Fodder, Tornado, Stardust, Dis-

posable Hero, CD32 Games - Micro-

Cosm. Fly Harder.

May 1994 Vol 11 No 5
- Understanding Amiga Graphics - Com-
puter images often require a compromise
between quality and fde size - we explain

how to acheive the best balance -

Modems - An introduction for Beginners
- A modem can bring all kinds of infor-

mation to your Amiga at a very rea-

sonable cost - Up and Running - Making
your modem work - trouble shooting and
a checklist of what to do.

ft Personal Write - super cheap word
processing with interesting features -

Map Studio Vol 1 - JPEG graphics -

DPaint Tute - The DPaint beginners

friend - Deluxe Paint Tutorial - The sky's

not the limit - Education - Crossword
Wizard - Hot PD - Utilities extract more
from Workbench - Blitz Basic - Squeez-

ing your Data - Desktop Publishing -

Creating Reversed text - Help Line -

Problems solved - Online AMIGA! -

Start your own MAX'S BBS - C64 Col-

umn - CMD picks up GEOS - Games -

The Settlers, Second Samurai, Kingmak-
er - Quest for the Crown, CD32 Games -

Trolls, Alien Breed/Quak, Project X.

June 1994 Vol II No 6
- Art Department Professional 2.5 - The
latest version - The future with AAA.
new AAA chips! - DirWork 2 - Amiga
Picture Viewers, which is the best - we
compare 20 of them - Neptune Genlock,

Desktop Video just got better - Amiga
Animation Software.
& DTP Column, Creating forms in Pro

Page - Hot PD - Online Amiga - Blitz

Basic - C64 - Games - Liberation - Cap-
tive II, Skidmarks, Cliffhanger, Apoc-
alypse. Legacy of Sorasil - CD32 Games,
Surf Ninjas, Global Effect.

July 1994 Vol 11 No 7
- Wordworth 3.0 First Impressions - Disk

Expander Review - Imagine 3.0 Review -

TypeSmith 2.02 - MiGraph MS 1200 -

Networking Intro - PARNET
PageStream 3.0 - Video Creator CD32
-& Columns - Hot PD - Amos - CanDo -

Arexx - Education - Real 3D - Online -

Blitz - DTP Column - C64 - Entertain-

ment, James Pond 3, Noddy's Big Ad-
venture. Dyna Blaster, Mr Nutz - Hop-
pin' Mad, Star Trek 25th Anniversary

August 1994 Vol 11 No 8
- Wordworth 3.0 vs Final Writer, Is big-

ger always better? - Virtual Memory,
Good as RAM? - TypeSmith Font De-
sign, Convert, edit and create typefaces -

Biomechanics, Podiatrists find a use for
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the Amiga with a video digitiser - Deluxe
Paint Tutorial, Creating lifelike textures

and animation - Microvitec Monitor, The
ideal monitor surfaces at last - Imagine 3

Tutorial - Animation Column - In-

fraREXX Control - Software for Little

Kids, a suite of programs for little kids.

ft Columns - HotPD - DTP - Humorous -

Online - CanDo - C64 - PowerDOS -

AMOS - CD32.
ft Edutainment - KidPix, painting made
fun - Games, K240, Dragon Tiles,

September 1994 Vol 11 No 9
- Stepping up to CD-ROM, review of the

NEC 3X triple speed drive - Piracy, Alive

and Well - PAL Lightwave, Newtek's

monster 3D rendering package is now
available sans Toaster - SX-1 CD32 Ex-
pansion - Supra 28 Turbo, Supra 28Mhz
68000 accelerator - DevCon Report.

ft Columns - Hot PD - DTP - Online -

CanDo - PowerDOS - Amos - CD32 - C
Programming - Education,

•ft Games - Armour Geddon II - Fury of

the Furries - Brian the Lion - Benefactor -

Traps and Treasures.

October 1994 Vol II No 10
- A TBC on your desktop? Improve the

quality of your next DTV effort - Amiga
into the future, what Commodore UK has

in store - Fast Animation, no hardware -

A2000 revisited - Graphics boards and

mode promotion - Personal Animation

Recorder - Registering your Shareware -

Turn your A1200 into a CD32... almost!

ft Columns - HotPD - Blitz Basic - On-
line - Power DOS - C Programming -

Games - Nick Faldo's Golf, Pirates, Im-

possible Mission 2025 "The special edi-

tion".

November/December 1994
Vol II No 11
- Brilliance 2.0, 24 bit painting without

extra hardware - power to the people! -

Disaster Recovery, when in trouble or in

doubt, run in circles, scream and shout.

Or read this. - Quark Express vs

PageStream 3.0. How does the new kid

on the Amiga DTP block stack up - Mon-
ey Matters, a cash book for small busi-

ness and home - G-Lock, GVP's software

controlled genlock - Understanding Fonts
- CD Roundup - Easy Ledgers, profes-

sional accounting.

ft Columns - Blitz Basic - Online -

AMOS - C64 C Programming - Games -

JetStrike - Secrets of Frontier Elite Hint-

book. Review of the Competition Pro Su-

per CD32 Controller.

SPECIAL EDITIONANNUAL
January 95 Vol 12 No 1

- Lightwave Goodies, extra software fi-

nally in Australia - CEI Conference, hot

from the Internet CEI boss Alex Amor
speaks - Removeable storage shootout,

comparision of Bernoulli and Fujitsu

230Mb drives - Magic Lantern - Surf the

aCK ISSUeS (continued)

Net, Internet access with your Amiga,

ft ANNUAL SPECIAL - Amiga Dealer

List - Amiga Service Centre List - Amiga
BBS Listing - Fish Listing

ft Columns - Online, DPaint, C64 -

Games - Super StarDust Alien Breed
Tower Assault, Cannon Fodder 2, Beau
Jolly Pack including Cannon Fodder, The
Chaos Engine, The Settlers, and T2: The
Arcade Game. CD32 Banshee.

February 1995 Vol 12 No 2
- Amiga digital video, full digital video

editing. - Workbench 3,1, latest version

reviewed - PC-Task , Windows capable

Amiga for $129 - Deluxe Paint 5, a sneak

preview - Personal Paint 6.0, and the

Cloanto competitor! - CEI Conference II,

Alex Amor speaks again!

ft Dealer List update - Corrections and
extensions to the January listing.

i? Service Centre List - More corrections

and extensions.

ft Columns - Online - C64 - Hot PD -

Demo Scene - AMOS - Blitz Basic -

Power Amiga DOS
Games - Rocketz - Mr B lobby - The
Clue! - Top Gear 2 - Marvins Marvellous

Adventure - Rise of the Robots -

March 1995 Vol 12 No 3
- Datastore, a new wave in databases -

Real 3D versus Lightwave, both com-
pared - Internet, Cool places on the Web -

Aura Interactor - A570, Fitting a SCSI
hard disk to the A570 CD-ROM - Word-
worth 3.1 - CanDo 3.0, New Version -

XCAD 3000, Professional CAD on the

Amiga - Commodore Deathbed Vigil and
A 1200 Intro 2 reviewed. - Insight Di-

nosaurs, Insight Technology.

ft User Group Listing

ft Columns - Help Line - Hot PD - On-
line - AMOS - Blitz Basic - C64 - Demo
Scene

ft Games - Theme Park - Soccer kid -

Subwar 2050 - X-it

April 1995 Vol 12 No 4
-Getting onto the internet - Using bones
in imagine, powerful animation tools -

Photogenics, the creative alternative to

ADPro - Studio II, the real man's printer

driver - IOQ, Is accounting package up to

scratch - CAM CD, how good is CAM-
CD - Pyramid Mouse Master

ft Professional Amiga audio, sunrize plus

Bars and Pipes - AmigaDOS tuition - Fi-

nal Writer Update - Black Computers
Faster.

ft Columns - Help Line - Education -

C64 - Blitz Basic - Online - Hot PD -

Demo Scene

ft Games - Base lumbers - Sensible Wor-
ld of Soccer - Fifa International Soccer

May 1995 Vol 12 No 5
- Boot CD32/CDTV disc on your Amiga,
what's new in CD-ROMs - Squirrel SCSI
Interface for your A 1200 - Directory Op-
us 5 - PC Task 3.1 - Essence and Forge.

roll your own multimedia - Get orgai

with Digita Organiser - ZedREXX
pie GUI creation - The final word - A
ferent view of Databases.

ft 1995 Reader Survey

ir Columns - Hot PD - Help Line - Ec

rial - Online - Art Gallery - Media W;
ft Games - Pinball illusions - All ten

racing - Jungle Strike - Enemy Unknoi

June 1995 Vol 12 No 6
- ADPro, ImageFX and Imagemasi

how do they stack up? - Whats new
modems - The Amiga reborn, Escoi

buyout and their plans - SLIP Internet i

cess - Do it yourself home control - Fii

look at home control - Meeting Pearls 1

Australian Geographic Encyclopedia.

ft Columns - Help Line - C64 - Blitz

Online - HotPD - Demo Scene

ft Games - Aladdin - Kingpin Bowling
The Lion King

ft AMIGA Specialists List

July 1995 Vol 12 No 7
- The NEW Amiga, ESCOM's plans tc

take shape - Budget A 1200 Accelerators -

Iomesa Zip Drive, the drive that'll kill

the SyQuest - AMAX IV - OS 3.1 and
graphics boards - Aminet 6, the best gets

better - Turbocalc 2.0 - The Internet

Movie Database - How to use gradients -

Photogenics 1.2 - Nureality Vivid 3D
Plus

ft Columns - Help Line, Online, Hot PD,
AMOS
ft Games - Dawn Patrol

ft AMIGA Specialists list

August 1995 Vol 12 No 8
- Cyberstorm 68060, the fastest Amiga
ever! - Shapeshifter MAC emulation -

ASIMCDFS v3 - Directory Opus 5.11

upgrade - Wordworth tutorial - Storage

Wars - Trivial Pursuit

ft Columns - Help Line - Hot PD - C64 -

Working Workbench - Online - AMOS
Art Gallery - Media Watch

ft AMIGA Specialists list

September 1995 Vol 12 No 9
- The latest Amiga news! - Amiga net-

surfing, the coolest sites for Amiga users

- Almathera Ten on Ten, CD ROM super

pack! - Guru-ROM, only $140! - Net

news - POSWIZ - Aminet 7 and Prima 1

- Modemspeak, AT commands made
esay!

•ft Columns - Media Watch - Help line -

Online - Wordprocessing - Working
Workbench - Hot PD - Desktop Publish-

ing

ft Games - Speedbali n - Super Skid-

marks - PGA Tour - ViroCop

ft User Group Listing

$3.56 each inc. pp. Send cheque or

money order, or phoneIfax credit num-
ber to: Storm Front Studios, PO Box
278, Camperdown NSW 2050. Phone:

(02) 557 4266 Fax: (02) 565 1220.



There's an Amiga specialist near you!
AEI
Desktop Utilises

PO BOX 3053
Manuka ACT 2603
oh: 06 239 6658
fax: 06 239 6619

HEW SOUTH WALES
Ace Edit

PO Bo* 323
Bondi Junction N.S.W 2022
Amiga Video Editing

ph: 02 298 9039
fax; 02 399 9D39

Amadeus Computers
Suits 6
534 Old Northern Bd
Round Comer 2158

02 651 1711

ax: 02 651 1710rax

Amilech
PO Box 2330
Software/Hardware
ph: 048 442 221
fax: 048 442 291

Brunswick Publications

PO Box 745
Campsie N.S.W 21 B4
ph: 759 7343

Carina Computers & Com-
munications Pty Ltd

Carina Park, Collector Rd
Breadalbane N.S.W 2561
Hardware/Software
ph: 04B 442 221
fax: 048 442 291

Code One
29 Toulon Ave
Wentworth Falls N.S.W 2782

047 573 962
lax: 047 573 932tax

CompuParts
1 KokodaAve
Wahroonga 2076
ph: 02 489 21 33
fax: 02 477 S7S5

Computer Affair

337 Perish urst St

Willoughby North N.S.W
2066
Hardware/Software
ph: 02 41 7 51 55
fax: 02 417 5542

Computer Bits

185KirkwoodSt
Armidale N.S.W 2350
Hardware/Software

: 067 71 2 727
ax: 067 71 2 727£
Computer Coast
PO Bdx 263
Klncumber N.S.W 2251
Software/Hardware
ph: 043 250 766
fax: 043 237 885

Computer Outpost
PO Sox 1014
MonaVale2103
Software/H ardware
ph: 02 979 5633
fax: 03 997 5641

Digipic Production

Unit 7 189 Sydney Rd
Fairlight 2094
ph: 02 948 2766
fax: 02 949 5903

Dlgipix

14 Whiting St

Artarmon 20B4
ph: 02 906 4801
fax: 02 906 1112

Feline Software
PO Box 10O3
Dee Why 2099
ph: 02 971 9697

Fonhof Computer Supplies

64 Cross St
BaulkharnHills2153

ph: 02 639 7718
fax: 02 639 S99E

Hotpoint

3/29 Mitchell Rd
Brookvale2100
ph: 907 1100
fax: 907 11 66

Hyman Auctioneers
72-78 Tattereall Rd
Blacktown2148
ph: 622 9666
fax: 831 5347

Impact Camera House
Shop 236 Westfield Shop-
ping Town Chatswood 2067
Amiga Video
ph: 419 7060
fax; 413 2228

Jec Computers
Suite 1 232 Pacific Hwy
Homsby 2077
ph: 477 7986
fax: 477 6399

KDO Productions

85 Nelson St

Rozelle 2039
ph: 810 1733

Megadisc Digital Publishing

PO Box 759
Crows Nest 2537
PD, Software/Hardware
ph: 959 3692
fax: 959 3525

NatDisc
24 Salmon St

TuroOss Heads 2537
Software/Hardware
ph: 044 738 662
fax: 044 739 222

Oak Seed Computers Pty Ltd

Shop 14 98 Wood I ark SI

Lismore 2490
ph: 086 224 994

Pelham
PO Box 382
Pennant Hills 2120
ph: 980 6983
fax: 980 6991

Prime Artifax

PO Box 288
Gladesville2ll
ph: 5574266
fax: 565 1220

Resource Management
Force
70-74 May St

St Peters 2044
ph: 550 4244

Shareware Access
Suite 11, 9 Abel St

Penrith 2760
ph: 047 222 893
fax: 047 21 5 277

Shop 4 Computers
Cnr Burelli & Atchinson St

Wollongong 2228
Software/Hardware
Amiga and PC
ph: 042 262 688
fax: 042 273 527

Sigmaeom
Suite17 20-24GibbsSt
Miranda 2228
Software/Hardware
ph: 524 9846
Fax: S40 4554

Softrade
7 Hareford rise

Fishing Point 2283
Software/Hardware
ph: 049 753 030
fax:049 753 651

Software CircuB

27 Darling St

Kensington 2033
ph: 313 8484

Solutions Rendered
PO Sox KL 906
Kings Laangley 2147
ph: 838 9376

Southern Cross
Diving and Salvage
29-31 BurneAve
Dee Why 2099
Video/DTP/CAD
ph: 962 2291
mobile: 018 274 025

The Gamesmen
491 Forest Rd
Pensh urst 2222
Software/Hardware
ph: 580 9838
fax: 580 9998

TriLOgfc Computer Suppliers

40 Rosawall Drive

Menai 2235
ph: 543 7592

Unitech Electronics

PO Box 150
Minto 2566
ph: 820 3555
fax: 603 8385

Wall St Video
PO Box 897
Chatswood 2057
Amiga Training

ph:411 2106
fax: 412 3436

Webb Electronics

1074 Mate St

Albury 2640
ph: 060 254 066
fax: 060 401 5S3

Westcomp
96 Bervtinck St

Bath urst 2795
Amiga only

ph: 063 322 611

fax: 063 322 623

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Comae rv Electronics

66 Aralia St

Nightclff Darwin 0800
ph: 089 4B2 50D
fax: 089 462 511

QUEENSLAND
Amiga Tech
ph: 015 147 403
lax: 0755 936 870
PO Box 607
Gliles Plains 5086

Amiganuts
PO Box 9001
Wlfsonton 4350
ph: 076 346 948
Caradoc Enterprises

PO Box 345 Nanango 461

5

ph:071 633 047
fax: 071 633 04S

City Computer Centre
Shop 2, 229 Musgrove St

North Rockhampton 4701
ph: 079 276 61

8

fax: 079 273 51

8

Corpute Technology
23 Olivia St

Northgate Brisbane 4013
ph:07 266 1926
fax: 07 266 1928

Don Quixote Software
25A Russell St

Toowoomba 4350
Hardware/Software
ph:076 391 578
fax: 076 320 195

GP Software
PO Sox 570
Ashgrove 4060
Software only

ph: 07 366 1402

Image Domain
ph: 515 737 435
fax: 07 852 2720

Megabyte Computers
Shop^AHomebase
34GoggsRd
Jindalee4074
Software/Hardware
ph: 07 279 0666
fax: 07 279 0716

Norsoft

PO Box 2352
Mount Isa 4B25
Software/HArdware
ph: 077 434 777
fax: 077 434 141

Parcom Pty Ltd

301 Riding si

Balmoral 4171
ph: 07 899 0656

SmaliBiz Software
PO Box 24
Golden Beach 4551
ph: 074 919 190
fax: 074 926 860

Synapse Computer Supplies

190 RidingRd
Hawthorne 4171
ph:07 3899 0980
mobile: 018981 679

Telair Electronics

Shop 120 Australia Fair

Shopping Centre

Southport4215
Software/Hardware
ph: 075 31 2 302
fax: 075 31 2 302

Tropical TV
Vincent Village

249FulhamRd
Townsville 481

4

Amiga Software/Peripherals

ph: 077 791 421
fax: 077 916 643

Video and Audio Aust Pty Ltd

1 8 Scarborough St

Southport4215
Ammiga Software
ph: 075 914 224
fax: 075 916 643

World of Computers
Gold Coast
PO Sox 424
Ashmore 4214
Amiga Games
ph: 075 973 260
fax: 075 395 757

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Amiga S PC Centre

644 South Rd
Glandore 6037
Software/Hardware
ph: 08 293 8752
fax: 08 293 881

4

Amiga PD Centre
PO Box 435
St Agnes 5097
ph/fax: 08 396 21 S3

GSoft
Shop4 2 Anderson Walk
Srnithfield5l14

ph: 08 284 1266
fax: 08 284 0922

Leejan Enterprises

PO Box 66
Happy Valley 51 59
ph: 08 371 2655

Myer Colonnades
Beach Rd Noarunga Centre

5168
Amiga only
ph: 08 382 6400
fax: 08 384 6244

Southern PD
Unit 11 3 William Ave
Clympton E038
ph: 08 280 9404

TASMANIA
Robbie's Telelrician

PO Box 111

Bumie 7320
SoftwarerHardware
ph: 004 312 560
fax: 004 313 079

The Floppy Shop
110 Collins St

Hobart7000
Software/Hardware
ph: 002 235 619
fax: 002 237 623

VICTO RIA
Bitm aster Software

PO Sox 84
Tulamarine 3043
ph/fax: 03 335 4438
Com pupal

PO Box 7014
Karringal Centre 3199
ph;03 769 1906

Computa Magic Pty Ltd

44 Pascoe Vale Rd
Mocnee Ponds 3039
Software/Hardware
ph: 03 326 0133
fax: 03 370 8352

Creations

398 Inkerman St
Balaclava 3183
ph: 03 527 2278
fax: 03 527 2278

Disk-O-Tech
Peripheral Repairs
Shop 2 176 LytUeton Terrace

Bendigo 3350
ph: 054 41 6 054
fax: 054 41 6 277

Emerald Creative

3/268 Balccmbe Rd
Mentone 3194
ph: 1 BOO 639 273

High Technology Computer
Systems
388CentreRri
Bentley 3204
Software/hardware
ph: 03 563 9000
fax: 03 563 9222

House of Computers
45 Ryrie St

Geeiong 3220
ph: 052 242 722
fax: 052 242 720

Inline Electronics

2/10 Bettina St

Clayton 3166
ph: 03 562 6061
fax: 03 562 9343

Maxwell Office Equipment
162 Nicholson St

Abbotsford 3067
Software/Hardware
ph: 03 419 6811
fax: 03 419 01 60

Megatron
Unit4 4 1 56-1 60 Mew St

Ringwood3134
ph: 03 41 9 0160

MVB Computers
608 Dorset Rd
Croydon 3136
Hardware/Software
ph: 03 725 6265
fax: 03 725 6766

Mew Media System
2nd Floor
18-22 Thompson SI

South Melbourne 3205
Software/Hardware
ph: 03 690 0821
fax: 03 690 0731

Oracle Data Solutions

6 Detamare Drive

St Albans
3021
ph: 03 364 3419
fax: 03 362 1486

PD Diskovery
PO Box 430
KnoxField 3160
ph: 03 758 6852

Quasar Distribution

PO Box 33
Southland 3192
ph: 03 583 6806
fax: 03 585 1074

Software Buyers Service

PO Box 486
Box Hill 3128
ph: 03 808 8308

St Alban's Home
St Albans 3021
SoftwarerHardware
ph: 03 366 2396
fax: 03 364 1924

TV Graphics
llzetlSl -

Prahran 3181
ph: 03 521 2455
fax: 03 521 3945

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Am Night

47AtateS1
South Perth 6152
Software/Hardware
ph: 09 367 4422
fax: 09 367 4482

Amifir Home
Computer Systems
Unit 1 36 Gillim Dve
Kelmscott6111
ph:09 49£4905

BrirJeson Ply Ltd

PO Box 1326
Bunbury6230
ph: 008 634 844
fax: 097258 814

Computer Man
611 Beaufort St

Mt Lawley 6050
Hardware/Software
ph: 09 328 9062
mobile: 018911 011

fax: 09 275 1010

Fat Agnus PD
PO Box 296
Kalamunda 6076
ph: 09 4S1 5323

Headlam Computers
116 Cambridge St

West Leederviile 6007
Software/Hardware
ph: 09 388 3666
fax: 09 388 3640

Quadrant Computers
PO Box 858
Morley Private Boxes
Morley 6943
ph:018 918 6O8
fax: 09 375 1443

Storm Business Machines
9B Lockyer Ave
Albany 6330
Software/Hardware
ph:098 421 160
fax: 098 421 180

Valhalla Games
493 Wellington St

Perth 6000
ph: 09 321 2909
fax: 09 322 701

6

NEW ZEALAND
Amuse Developments
PO Box 36254
Chrlstchurch

New Zealand
ph: 643 379 9000
fax: 643 379 6760
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GAMES!!
Huge ranges of guinea software for IBM, Amiga, Mac,

Sega, Nintendo, and some Atan and Apple ft!

Mail / phone oraers welcome - Lists available
(We also have wargames, RPG T

s, hobbies etc)

AMIGA REPAIR SPECIALISTS
All Commodore and Amiga Repairs

Spare Parts and Peripherals

JEC Computer Systems
Suite 1. The Walk, 232 Pacific Hwy

Hornsby NEW 2077 Ph: (02) 477 79BB

COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE
Large range of disks lor the C64

Games, Utilities, Word Processors, Geos PD,

Demos and more.

Write now for a Free Catalogue

Brunswick Publications

PO Box 745.Campsie NSW 2194

Ph: (02) 759 7343

FAT AGNUS PD
17Bit, United PD, Fish, TBag, LSD, The
Complete AMOS Library -All the newest

disks, most in stock. Huge range of textures

for 3D mapping, Scala, video titles etc.

Over 1200 objects for Imagine & Lightwave.
Send $5.00 lor a 5 disk caialonus ($6.00 it you require the

supplementary Complete AMOS disk) to:

Fat Agnus PD, PO Box 611, Cannington 6107 WA

VIDEO EDITING
Use your Amiga!

The KRP SYSTEM is now
available in Australia!

Call 0414259521
Dealer enquiries welcome

Digital Colour Monitors
Flat square, Lo glare CRT, Pantone colour match

On screen control display Amiga-IBM-Mac
15" 1024 x 768ni S760
15" 1280 x1024m $890
17" 1280 x 1024ni $1475
17" 1600 x 1200m $2100

20"1600xl200ni 33260

All above includes Govt 22% tax

3.5" IDE Hard Drives
Average seek 1 1 ms, MTBF 3O0,000hrs, Auto

park, Auto loc, Power management for green PC
420Mb- $286, 850Mb -$386

1080Mb - $488, 1272Mb - S574 incs 22% tax

Software
Directory Opus upgrades $68

EasyLedgers 2 S299 GPFax. $149
Bank/Master/Amex cards, Cheque etc.

Freight@cost

Smali-Biz Software Pty Ltd
PO Box 24 Golden Beach QLD 4551

Phone 074 91 9190 Fax 074 92 6860

Market
Place
AMIGA CLIPARTHIGH QUALITY

Amiga IFF & EPS clips available

Custom orders taken

We also have FONTS, SOUNDS,

MUSIC... & a quality DTP sen/ice

043-321087

Phone for a FREE catalogue

LOW COST

Sales & Service by

HOUSE OF COMPUTERS
Phone; (052) 24 2722
Fax: (062) 242730

45 RYBIE ST. GEELONG 3220 VIC

MICOPOLIS f GIG Hard drives

Fast SCSI 2 $1050
A1200 Hardware DKB1240 Mongoose
SflMlU! (K030 with FFI \& 4Mb $999

MOT1FMS MAESTRO
14400 FAXIDATA S399
28800 FAX/DATA $499

Also large range of Amiga Software
And CD32 Titles from $29

We also support TJ's B . B ,S.

over 5 GIG ofPROGRAMS with 6CD ROMs online

5 LINEROCKETACCESS
Ph: 0S2-72HS9 or M2-7221J4

Mail Order & Bankcard Welcome

Thunderbolt Complete
Computer Systems

PO Box459 Coqoaritble, 2829 Phone/Fax: 068 221061

Hard Drives Accelerators A120O
s.s" Fart sesi-a dkb cobra sso^o latmz,

1.080b Deckstar $689 33Mhz Co-Pro, 4Mb RAM $599
1Gb Seagate $779
2.1Gb Seagate Hawk $1569 Less 53Miiz Co-processor $499
4,3Gb Seagate Hawk $1199
4.3GB Barracuda

9Gb Seagate Elite

3.5" IDE

545M0 Seagate
850M6 Seagate

10b Seagate

1.26b Seagate

$2399 4Mb SIMM
$4599 8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

$249
$519
$399

$339 Mongoose sacso/saass

$3B9 50MHz, 4Mb RAM $899

$459
$489 Ferret scsi-2 for co Lira

& Mongoose $199

120 Watt Amplified Speakers

RCA £ Headphone connectors Mien purchased wltn.

3" Su Li-woofer $149 cobra or Mongoose $199

win oeiiuer anywhere in Australia 0-SOOg - S4.00 SOOg'Skg = S7.oo

Scarlet

Amiga PD Software
PO BOX 458

Doveton VIC 3177

(03)793 3814
Phone for

Catalogue Disk

Open 9am- 10pm

PELHAM Memory & Drives
DRAM
1 Mb x 1 - 80ns
4 x 256k - 70ns
1Mb x 4 Zip

SIMMS
1Mbx8-80ns
4Mb x 8 • 80ns

64 PIN QVP
1 Mb X 32 64 pin

72 PIN
4Mb 70ns
8Mb - 70ns
16Mb -70ns

$9.80
$9.80

$31 .20

$52
$212

$314

MODEMS 28.8k
Maestro V.34 $495
Maestro V.Fast $395

Seagate Drives 2.5"

340Mb IDE 16ms $350
810Mb IDE 16ms SCALL

Seagate Drives 3.6"

545Mb IDE 12ms
860 Mb IDE 11ms

$269
$330

$oni Seagate SCSI Drives

$411 1Gb SCSI 9ms $727
$750 2.1Gb SCSI 9ms $1269

Please phone for latest prices. Sales Tax 22%
Overnight delivery $8, Credit cards welcome

5 year warranty on memory, 3 years an HDD/Modems

PELHAM

To advertise in

AMIGA Review call

|A Rachel Fraser on

(02)5574266

Call your dealer for:

ADPro 2.5 Image processing $279

CanDo 3.0 Authoring package $399

Contact 2. 1 Contacts manager $ 67

Edge Text editor $ 99

IOQ1.12 Invoicing software $99
MathsMaster Primary + - * / $ 34

Video Director Video collation $ 165

Canberra users: call us direct 2-5pm

L7esf<f
r
pUtil!ties

PO Box 3053, Manuka ACT 2603

Tel (06) 239 6658 Fax 239 6619

Best Buys
Hard Drive prices are better than ever...

Seagate 3.5" IDE 850Mb $379.00

Seagate 3.5" IDE 1.08Gb $439.00

Cable kits to allow Amiga 1 200's to run

these Hard Drives are just $35.00 when
pruchased with a Hard Drive

We proudly specialise in Amiga exclusively!

Svnapse Computers
190 Riding Rd, Hawthorne QLD 4171

Ph: (07) 3899-0980 or (018} 98-1679

Telephone Orders Welcome, Aust. Wide Delivery
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SUBSCRIBEnow to make sure you never miss an issue!
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I Looking suspiciously as if it's

based on the same engine as Dawn
Patrol (reviewed in the July Amiga
Review), Overlord is a World War
II combat flight simulator of the air

campaign leading up to the D-Day
invasion of Normandy.

Like Dawn Patrol, it's not

purely a story-driven game that

forces you to take one mission at a

time; you can set up missions as

you like, although you can only fly

for the Allies in a Spitfire IX, Ty-

phoon 1 B or Mustang ID.

If you do choose to follow the

Overlord mission sequence, you

play three successive pilots, mov-
ing on to the next one every time

you die and ending the game if you

use them all up. This isn't too

likely, though, because among its

many features Overlord gives you

the ability to cockpit-hop; if your

plane's been shot up, you can jump
to another plane, and still mystical-

ly "be" the same guy. You can do

this in less extreme circumstances

as well, to kesp a multi-plane mis-

sion on track without having to use

a cumbersome system of ordering

other pilots around.

The Big New Feature of Over-

lord is the Inside Combat Lock
system. Hit Backspace and your

viewpoint shifts up a bit (getting

those irritating instruments out of

the way) and points, by default, at

the nearest flight target, tracking it

no matter how you steer the plane.

See-through arrows on the sides

and top of the cockpit stop you
getting confused - or try, anyway.

Unfortunately, the Inside Com-
bat Lock system and all the other

views and features of Overlord

suffer from its uninspired conver-

sion from IBM to Amiga. As with

Dawn Patrol, the convertors have

chosen to make the game compati-

ble with ECS Amigas, and since

they don't appear to be God-Like

Programmers this has meant the

usual small screen view and very

basic vector graphics.

The back of the box claims "the

most realistic graphical portrayal

of aircraft and gameworld in any

historical flight simulation to

date"; this may actually be the case

in the PC version, but as far as

graphics go the Amiga version

could have been created any time

in the last seven years.

That aside, this is a good game.

Excellent manual with the usual

pile of barely relevant but interest-

ing information, decent flight mod-

el (no silly bits like planes in 90

degree banks not losing altitude),

plenty of views and missions, hard

disk installable - just not pretty.

Overlord

Available from Amiga
software dealers.

Contact Amadeus
Computers on (02) 651
1711 for more information.

RRP $69.00.
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I Another top-down racing game,

not unlike Ail Terrain Racing (re-

viewed in the May Amiga Re-

view), but with bigger numbers.

There are five types of car and five

kinds of racetrack, against the

three of each in ATR - but you

can't choose what kind of car to

race on what track.

Essentially, this is much the

same game. Burn around the 20

tracks against five computer oppo-

nents, the clock or a friend (via a

null modem cable), collect speed-

boost and cash tokens on the road

and bonuses for coming in the first

four places, upgrade your car (ac-

celeration, turbo boost, steering

and tyres) and burn around some

more. If you're good enough,

you'll make it to the final two one-

on-one races and finish the game -

and you'll have to be VERY good.

Unlike ATR, you can beat your

car to death on the scenery - and

the more fragile cars, like the Indy

racer and sports car, are quite easy

to break. Fortunately, there are re-

pair tokens lying around on the

road along with the others, and

your car gets completely repaired

in between races.

And Turbo Trax has no mines

or missiles with which to blast the

snot out of your friend in datalink

mode. Details, details. As I said,

it's basically the same game.

This genre of ' game's been

done over and over, and this is a

perfectly good version. It's closer

to realism than ATR in both graph-

ics and gameplay, but both are a

very long way from being a simu-

lator and, if pressed, I think I'd

give ATR the nod for quality of

gameplay.

Turbo Trax's computer oppo-

nents are well graded, the manu-

al's fine, the graphics are good and

the scrolling nice and smooth. The

different cars and tracks behave as

you'd expect, and finishing is cer-

tainly a challenge. But if you've

already got ATR, there's no very

good reason to get Turbo Trax as

well.

Contact Amadeus on (02) 651

1711. RRP $69.95.
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I This is a flight simulator for

trainspotters. I'm sorry, but there's

no other quick way to describe it.

It simulates, in excruciating detail,

the landing of an Airbus Industrie

A320 jetliner at various and assort-

ed European airports - and that is

absolutely ALL it does. Landing is

the most challenging part of flying

a jumbo, so I can see why the

kinds of people that climb the

north faces of mountains because

they're harder would be interested

in simulating it, but the concept

doesn't do much for me.

Nonetheless, I could be quite

complimentary about this program.

I don't like it personally, because

I'd rather grab the stick and boot

off into the wild blue yonder than

deal with the most technically dif-

ficult but least exhilarating part of

a flight, but I can accept that there

are flightsim freaks out there who
really go for this sort of thing, and

as far as I'm concerned they can

have it and good luck to them.

Unfortunately, even for these

people, I suspect this would turn

out to be a rather dud program.

The 100 page manual and accom-

panying booklet of approach charts

for airports are, of necessity, very

complex, but I can't help but think

that traditional flightsim accou-

trements such as a key reference

chart might have helped. And the

remarkable complexity of the con-

trols has been clumsily handled -

instead of sensibly assigning ev-

erything to key shortcuts, for many
settings you have to move the

mouse semi-randomly to highlight

the correct instrument panel, then

click and enter a value. You can

use an analog joystick with an ap-

propriate adaptor, though.

And the program itself s sadly

dated. The font for the intro

screen's the good old ugly Work-
bench 1.x Topaz 8, and the graph-

ics wouldn't look unusually good

to Flight Simulator 1 players, Add
to this the fact that the program

crashes now and then - my
favourite problem is the one that

leaves your A320 apparently stuck

in a tree, hanging in the air with no

danger of death from anything oth-

er than hunger - and you end up

with a pretty darn dud game.

But hey, maybe I've missed

something. As I said, these sorts of

games don't excite me at all, and

maybe A320 is a perfect example

of the genre and my blinkered vi-

sion has prevented me from appre-

ciating it. And, then again, maybe
not.

Contact: Hotpolnt Ph; (02)

634 6499. RRP$69.95
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Virtual Karting - Preview

> It Is Written that Amigas do

great platform games, decent vec-

tor graphic games, and lousy tex-

ture mapped games - vector graph-

ic games with images "mapped"

onto the planes that make up the

objects, for more realistic looks.

If you doubl this assessment,

just look at all the attempts to pro-

duce workable DOOM engines on

the Amiga; the couple that have

actually made it to commercial

release are chunkier and slower on

a 40MHz 68040 Amiga than

DOOM on a bargain basement

66MHz 80486. It would appear,

from this evidence, that fast tex-

ture mapped gaming on an Amiga
is pretty much a non-starter, be-

cause it needs the sort of howling

straighl-line processor grunt that

only a stacked DOS box can sup-

ply.

Bucking the trend, though, is

Virtual Karting, a new vector

graphic race game that aims to be

"the fastest, smoothest and most

detailed texture mapped game the

Amiga has ever seen".

Since the Amiga hasn't actual-

ly seen very many texture mapped

games - vector graphic, yes, tex-

ture mapped, no - this would not

appear to be too tricky a feat. But

Virtual Karting isn't happy to be

the best of its kind - it actually

wants to be good, too. The makers

claim 25 frames per second in full

3D on a plain Jane A1200, or 50

frames per second in the zoom-

and-rotate 2D top-down view, and

full 50 frame per second animation

on accelerated AGA machines -

and it seems that "accelerated" has

a pretty broad definition, as a 1200

with fast RAM will do! These are

very impressive numbers, and the

feat has apparently been achieved

by doing the texture mapping in a

completely new way, without try-

ing to beat the IBM clones at their

own game.

There are two types of karts -

100 and 125cc - and only three

tracks in the unfinished preview

version. There are four view

heights in the 3D game, like good

old Virtua Racing and its offspring

in the arcades, and a spiffy heli-

copter flyby at the beginning. And
on top of the pretty views and blis-

tering speed, this game promises

truly realistic driving - which is a

must if you want a decent simula-

tion of the differential-free, four-

wheel-drift world of go-kart rac-

ing.

Look for a full review of this

hot new title soon - in the mean-

time, enjoy these pre-release pic-

tures!
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I If you've long had a sneaking

suspicion that golf simulations take

themselves somewhat too serious-

ly, but don't want to play some to-

tally silly mini-golf game, this is

the product for you.

From Sensible Software, mak-

ers of Sensible Soccer and the

Cannon Fodder games, Sensible

Golf takes all the basic elements of

a golf sim, doesn't bother with the

super-accurate frills and leaves a

very playable, good fun game.

They've gone with the presentation

they know - forget the two-inch-

player, view from behind presenta-

tion of every other golf game; in

Sensible Golf you're a weeny little

ten-pixel splodge viewed from far

above. Looking at the scenery, you

can't help but think that Sensible

Golf is what happens when the

poor little guys from Cannon Fod-

der put on some tartan pants and

take a day off. I'm quite sure that

more than a few graphic elements

have been lifted from Cannon Fod-

der, which is no bad thing but cer-

tainly produces a moment of initial

disconcertion.

Once you're past that, this

game's a doddle to play. It's joy-

stick controlled; aim with left and

right, pick club with up and down,

hold the button to see a map, tap it

to activate the Weily-O-Meter (I

am not making this up), which is

much the same as every other golf

game's swing meter except for the

fact that singularly bad timing on

the second click will see you miss

the ball entirely, and attract ap-

plause. Get on the green and you

shift to a slightly more magnified

putting screen, still viewed form

above but with arrows on the green

to show you the slope.

While the interface may be

simple, there are all the game vari-

ants any non-freak needs. You can

have up to 72 (!) players in any

one round, and they can be any

mixture of humans and computer-

controlled opponents at various

levels. You can make your player

look how you like, with different

skin, hair, shirt and trouser colours.

You can play Matchplay, Stroke-

play, tournament or Skins games

on any of 25 courses, none of

which try to look like real world

courses and many of which are sin-

gularly devious in design.

It's two disks, it'll ran on any

1Mb Amiga, the manual's to the

point and witty; generally speak-

ing, Sensible Golf's a bunch of

fun. If you're a golf sim fanatic

you won't like it; if you've got bet-

ter taste in clothes than that you

probably will.

AMIGA Review

Sensible Golf

Available from Amiga
software dealers.

Contact Amadeus
Computers on (02) 651
1711 for more information.

RRP $69.00.



AlfaColour 256k
ColourScanner

By Jai Cowan

I If you need to turn pictures or

text on paper into computer data,

there are three ways to go about it.

You can pick up a cheap video

camera, and plug that into a frame

grabber such as the Vidi 12. Or
there's the option of a flatbed

scanner (See review of Migraph

1200 in July '94 AGAR). Or you

Below: An example of a 400
dpi scan in text mode.

could try one of the many
available hand scanners. We
checked out the 400dpi

AlfaColour 256K from

Natdisc at around $699.

It's an attractive modern

looking unit with brightness

control, three switches at the side

which control various options, and

a button at the top to start and stop

scanning.

It comes with an interface

which could easily be mistaken for

an external floppy drive, a brief

ten page manual, the usual stack of

miscellaneous paper, and the

scanner itself. The interface plugs

into the parallel port of any Amiga,

User's Instructions

256K-Color Hand Scanner for Amiga

ALFA
DATA

and draws power from the floppy

drive port. All you need is a

minimum of one meg of RAM and

a floppy drive so it's happy on

most systems.

Another good feature is pass

throughs for both your printer and

floppy drive connectors. This

saves you swapping the leads

around every time you want to

print or scan or use your floppy

drive.

There is a little button on the

front of the interface box which

switches between printer and

scanner. Two little lights indicate

which mode you're in.

Software
The included software is pretty

basic, just one disk which contains

a single program that handles

everything you can do. The main

program has five buttons up the

top of the screen which control
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scanning, settings, loading, saving

and one more incredible function -

quitting. It's all Workbench 2.x or

higher compliant and multitasks

beautifully.

The scanner has a four inch

pick up at the front which allows

you to scan an A4 page with just

two sweeps. However, you then

have to piece them together, which

could be very fiddly. However
most scans won't be this big, so for

the sake of this review, I

concentrated on scanning standard

photograph sized images to give

you some idea of what's possible.

Operation

After you've installed the

hardware, you're ready to fire up

the software which is just copied to

your hard disk, there's no installer

included. Next, you make sure all

the settings on the software match

that of your scanner, and away you

go. It's pretty straight forward, just

select the scan button and then it'll

run the warm up timer. The
scanner takes two minutes to warm
up from a cold start.

Once it's in use, the scanner

will stay hot enough to

use unless it is left for

five minutes of non-use.

To scan, you press the

button on the scanner and

slowly roll the scanner

across the page. One of

the coolest things I found

was the fact that you get a

real time picture of what

you've scanned on your

monitor, as well as a

ticking sound from the interface

every millimetre, to help you
maintain a constant speed. If you
move the scanner too fast over the

page, the over-speed buzzer will

sound so you don't lose data. It's

quite a good system.

Problems
Unlike a flatbed scanner, where

the pickup is mechanically moved
along the page at a constant rate,

you often get a dodgy scan which

has to be re-done. A steady hand is

important for using this scanner as

I found myself doing some scans

four times to finally obtain a

smooth result. This is especially a

Below: The Alfa colour's

simple yet adequate

software.
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Left: Two full colour scans

at 400 dpi.

Below: You can view your

scan using a variety of

modes.

HlfaColor tfiew
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problem when you're scanning at a

high resolution and the scanner

can't seem to keep up.

The cable from the interface

box to the hand scanner could do

well to be slightly more flexible.

It's really quite frustrating when
you're halfway through a scan and

the cable grabs on the edge of the

desk and spoils it.

Despite these small glitches, I

do like the Alfa Colour. It's pretty

well designed and will scan out of

most books and magazines without

too much trouble. However, it's

easier to operate over a single

sheet because the rollers get caught

on the edge of most books. It

seems Alfa Data had standard

sized photographs in mind when
they designed the Alfa Colour .

Colours, Colours, Colours
If you have an AGA amiga,

you can display HAMS pictures

which are 256,000 colours at 200

dots per inch. ECS Amigas, unless

they have a 24 bit

graphics board are

stuck with 4.096

colours. The pictures

shown here are

HAM8 scans of

photos. You can also

do a 256 colour scan

if you prefer. The

Alfa Colour doesn't

stop at pretty pictures.

It has a Text mode
which can be
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Right: Another full colour

24bit scan using the Alfa

Colour,

operated at 400 DPI and works

quite well for scanning black and

white images and text.

A wide variety of grey scale

and dithering options are also

available as a last resort. The
software allows you to save scans

of normal IFFs which will toad

into all paint programs, desktop

publishing software and

wordprocessors.

Each of the scan modes let you
save the entire scan, or you can

select which part of the image to

save by dragging a box. This saves

you cropping the scans in yet

another package.

Wrap Up
The best part about this scanner

is the price. It will not deliver

similar results to a flatbed, and it's

more of a bother to use, and takes

longer. If you want to scan some
nice small, colour pictures the

Alfa Colour could be the go.

However for serious use you need

a flatbed. For light use, or if the

kids want a scanner for school

projects, it's an okay buy and with

a bit of practise, delivers passable

results on any machine.

For more information call

Natdisc on (02) 544 1874. RRP
$699.

Good enough for

professional use?

The scanning and colour resolution

ol the AlfaColour are certainly good

enough for line art. However, for grey

scale or true full colour reproduction

you need 256 shades of each colour or

grey - not just the 64 which AlfaColour

offer -giving a total of 256,000

colours. This lack of colour resolution

could exhibit banding in some
conditions.

However, with judicious use of

dithering techniques you could make
the colour or grey scale range look

good enough for low quality work. See

the DTP column in this issue for more

information.

<e
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Contributions to the Amiga Review Art

Gallery are welcome. Please post your

contributions to Amiga Review, PO
Box 278, Camperdown NSW 2050 OR
you can modem them directly to us on
(02) 550 2499. We aIso accept files by
internet or CompuServe. Our internet

address is pcreview@world.net.

CompuServe is 74431, 1224.
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GALLERY of HAND
DRAW IMAGES
These images were

downloaded from the AMINET
image areas on the Internet, or

CD-ROM. Starting next month,

the best hand drawm image

published each issue will

receive a cash reward of $50.

^
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GLASSY GIRL
By Mike Yrj
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Who are they?
Amiga Graphic Artists Special

Interest Group is a dedicated group of

individuals from various backgrounds,

professional and non-professional, all

with one thing in common - They all own

AMIGA computers and they are all

interested in what the AMIGA does best

- Graphics. They meet one Sunday each,

month in Kirrawee, just south of the city

of Sydney in New South Wales, Australia.

They use mainly "power" AMIGAs due

to the CPU intensive nature of the

graphics area. These include the AMIGA
1200, the AMIGA 2000, the AMIGA
3000 and the AMIGA 4000.

A variety ofprocessors arc used. They

work with proprietary and non-

proprietary animation formats from the

AMIGA platform (ILBM Anim5,7,8,16

and 32 (Seala format)), FLI and PLC, AVI

and MPEG for PC. Some of their

members are even closet PC and

Macintosh owners! Still image formats

include AmigalFF (1 to 32 bit), GTF 87a

and 89a, JPEG, PICT, PCX, TARGA,
PPM/PGM, SUN RASTER, Xll, BMP,

PNG and a few others.

What Do They Do?
At each meeting you can expect

demonstrations and tutorials using stale-

of-the-art amiga rendering, paint and

image manipulation software. Their

members use many of the currently

available Amiga, PC and Macintosh

software. These include;

3D Software • Lightwave 3D for

Amiga and PC (versions 3J,3,5,4.0beta

and PO4.0) • Imagine 3.0 for Amiga

and PC «Real3D V2.49 for Amiga and

PC • 3D Studio Release 4.0 PC

•PixelPro 3D

Paint Software * Deluxe Paint 4.5

and 5.0 * Brilliance • DCTV Paint •

Personal Paint • SpectraPaint (24bit) •

PicoPaint (24bit) • TV Paint (32bii) •

OpalPaint (32bit)

Processors • Art Department

Professional (ADPro by Elastic Reality)

• ImageFXl.5 and 2.0 • PhotoGcnics

1.2 • ImageMaster R/T • ScalaMM200

300 and 400 • PioGontro! for ADPro •

Animation Station • Forge and Essence

n/m for Imagine • Main Actor 1.55

MorphPlus (Elastic Reality) *

CineMorph • PhotoShoplO (PC &
Mac) • Fractal.Design Painter (PC)

Landscape Generators/Simulators

• VistaPro 3.0 * Scenery Animator

Their members are involved in

everything from running their own

graphic orientated businesses, to

computer repairs, to game sprite design.

They have one member with a beta Opal

Roaster board (the PAL answer to the

Newtek Toaster) and several members

with Motion VLAB and PAR motion

JPEG boards.

We'd like to hear from you! You're

welcome to attend any upcoming meeting

if you use any of the software mentioned

above.

NEXT MEETINGS
Here's a club that could be jusl for

you! The next meetings are:

Sunday 5th November

Sunday 3rd December

Sunday 31st December

They start at 1 P.M. sharp! As a rough

guide for future reference, meetings occur

approximately every four weeks - So, if

the date above has passed, please calculate

four weeks from these dates, i

If you are unsure please call Michael

Williamson on (02) 9545 4572. Michael

will also inform you about membership

costs if you decide you'd like to stay as a

member, as well as any other questions

you may have.

Michael is the President and Treasurer

of the group and is assisted by Ivan Smith.

You can also call Ivan for information on

(02) 9545 1 995 - after 7pm (Local Sydney

time).

How to get there
The easiest and quickest way to get

to the meeting is by public transport.

Catch any Cronulla bound train and get

off at Kirrawee Station. Walk out of the

station, straight ahead and up the road one

or two blocks and you're there.
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Subscriber Info
I If you live in a remote area,

find it difficult to locate a

copy of Amiga Review local-

ly, or woutd like to save a bit

off the regular cover price,

subscribe. However, please

note that we cannot guarantee

subscriber copies will arrive

before newsagent copies.

Amiga Review usually

comes off the press on a Fri-

day. We get our subscriber

copies on Monday. They're

delivered to a mailing house

for processing and are lodged

with Australia Post Tuesday

morning. Newsagent copies

are trucked directly to

newsagents and will go on

sale on Wednesday. Now
comes the real battle. Aus-

tralia Post takes anything

from one day to over a week

to delivery interstate copies.

One subscriber told us re-

cently that a friend one sub-

urb away got his mag a week

later.

If you have a questions

about your subscription, call

us on 1-800 252 879. If you

would like to subscribe, you

can pay by credit card,

cheque or money order, or we
can bill you. Credit card pay-

ments will appear as Storm

Front Studios.

FREE Reader
Classifieds
For Reader Classifieds see pages 58-59

Yes, I want to take advantage of Andrew Farrell!

Give me some FREE space in Amiga Review and fill

it with the following words:

Run until notified Run once
Send to: Amiga Review Reader Classifieds,

PO Box 278, Camperdown 2050 or

Fax: (02) 565 1220
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Fonhof 1

9

House of Computers 63

Image Domain 19

JEC Computers 63

MVB 6,7

Natdisc OBC

Pelham 63

Prime Artifax 70,71

Scarlet 63

Sigmacom IFC,1,2

Subscribe - 45

Tri Logic 63

TV Graphics 5

Unitech Electronics P/L 9

Vallhalla Games 63

Authors
wanted

If you can write in plain

English, have experience

with a particular product

and can meet deadlines,

we'd like to hear from

you.

Amiga Review is look-

ing for articles providing

practical help using com-

monly run applications.

Any wordprocessor for-

mat is acceptable, al-

though straight ASCII is

preferred. IFF images

should include captions in

a separate text file (or on

the end of the main text

file).

You can modem contri-

butions to us by calling

(02) 550 2499.

If you don't get any re-

sponse on connection, just

upload your article using

ZModem - be sure to give

the story and related files a

meaningful file name.

Disks should be mailed

to The Editor, Amiga Re-

view, PO Box 278,

Camperdown 2050.

Please don't send your

original disk, as we cannot

guarantee safe return.

L
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omputer #
BUREAU SERVICE?

24Bil Colour Image Scanning

Amisia'CD-ROM Mastering

3D Rendering &" Animations

We tan produce 2D & 3D
.Graphics and Animations

for your- Desktop Video &
Multi-Media requirements.

* m w
LightWave 3D Version 4.0

The best just got better!

$999
The new version of this fabulous 3D 1

Animation and Rendering package is 1

now available for the Amiga or PC. 1

Lightwave Accessories

Anim Workshop 2, Forge 2, Pixel 3D, 1

Power Macros, Sparks, Pegger, Magic 1

Lanten, Surface Pro, Diner, Sports, Oddsl

& Ends, Humanoid, Cathedral, Wedding!

Jurassic, WaveMaker, LightROM CDs 1

Lightwave Videos

Set of 5 Instructional Videos S299 1

Pro Flying Logos Video $69 1

>v
Pioneer DRMG04 QuatI Spin

6 Stacker CD-ROM

St

,

$1299

1 ul . ^

Easy Ledgers 2

$250

Lost Treasures

$69

Logic 3 - The Logical Choice

Alpha-ray ... $30 Quatro Stick ... $40

Sigma-ray ... $40 Free Wheel ... $99

Delta-ray ... $50 Speed Mouse ... $49

Competition

Pro CD32 Pad

$49

CD Special Bundles

4 for $99
Mean Arenas

Morph

Pinball Fantasies

Arabian Nights

D/Generation

Dangerous Sheets

Deep Core

Fire Force

Fly Harder

Global Effect

James Pond 2

John Barnes Football

liberation

Sensible Soccer

SleepWalker

Summer Glympix

Trolls

Whales Voyage

Wild Cup Soccer

Zool

Amiga Computers
A1200/A4000T060s$Call

Accelerators A1200
Cobra 030 28Mhz $299 I

Cobra 030EC 40Mliz $449

Mongoose 030 50Mhz $649

Ferret SCSI-2 Option $189 I

Pyramid TRA020/28 $249

1

Accelerators A3/4000I

Warp Engine 28Mhz $1699
[

Warp Engine 40Mhz $2299

SCSI Interfaces

Squirrel A1200/A600 $179

DataFlyer A120O/A40OO $199
|

CD-ROMs
Sony CDU76S Internal $439|
Sony CDU76S External $5791

Hard Drives
3.5" Fast SCSI-2

420MB $369 540MB £499

850MB $550 1.05GB $899

3.S" IDEforA4000
545MB $350 850MB $480

2.5"IDEforAl200
340MB $469 524MB $649

Floppy Drives

3.5"A500 Internal $150

3.5" A2O00 Internal $150

3.5" A1200 Internal $150

3.5" A4000 HD Intl $249

Emulators

Amax II Mac Classic $299

Ernplant Mac Deluxe $799

Emplant5SoDXOptn$199

Modems
Maestro 144FM $399

Maestro 288FM $499

On d-ivr ami irMs j re norulilw

ZIP SCSI 100MB ..$399

TriPak 3x 100Mb Disks .. $109

AMIGA CD-ROM
Mastering

Backup your Amiga hard

drive or create your own

s! Call for more info.

/M'%. RocGen Plus

Genlock

$299

bJB Picasso 11

We stock "an extensive range of CD32, CDTV & CD-ROM titles. Hours:" Mon-Fri 9:30-18:GJ> , Sat *>:30- 13:00

Primera

Dye Sub

Colour

$1299

337 Penshurst St

Willoughby 2068

Tel: 02-417-5155

Fax: 02-417-5542



OUR AIM IS

SERVICE

Ring, Call or Mail
23/37 Gerrale St. Cronulla

TELEPHONE 02 544 1874

ACCELERATORS
Cyberstorm '060 $2599
Warp Engine 40Mhz $2299

VIDEO CARDS
Cybervision $995

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
TBC Enhancer $1645

GENLOCKS
ED Neptune $1199
EDSirius $1795

This Months SPECIALS

AData floppy disk drives

3.1 ROMs for A500/2000
3,1 ROMs for A1 200/4000

$125
$115
$135

RAM SIMM's - Best prices i

For eg: 4 Meg 72 Pin 32 Bit

n town
$200

ALFADATA SCANNERS

EXPANSION BOARDS

OKTAGON2008 $299
Zorro I!, SCSI 2 card with RAM
expansion - up to 8Mb.

Plus FREE Qigarnem software,

TANDEM $169
internal CDROM & IDE drive

controller. Now supports CD32.

MULTFACE CARD III

High speed Serial port to take

advantage of the V.34 modems
plus a high speed PAR port to

speed up printing. gj-l gg

AlfaPower $229.00
Integrated IDE Hard drive controller

& RAM card for A500/500 +

Up to 8Mb fast DRAM ZIPS. Holds 1x3,5" or 2x2.5" drives

EMPLANT

MAC
MAC & PC
PC Upgrade

AM IA

CSA

$795 '030 Derringer

$995 SUNRIZE
$195 8 Track Stereo

<m
-J g 1 6Bit sound card

$2195

$699

AlfaScan 800 $299
Hi Res 800 dpi 256 grey scale hand held

scanner. Includes OCR and Merge It

touch up software.

A1 200 CD-ROM Kits from $1 99

F%^
ALFA PRODUCTS

AlfaData Trackball $69.95

Optical PenMouse $65.95

MegaMouse $39.95
Quality 400 dpi Optical mechanical

mouse.

AlfaOptic $69.95
Quality 300 dpi Optical mouse.
Includes mat.

MouseMaster $39.95
A simple Automatic Mouse/Joystick

switch for Amiga.

AlfaDrive S%C *1 69.95
Quality external 3.5" slimilT^ Sfg*

All Amiga's NOW in stock

Call for pricing of new and good S/H
machines in ANY configuration

All trade ins accepted

ASIM CDFS V3.2 now in stock $95
ASIM CD Authoring Systems $3495

All products available from your local AMIGA dealers. Dealer enquiries - Call NATDISC 044 738 862

Mail Order: NATDISC PO Box 343 Cronulla NSW 2230 Information: 02 544 1874 for your nearest dealer

BBS: 02 544 1 873 Fax: 02 544 1 873 Orders Outside Sydney FREE call 008 622 389


